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Abstract
In this thesis, I studied the molecular integration of reward-learning related neuromodulatory inputs by striatal medium-sized projection neurons (MSNs) using mass-action kinetic
modeling.
It is known that, in reward learning, an unexpected reward results in transient elevation
in dopamine (peak) whereas omission of an expected reward leads to transient dopamine
decrease (dip). In silico experiments performed in the current study indicated that rewardrelated transient dopamine signals could act differentially on the cAMP/PKA signaling of
the two MSN classes, D1 receptor expressing MSNs (D1 MSNs) and D2 receptor expressing MSNs (D2 MSNs). PKA in D1 MSN responded to dopamine peaks, whereas in D2
MSN it was affected by dopamine dips. Simulations further highlighted the possibility that
cAMP/PKA signaling in D1 MSNs is tonically inhibited by acetylcholine by activating muscarinic M4 receptors under the basal condition. In this scenario, the D1 receptor activation
by a dopamine peak does not have any downstream effect, unless the dopamine peak is
accompanied by an acetylcholine dip that could release the M4 -mediated inhibition. Such
acetylcholine dips accompany dopamine peaks due to the time-locked dopaminergic bursts
and cholinergic pauses observed in reward-learning. Thus, an acetylcholine dip could be
viewed as a time window for dopamine signaling in D1 MSN. Similarly, the cAMP/PKA
signaling in D2 MSN could be tonically inhibited by the dopamine-dependent D2 receptors.
In this case, a dopamine dip results in the cAMP/PKA activation, and the strength of
the downstream response depends on the level of basal adenosine, acting via A2 a receptors. These results highlight how multiple neuromodulators could be integrated by striatal
MSNs to produce effective downstream response. Such signal integration scenarios require
that the dopamine and acetylcholine-triggered cAMP signaling be sufficiently powerful and
sensitive. However, quantitative information regarding the efficacy of dopamine and acetylcholine on cAMP signaling is virtually non-existent for living MSNs. Therefore, the effects
of dopamine and acetylcholine on cAMP signaling were quantitatively characterized in this
study by imaging genetically-encoded FRET-based biosensor expressed in mice brain slices.
The measurements confirmed that the cAMP signaling in MSNs is quite sensitive and could
strongly be influenced by neuromodulators, thus supporting the underlying model requirements, and thereby predictions.
Another parameter that is important for effective molecular signal integration is the relative timing between various convergent inputs. For example, studies have shown that LTP
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in D1 MSNs is produced if corticostriatal glutamate synaptic activity is shortly followed by
a dopamine peak. However, there is no LTP if the order of the inputs is reversed. This
temporal dependence is believed to result in various aspects of reward learning, such as
reward causality, and is theoretically represented by the so-called eligibility trace. However,
little is known how such temporal constraints emerge at the level of molecular signaling. I
investigated the possible molecular mechanism responsible for the emergence of this temporal constraints, using computational modeling. This study proposes a novel molecular
mechanism based on the coordinated activity of two striatally enriched phosphoproteins,
DARPP-32 and ARPP-21 that could explain the emergence of the timing-dependence for
postsynaptic signal integration, and thus a plausible molecular underpinning for the eligibility trace of reward learning.
In summary, the results presented in this thesis advance our understanding on how the
striatal cAMP respond towards reward-related nueromodulator signals, and the downstream
effects on synaptic signaling and reward learning.
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Sammanfattning
I denna avhandlingen använder jag datormodellering för att undersöka den molekylära
signalieringen som sker i striatala medium spiny projection (MSN) neuroner under belöningsinlärning (reinforcement learning).
Det finns två subtyper av MSNs om man tittar på vilka dopaminreceptorer de uttrycker;
D1 MSNs och D2 MSNs. Under belöningsinlärning resulterar en oväntad belöning i en
tillfällig ökning av signalsubstansen dopamin, medan en utebliven men förväntad belöning
leder till en tillfällig minskning av dopaminsignaleringen. In silico experiment utförda i min
studie predicerar att en tillfällig dopaminsignal påverkar D1 och D2 MSNs på olika sätt.
I D1 MSNs leder en tillfällig ökning av dopamin till en ökning av aktiveringen av PKA,
medan i D2 MSNs krävs istället en minskning av dopamin för att få en ökning av PKA. Förutom dopamin är även andra neuromodulatorer, som acetylkolin och adenosin, involverade i
belöningsinlärning. Min studie pekar på möjligheten av att cAMP/PKA signaleringen i D1
MSNs under normala förhållanden är toniskt inhiberad via acetylkolinberoende muskarina
M4 receptorer. Med detta scenario ger en tillfällig dopaminaktivering av D1 receptorerna
oftast ingen effekt nedströms, utan en tillfälligt ökad dopamin signal behöver också kombineras med en tillfällig minskning av acetylkolinets inhibition via M4 för att resultera i
en ökning av cAMP/PKA. En sådan minskning av acetylkolinet sker faktiskt oftast tillsammans med en ökning av dopamin efter en oväntad belöning. Med andra ord så skapar
acetylkolinpausen ett tidsfönster för dopamin D1 signalering i MSNs. På samma sätt kan
cAMP/PKA signaleringen i D2 MSNs toniskt inhiberas av dopamin D2 receptorer. I detta
fall leder en minskning av dopamin till cAMP/PKA aktivering och styrkan på effekten nedströms beror på bakgrundsnivån av adenosin, som i sin tur aktiverar A2a receptorer. Detta
resultatet visar hur striatala MSNs kan integrera multipla neuromodulatorer för att reglera den resulterande effekten nedströms i signaleringskaskaden. Denna integrering kräver
att den dopamin- och acetylkolinberoende cAMP signaleringen är tillräckligt känslig för
de insignaler som når neuronet. Det saknas idag kvantitativ information om effektiviteten
av dopamin och acetylkolin på cAMP i levande nervceller. Av den anledningen karaktäriserade jag den kvantitativa effekten på cAMP signaleringen m.h.a. genetiskt kodade
FRET-baserade sensorer uttryckta i striatala MSNs. Dessa mätningar visade att cAMP
kan påverkas signifikant av neuromodulatorer, och resultaten stödjer samtidigt modellantagandena samt prediktionerna från modellen.
Timingen mellan de olika inputs som aktiverar MSNs är viktig för att få en effektiv
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integrering av de molekylära signalerna. Till exempel har studier visat att om glutamat,
som frisätts av kortikostriatalt input, följs av en tillfällig dopaminökning kan detta resultera
i long-term-potentiation (LTP) i den kortikostriatala synapsen till D1 MSNs. Om däremot
dopaminökningen kommer innan glutamatsignalen så blir det inte LTP. Detta temporala
beroende antas vara en viktig aspekt av hur inlärning sker, såsom belöningskausalitet i
detta fall. Teoretiskt sett representerar detta exempel en situation där man kan tänka
sig att glutamatsignalen ger upphov till ett s.k. ’eligibility trace’. Vi vet dock lite om
hur sådana temporala signaler kan uppstå och implementeras på molekylär nivå. Jag har
därför undersökt de molekylära mekanismer som kan vara viktiga. Min studie predicerar
en ny molekylär mekanism baserad på en koordinerad aktivering av två fosfoproteiner som
båda finns rikligt i striatum, DARPP-32 och ARPP-21. Avtiveringen av dessa proteiner
kan förklara hur en tidsberoende integrering av postsynaptiska signaler kan uppstå, och
därmed hur ett ’eligibility trace’ kan uppstå.
Sammanfattningsvis har detta avhandlingsarbete utvecklat vår förståelse för hur cAMP
signaleringen i striatum påverkas av neuromodulatorer, samt hur den postsynaptiska signaleringen nedströms om cAMP kan se ut under belöningsinlärning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Background

The ability to sense and react-to external environment is a crucial element of life. Transformation of environmental stimuli to organismal response involves complex computations
which become increasingly sophisticated as an organism is higher up the tree of life. In
the animal kingdom, starting from lower level phyla except for Porifera, the elements involved in these computations show a functional organization to form the nervous system
with varying degree of complexity, possibly, to increase the repertoire and efficiency of the
stimulus-response transformation. Given the dynamic nature of the external environment,
it is crucial that animals should be able to associate novel environmental stimuli to appropriate responses, and also reconfigure the existing stimuli-response transformations in the
light of newer environmental realities. "Learning" encapsulates these abilities of an organism to create novel association or update existing associations. One of the various forms
of learning is reward learning and it is fundamental to several animal behaviors. In reward
learning, if a stimulus or a stimulus-response pair is followed by a rewarding experience
then its perceived salience increases and this results in an association between the stimulus,
response and the reward. Using such associations built upon past experiences, an organism
could predict a possible reward if a specific stimulus is present in a given environmental
context and how it should respond to achieve this reward. In other words, reward learning is
a process of creating or updating stimuli-response transformations that is guided by reward
as a teaching signal [Schultz (2015)].
In the vertebrate central nervous system (CNS), basal ganglia (BG) is a brain structure
1
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that is central to reward learning [Foerde and Shohamy (2011)]. Basal ganglia is a collection
of evolutionarily conserved and well-connected nuclei located at the basal forebrain. They
receive dense excitatory glutamatergic innervation from cortex and thalamus, and in turn
projects inhibitory output to thalamus and brainstem. In the context of reward learning,
environmental stimuli and response-related motor plans are believed to be represented by
the inputs and outputs of the basal ganglia, respectively, and the input-output transformation of this brain structure is hypothesized to decide the response of an organism for a
given stimulus [Gurney et al. (2015); Frank (2005); Berthet et al. (2016)]. In this scheme, a
novel input pattern may have initial mappings to multiple output responses and the system
may sample these different possible mappings, possibly in a trial-and-error fashion. If one
of those possible input-output mappings results in a reward then it will be strengthened, so
that there is a higher probability of selecting this mapping if the same input pattern appears
in the future; a strategy to maximize future rewards. Conversely, if the strengthened mapping stops leading to the expected reward, may be, due to a change in the environment, this
mapping is weakened. A crude analogy would be to view basal ganglia as a switch board
through which various stimuli could be connected to different possible responses, largely,
based on the propensity of the connections to acquire a reward. It should be noted that in
this highly simplistic description in relation to this thesis various aspects of basal ganglia
including its recurrent network dynamics, which may be important in themselves, have been
overlooked.
Striatum (Str) is the largest nucleus of basal ganglia onto which a majority of inputs to
basal ganglia converge. It is an inhibitory neural network mainly composed of GABAergic
neurons. The GABAergic medium sized projection neurons (MSN) are the principal neurontype in striatum and constitute more than 90% of the overall striatal neuronal populations
[Graveland and Difiglia (1985)]. Due to their abundance, a majority of the inputs to striatum are received by MSNs. In turn, MSNs project onto the other nuclei of basal ganglia.
Based on their projection target, they are classified into two types: (1) direct-pathway and
(2) indirect-pathway MSNs. The direct-pathway MSNs project directly onto the output
nuclei of the basal ganglia, substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) or globus pallidus interna (GPi), whereas the indirect-pathway MSNs target intermediate basal ganglia nucleus,
globus pallidus externa (GPe), that project onto SNr/GPi [Gerfen and Scott Young (1988)].
The neurons in GPi, SNr and GPe are also largely GABAergic, and collectively these nuclei
along with striatum form a two-pathway (Str → SNr/GPi and Str → GPe → SNr/GPi)
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feedforward network in which all edges are inhibitory. According to classical basal ganglia
models, the balance between the activity of these two parallel pathways is considered to be
primary determinant of basal ganglia output [Gurney et al. (2001)]. An important factor
which regulates this balance is the efficacy with which striatal MSNs are activated by the
cortical/thalamic excitatory inputs to basal ganglia [Gurney et al. (2015); Bahuguna et al.
(2015); Berthet et al. (2016)]. For example, if excitatory inputs to direct-pathway MSNs are
more effective than indirect-pathway MSNs, then the basal ganglia output will be mainly
driven by the activity of Str → SNr/GPi pathway rather than Str → GPe → SNr/GPi
pathway, and vice versa. Cortical projections, which converge mostly onto the dendritic
spines of MSNs, are the major excitatory inputs driving the activity of MSNs [Doig et al.
(2010)], and the efficacy of this excitatory drive is dictated by the connection strength of
corticostriatal synapses formed between cortical afferents and MSNs. Therefore, modulation of the corticostriatal synaptic strength is considered to be an important mechanism
to regulate the balance between direct and indirect pathway, and thereby the input-output
transformation of the basal ganglia circuitry [Surmeier et al. (2009); Bahuguna et al. (2015);
Gurney et al. (2015)].
Corticostriatal synapses exhibit activity-dependent synaptic plasticity [Charpier and Deniau (1997)], both long term potentiation (LTP) and long term depressions (LTD) [Wickens
(2009)], and this is strongly influenced by neuromodulators, especially dopamine [Centonze et al. (2001a); Shen et al. (2008); Lovinger (2010); Shen et al. (2015)]. Striatum
receives dense dopaminergic innervations from mesencephalic nuclei, which mainly target
MSNs. Two types of dopamine receptors, D1 and D2 , are particularly enriched in striatum [Levey et al. (1993)].

Most MSNs express either one of the two receptor types,

and the expression pattern correlates very well with their projection anatomy; D1 expressing MSNs (D1 MSNs) constitute the direct pathway, whereas the indirect pathway
is mostly comprised of D2 expressing MSNs (D2 MSNs) [Hersch et al. (1995); Ince et al.
(1997)]. In the context of reward learning, transient activity of mid-brain dopaminergic
neurons is hypothesized to encode the reward prediction error (RPE), which is the difference between the actual reward obtained by an organism and the expected reward, i.e.
ActivityDopamine_N eurons ∝ (V alueActual_Reward −V alueExpected_Reward ) [Schultz (2015)].
For example, the dopamine neurons show an increased activity if an organism receives an
unexpected reward, whereas they show no significant change if the organism receives an
expected reward [Schultz (1998)]. On the other hand, there is a decrease in the activity
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of these neurons if the organism do not receive any reward while expecting one [Schultz
(1998)]. These alterations in dopaminergic activity produce resulting changes in striatal
dopamine concentration that play important role in updating the strength of corticostriatal synapses [Centonze et al. (2001a); Shen et al. (2008); Zhang et al. (2009); Hart et al.
(2014); Yagishita et al. (2014)]. The role of reward-related dopamine signal in corticostriatal
synaptic plasticity provides a mechanism to remap the input-output transformation of basal
ganglia in a reward-dependent fashion [Wieland et al. (2015)]; increasing the probability of
those stimulus-response associations that lead to reward acquisition [Reynolds et al. (2001);
Rothwell et al. (2015)].
Acetylcholine is another neuromodulator that is central to striatal physiology. Most
of the cholinergic transmission is believed to be intrinsic to the striatum; cholinergic interneurons (aka tonically active neuron, TAN), which represent ~2% of the striatal neural
population, being the major source of striatal acetylcholine [Graveland and Difiglia (1985)].
Despite the small number, TANs exert strong influence on the striatal physiology due to
their wide axonal-arbor field [Contant et al. (1996)]. They are tonically active at ~5 Hz,
thereby maintaining a basal level of striatal acetylcholine [Bennett et al. (2000)]. Acetylcholine is also involved in reward learning and affects corticostriatal synaptic plasticity
[Calabresi et al. (1999); Shen et al. (2015); Morris et al. (2004)]. In reward learning, TANs
exhibit pause in their tonic activity in response to a salient stimulus or a reward, and this
pause is precisely timelocked with the burst activity of dopaminergic neurons [Aosaki et al.
(1995, 2010)]. This correlated change in striatal acetylcholine and dopamine is hypothesized
to encode distinct behavioral aspects and interact with each other [Morris et al. (2004)].
Apart from acetylcholine and dopamine, striatal physiology is also influenced by other neuromodulators, such as adenosine and serotonin, that are involved in synaptic plasticity
and reward learning [D’Alcantara et al. (2001); Shen et al. (2008); Mathur et al. (2011);
Miyazaki et al. (2014); Li et al. (2016)]. Thus, an understanding on the interactions between
these neuromodulators and the resultant effects on plasticity-related intracellular signaling
is important for delineating the molecular underpinnings of reward learning.
Striatal MSNs, both D1 and D2 -types, express metabotropic receptors for various neuromodulators that activate downstream intracellular signaling [Fink et al. (1992); Hersch et al.
(1994, 1995)]. One of the many ways in which intracellular signaling affects the corticostriatal synaptic strength is by changing the abundance of membrane-bound receptors and ion
channels by post-translational modification Lee et al. (2000a); Skeberdis et al. (2006); Hayer
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and Bhalla (2005). Phosphorylation is a particularly important post-translational modification in this regard, during which a phosphoryl group is attached to amino acids of target
proteins by enzymes called kinases. This process is reversed (dephosphorylation) by another set of enzymes called phosphatases, during which phosphoryl groups already attached
to a target proteins are removed. Several cellular aspects, such as synaptic conductance,
depend on the balance between phosphorylated vs unphosphorylated fractions of different
proteins, such as glutamate receptor subunits [Lee et al. (2000a)]. Metabotropic receptors
of different neuromodulators regulate the activity of kinases and phosphatases mainly by
activating second messenger signaling [Malenka and Bear (2004)]. In second messenger
signaling, an extracellular input produces an intracellular "broadcast" signal (second messenger) which then affects the state of downstream kinases and phosphatases. For example,
cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate) is an important second messenger in the context
of corticostriatal plasticity, which activates its downstream kinase, PKA (protein kinase A).
Several metabotropic receptors involved in striatal neuromodulator-triggered signal transduction fall in the category of G-proteins coupled receptors (GPCR) of the seven transmembrane protein family. The intracellular domain of these receptors has binding interface for
specific heterotrimeric G-protein assemblies which are responsible for the initiation of downstream signaling. The intracellular domain could form a stable complex with the inactive
form of heterotrimeric G-protein when there is no agonist bound to the receptor. Heterotrimeric G-proteins are comprised of three subunits, α, β, and γ. In the inactive form,
the α subunit is bound by a guanosine-diphosphate (GDP) molecule. The G-protein is activated when the GDP in the α subunit is exchanged with a guanosine-triphosphate (GTP)
molecule and this is facilitated by proteins known as Guanine nucleotide exchange factor
(GEF). GPCRs act as GEFs in the agonist-bound form, thus activating G-proteins. Upon
G-protein activation, the GTP-bound α subunit dissociates from the βγ assembly, after
which both these parts could act upon their membrane-bound effectors. The α subunit
has GTPase enzymatic activity that hydrolyses the bound GTP into GDP. The GTP →
GDP hydrolysis results in the inactivation of the α subunit, followed by the re-association
of α and βγ subunits, thus competing the G-protein activation cycle. The lifetime of an
active G-protein depends on the GTPase rate of α subunit. The lifetime is shorter if the
GTPase rate is higher. The downstream effects produced by a G-protein depend on the
molecular identity of the effector as well as the G-protein’s subunit-type. For example, the
cAMP-producing enzyme called adenylyl cyclase (AC) is activated by the α subunits from
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the Gs -family, such as Gs or Golf which are coupled to, for example, dopamine D1 -type receptors. On the other hand, α subunit of Gi/o is coupled to, for example, dopamine D2 -type
receptor and inhibits AC.
cAMP signaling is one of several GPCR-dependent downstream signaling in corticostriatal synapses. cAMP plays an important role in corticostriatal synaptic plasticity, and
it is the main downstream target of dopamine and various other neuromodulators [Centonze et al. (2001a); Olianas and Onali (1996); Onali et al. (1985); Fink et al. (1992)].
Dopamine increases cAMP in D1 MSNs by D1 receptor activation, whereas it decreases
cAMP in D2 MSNs by D2 receptor activation [Beaulieu and Gainetdinov (2011)]. In both
MSN types, PKA is the major downstream kinase activated by cAMP. cAMP binds to
the regulatory subunit of the PKA holoenzyme, thereby releasing the catalytic subunits
[Dostmann and Taylor (1991)]. The free PKA catalytic subunit phosphorylates various
targets, such as receptor subunits or downstream signaling proteins [Snyder et al. (2000);
Price et al. (1999)]. PKA, via various downstream proteins, also influences the striatal calcium signaling that is involved in LTP and LTD [Yagishita et al. (2014); Lee et al. (2009);
Ronesi and Lovinger (2005); Cui et al. (2016); Gutierrez-Arenas et al. (2014)]. Specifically, PKA activation is crucial for corticostriatal LTP [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. A major
integrator of PKA and calcium signaling in MSNs is DARPP-32 (Dopamine and cAMP
regulated Phosphoprotein 32kDa), whose disruption causes severe deficits in LTP induction
and motor learning [Svenningsson et al. (2004); Centonze et al. (2001a); Yagishita et al.
(2014); Lindskog et al. (2006); Håkansson et al. (2004)]. DARPP-32 is phosphorylated by
PKA at Thr-34 residue and dephosphorylated by calcium activated phosphatase, PP2B
[Hemmings Jr. et al. (1984a); Nishi et al. (2005)]. The phosphorylated form of DARPP-32
could inhibit Protein Phosphatase 1 (PP1), which is a major striatal phosphatase [Hemmings et al. (1984)]. Thus, PKA-dependent DARPP-32 phosphorylation could shift the
kinase/phosphatase balance of the system, thereby changing the proportion of phosphorylated receptors, and their membrane expression and permeability [Lee et al. (2000b);
Skeberdis et al. (2006); Hayashi (2000); Nakano et al. (2010)]. Besides DARPP-32, striatum also expresses other PKA-dependent phosphoproteins, like ARPP-21 (cAMP regulated
phosphoprotein 21 kDa) [Williams et al. (1989)], that could form a complex regulatory
network responsible to shape corticostriatal synaptic responses [Walaas et al. (2011)]. Besides these signaling on relatively shorter (few seconds) timescales, PKA is also involved
in regulating the activity-dependent translation and transcription, which are important for
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the long-term maintenance of the synaptic changes [Valjent et al. (2011); Konradi and Cole
(1994)]. Taken together, cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs is highly relevant to striatal reward learning due to its role in the corticostriatal synaptic plasticity and its responsiveness
towards neuromodulators [Centonze et al. (2001a); Morris et al. (2004); Olianas and Onali
(1996); Onali et al. (1985); Kheirbek et al. (2008)].

1.2

Overview of the thesis

This thesis deals with various aspects of neuromodulators (with a focus on dopamine)triggered cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs. Given the large amount of existing data and
interpretations on this subject, computational modeling is the main methodology used in
this thesis. Such computational syntheses provide new insights into different aspects of
the intracellular signaling processes that are important for neural physiology [Bhalla and
Iyengar (1999)] and putting forth novel predictions and/or plausible explanations for experimental observations. However, there are quantitative aspects of receptor-triggered signaling
important for certain predictions, which may be poorly characterized for MSNs, especially
in intact neurons. Some of such aspects for cAMP signaling in MSNs have also been characterized in this thesis by live neuronal imaging using FRET (Forster resonance energy
transfer)-based cAMP and PKA biosensor expressed in mouse brain slices.
As previously mentioned, in reward-based learning, an expected reward or a salient stimulus triggers a burst activity in midbrain dopaminergic neurons which project to striatum
[Schultz et al. (1993)]. This results in a transient elevation of extracellular striatal dopamine
[Zhang et al. (2009); Hart et al. (2014)] that could activate cAMP/PKA signaling in D1
MSNs [Castro et al. (2013); Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Often the reward-related dopaminergic
burst activity is accompanied by a pause in the activity of striatal cholinergic interneurons
[Aosaki et al. (2010); Morris et al. (2004)]. It has been hypothesized that these concomitant dopaminergic and cholinergic activities could interact with each other [Morris et al.
(2004); Surmeier and Graybiel (2012)]. Chapter 2 explores a possible integration scenario
of these signals by D1 MSNs, via antagonistic GPCRs, namely dopamine D1 receptor and
acetylcholine M4 receptor, converging onto cAMP/PKA signaling. This computational exploration proposes the possibility that the cholinergic pause could gate dopamine-dependent
PKA activation in these neurons.
At a more mechanistic level, interaction between the dopaminergic burst and the cholinergic pause could, in fact, be viewed as an interaction between the activity of antagonistic
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G-protein systems, specifically stimulatory Golf and inhibitory Gi/o . Similar antagonistic
receptor/G-protein system also exists in D2 MSNs, where dopamine D2 receptor, coupled to
Gi/o , could interact with adenosine A2 a receptor which is coupled to Golf [Fink et al. (1992);
Corvol et al. (2001); Onali et al. (1985)]. Thus, chapter 3 explores the interaction between
transient dopamine and adenosine. The results highlight a possibility that the dopaminergic
pause detection by D2 MSNs. Such pauses in dopaminergic activities are often observed
in response to omission of an expected reward in reinforcement learning paradigm [Schultz
(1998)].
The dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling also interacts with cortical activitydriven glutamatergic processes in MSNs, like intracellular calcium elevation, that are important for downstream signaling involved in long-term corticostriatal synaptic changes
[Centonze et al. (2001a); Nishi et al. (2005); Smith-Roe and Kelley (2000); Nakano et al.
(2010); Gutierrez-Arenas et al. (2014); Yagishita et al. (2014)]. However, the activation of
downstream signaling is significantly influenced by the temporal relationship between the
dopamine input and the glutamate input [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Specifically, the integration of glutamate and dopamine inputs increases the weight of corticostriatal synapses, in a
CaMKII (Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II)-dependent way, only if dopamine
follows the glutamate input within a short interval [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Temporal order
along with interval between the signals are important parameters for effective integration.
These temporal requirements could be viewed as a kind of eligibility trace implementing the
causality between environmental stimuli and reward [Izhikevich (2007)]. Modeling exercise
in chapter 4 puts forth a novel molecular mechanism which could explain the emergence of
these temporal requirements on signal integration in D1 MSNs.
A requirement for all the modeling-driven predictions/hypotheses proposed in this study
is that the cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs is sensitive enough to be efficiently activated
by physiologically relevant transient dopamine signals. The parameters used in the models
were inferred from measurements performed on in vitro biochemical preparations, like steady
state binding assays on striatal membrane fractions, due to the lack of quantitative characterization on transient dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs. However,
the estimated parameters for dopamine receptors show significant variability depending on
the experimental preparation [Cumming (2011); Skinbjerg et al. (2012)]. Moreover, these
values could differ when the signaling system is present in its native context due to the
presence of accessory signaling machinery. Thus, a quantitative characterization for striatal
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cAMP/PKA signaling in response to transient dopamine is performed using live neuronal
FRET-based biosensor imaging in brain slice. Chapter 5 briefly presents the data and
then computationally explores whether the cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs could efficiently
respond to transient dopamine inputs.
The hypothesis about acetylcholine-dependent gating of dopamine-triggered cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs proposed in chapter 2 stipulates certain requirements. The most important requirement is that the tonic activity of muscarinic receptors should exert strong
inhibition on cAMP signaling under basal condition. However, the efficacy of muscarinic
receptors is not well characterized for MSNs. Chapter 6 presents characterization of muscarinic receptor activity on cAMP signaling in striatal MSNs using live FRET-based biosensor imaging in brain slice.

Chapter 2

Interaction between Dopamine Peaks
and Acetylcholine Dips in D1 MSNs
[NOTE: This chapter is based on Nair et al. (2015) and part of the text and figures are
directly taken or adapted from there. This is an extension of the study performed in Nair
(2014).]

2.1

Introduction

As mentioned in chapter 1, the most abundant neural population of striatum is medium
sized spiny projection neurons (MSN) and synaptic changes on MSNs are believed to encode
aspects of reinforcement learning. In the process of reward learning, a salient stimulus or an
unexpected reward results in a phasic activity of dopaminerginc neurons (DANs) [Schultz
et al. (1993)]. Such a burst activity of DAN produces an elevation in the concentration
of extracellular dopamine [Heien et al. (2005); Zhang et al. (2009)]. This phasic dopamine
is critical for synaptic changes in corticostriatal synapses on MSNs, and thereby learning
[Reynolds et al. (2001)]. On a subcellular scale, this process appears to be dependent on
cAMP/PKA signaling [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. The burst activity in DANs, produced by a
salient stimulus, is often accompanied by a simultaneous pause in cholinergic interneurons,
also known as tonically active neurons (TAN), Figure 2.1 [Aosaki et al. (1994); Cragg (2006);
Schultz et al. (1993)].
TANs are largely responsible for maintaining the basal level of striatal acetylcholine due
to their tonic activity [Goldberg and Reynolds (2011); Wilson et al. (1990); Contant et al.
(1996)]. Acetylcholine, on the other hand, is limited by its hydrolysis by acetylcholinesterase
11
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Figure 2.1: DAN burst and TAN pause observed in response to sensory stimulus. The
vertical grey line indicate the time of sensory stimulus. Adapted from [Aosaki et al. (2010)].

which is known to have a high catalytic rate (104 s-1 ) [Taylor and Radic (1994)] and highly
expressed in striatum [Hoover et al. (1978)]. The high activity of acetylcholinesterase suggests that even a brief pause in TAN, as observed in reward learning, may result into a
significant drop in the extracellular acetylcholine level [Goldberg and Reynolds (2011)].
Acetylcholine, acting via both nicotinic and muscarinic acetylcholine receptors, is known
to play an important role in striatal physiology [Drenan et al. (2010); Hersch et al. (1994);
Zhang et al. (2002); Zoli et al. (2002); Jeon et al. (2010); Onali and Olianas (2002)]. M1
type muscarinic receptors (M1 R) and M4 type muscarinic receptors (M4 R) are the two
functionally abundant types of acetylcholine receptors expressed by MSNs [Chapman et al.
(2011); Hersch et al. (1994)]. M1 Rs are localized on both D1 MSNs and D2 MSNs whereas
M4 Rs are localized mainly on the D1 MSNs along with dopamine D1 receptors (D1 R) at
the dendritic spine compartment [Ince et al. (1997); Hersch et al. (1994, 1995)]. Both
D1 R, coupled to Golf , and M4 R, coupled to Gi/o , are known to be functionally coupled
in striatum and converge onto Adenylyl Cyclase type 5 (AC5), the enzyme response for
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cAMP production [Jeon et al. (2010); Onali and Olianas (2002)]. Thus, the dendritic
compartments of D1 MSNs could be a possible locus for integration of the acetylcholine
dip and dopamine peak. Therefore, this chapter explores the possibility of to what extent
transient acetylcholine and dopamine signals could interact in order to affect cAMP/PKA
signaling.
Briefly, the simulation results presented in this chapter suggest that the tonic level
of acetylcholine could exert a strong basal inhibition on AC5/cAMP/PKA signaling such
that a dopamine peak alone, in absence of acetylcholine dip, may not be able to significantly activate the downstream signaling. Recent data show that MSNs have high sensitivity to dopamine, resulting in significant levels of cAMP, active PKA and c-Fos [Castro
et al. (2013)]. This high responsiveness of these neurons could make them highly prone to
dopamine noise. Thus, a high inhibition exerted on AC5 by acetylcholine tone could be a
potential filter for stray dopamine transients. In such a scenario, sensing the brief acetylcholine dip would become necessary to activate the subset of functionally coupled D1 R
signaling. At the level of underlying intracellular signaling logic, these results stress the
idea that cAMP/PKA signaling is under inhibition by the tonic activity of Gi/o signaling
branch in the D1 system and transient interruptions in Gi/o activity gates the Golf -dependent
signaling.

2.2

Materials and methods

In order to explore the effect of interaction between transient acetylcholine and dopamine
on cAMP/PKA signaling, a quantitative reaction-kinetic model has been developed which
attempts to capture events pertinent to the signaling processes of interest (Figure 2.2).
The basic building block of a signaling network is individual biochemical reactions. These
reactions could correspond to the interactions between different proteins or enzymatic activities etc. Each of the reactions is either reversible or irreversible. The binding interactions
between two proteins are represented as reversible.
A+B

kf
kr

AB

On the other hand, the enzymatic reactions are represented as two step process. The first
step corresponds to the reversible binding between the enzyme and substrate. The second
step corresponds to an irreversible transformation from the substrate to the product.
E+S

kf
kr

E·S

kcat

E+P
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Individual reactions in the biochemical network is quantitatively modeled as an ordinary
differential equation (ODE) corresponding to the mass-action kinetics. According to the
mass-action kinetics the time-evolution of A + B

kf
kr

AB is governed by the following

equation:
−d[A]
−d[B]
d[AB]
=
=
= kf [A][B] − kr [AB]
dt
dt
dt

(2.1)

In the case of an irreversible reaction, kr is set to 0. Thus, the signaling network is modeled as
a set of coupled ODEs. The resulting system of ODEs is solved using ode15s solver provided
in the Simbiology toolbox of MATLAB. The details about reactions and their respective
parameters are appended to the end of this chapter along with initial concentrations of
various chemical species.
This signaling model is an updated version of previously published models [Lindskog
et al. (2006); Oliveira et al. (2012); Gutierrez-Arenas et al. (2014)]. The main addition
to the network topology for this study is the M4 R/Gi/o signaling branch converging onto
AC5. The signaling network has been modeled using mass action kinetics as described in
the chapter 1. The details about reactions and their respective parameters are appended
to the end of this chapter along with initial concentrations of various chemical species.

2.2.1

Biochemical network

The modeled signaling network consists of two receptor induced signaling converging onto
the same downstream effector. The two receptors present in this network are D1 R and M4 R,
Figure 2.2. Dopamine leads to the activation of D1 R which in turn activates heterotrimeric
Golf G-protein. The activated α-subunit of Golf could then bind to AC5 thereby increasing
the cAMP production. On the other hand, the activation of M4 R by acetylcholine leads
to the activation of Gi/o which in turn leads to the inhibition of AC5, thereby reducing
the cAMP production. Thus, the M4 R mediated Gi/o could inhibit the D1 R/Golf triggered
AC5 activation.
Results from previously published biochemical experiments have shown that a saturating
activation of striatal M4 R is strong enough to completely inhibit the striatal D1 R induced
AC5 activity [Onali and Olianas (2002); Jeon et al. (2010)]. This could be interpreted as
the existence of high enough amount of M4 R and associated Gi/o to inhibit the complete
AC5 population which is functionally coupled to D1 R. Additionally, regarding the activation
of M4 R, some reports suggest that striatal M4 R has a nanomolar affinity (25-50 nM) for
acetylcholine [Quirion et al. (1989)]. Thus, assuming high affinity M4 R population, the
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Figure 2.2: An overview of the modeled biochemical network for D1 MSN.

basal level of extracellular acetylcholine in striatum which is estimated to be around 20-30
nM by microdialysis [Rada et al. (2010); Farrar et al. (2011)] could produce high basal
M4 R activity. In reality, this basal M4 R activity could be even higher, in the light of
recent observations which indicate a large underestimation in acetylcholine measurement
[Mattinson et al. (2011)]. Thus, the combination of high M4 R concentration and a basal
acetylcholine level producing high M4 R activity suggests a high basal inhibition AC5 by
M4 R/Gi/o .
A high basal inhibition of AC5 could mean that the basal level of cAMP is low in these
neurons. There is no direct measurement for the basal level of cAMP in D1 MSNs but
the observations from other neurons with a low level of AC activity suggests a basal level
of around 20-90 nM [Bacskai et al. (1993); Mironov et al. (2009)]. Dopamine leads to the
activation of AC5 and recent measurements in striatal D1 MSNs suggests that a steady
state activation of D1 Rs could lead to a cAMP elevation as high as 2.5 µM [Castro et al.
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(2013)]. These quantitative estimates have been used to estimate the parameters of Golf and
AC5 activation parameters. Parameters for Golf activation have also been constrained to
match the neuronal G-protein activation kinetics [Ford et al. (2009); Marcott et al. (2014);
Chuhma et al. (2014)]. The same holds for parameters regarding Gi/o activation. The
D1 R-dependent elevation of cAMP further leads to the activation of PKA. In D1 MSNs,
the PKA activation is highly sensitive to D1 R activation and the PKA onset kinetics is
significantly faster than other neuronal types [Castro et al. (2013)]. These D1 MSN specific
data have been used to constrain the cAMP and PKA related parameters.
PKA activation in D1 MSNs leads to the phosphorylation of Thr-34 residue of DARPP32 [Kwon et al. (1997); Hemmings Jr. et al. (1984b)]. DARPP-32 is a phosphoprotein
enriched in striatum and is considered as an important regulator of PP1 in striatum. Upon
phoshorylation, it turns into a potent inhibitor of PP1 [Ouimet et al. (1984); Hemmings
et al. (1984); Svenningsson et al. (2004)]. It could also be phosphorylated by CDK5 on the
The-75 residue which enables it to inhibit PKA. DARPP-32 is known to be expressed in
high amounts, around 50 µM, in striatal MSNs [Svenningsson et al. (2004)]. The modeled
signaling network also assumes this estimate as the total amount of DARPP-32. The basal
levels of phosphoThr-34 and phosphoThr-75 have been estimated to be around 0.4 µM
and 12 µM in D1 MSNs [Nishi et al. (1997); Bateup et al. (2008); Bibb et al. (1999);
Gutierrez-Arenas et al. (2014)]. Upon the application of D1 R-specific agonist, phosphoThr34 increases by 11X and phosphoThr-75 decreases by 0.5X [Nishi et al. (1997); Bateup
et al. (2008)]. The parameters for the signaling network has been constrained to take
into account these quantitative estimates. Additionally, the signaling network also contains
different phosphatases, like PP2A and PP2B, to implement the known dephosphorylation
reactions involving DARPP-32 [Nishi et al. (2002); Ahn et al. (2007b,a)].
The topology of the signaling network implements the aforementioned experimentally
known reactions. The modeled network also takes into account the known qualitative and
quantitative information about the various species and reactions in the network. A complete
list of reactions, respective kinetics parameters and initial species concentration are listed
in the Appendix to this chapter.

2.2.2

Inputs to the signaling network

The model inputs are concentration profiles of dopamine and acetylcholine. Dopamine could
either be represented as a low tonic basal level input, or a transient increase in the dopamine
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concentration due to burst firing in DANs. On the other hand, the possible patterns for
acetylcholine release are either a tonic basal level or else a dip in acetylcholine concentration
assumed to result from the pause in TANs [Aosaki et al. (2010)]. The values for the basal
level of acetylcholine and dopamine used in the model are 100 nM and 10 nM, respectively
[Heien et al. (2005)]. A value of 1500 nM is used for the peak amplitude of the dopamine
transient and acetylcholine is assumed to be cleared out completely during a TAN pause
unless stated otherwise.

2.2.3

Molecular phenotypes for model constraining

The signaling model is constrained using quantitative molecular/subcellular phenotypes
obtained from published literature (Table 2.1). Here "phenotype" refers to a set of markers/observables/parameter measured/estimated for a given experimental condition [GutierrezArenas et al. (2014)]. Each phenotype contains one or more phenotypic variable. The
phenotypes used to constrain the signaling comprised of both steady-state and temporal
data. The time-series data were parameterized to facilitate the comparison between model
and the used experimental observation. For example, the data for phenotype "ReceptorGprotein", which corresponds to the activation of GPCR/G-proteins, and "DAsliceAKAR3 ",
which corresponds to the PKA activation dynamics for a steady application of D1 agonist,
are parameterized into time-constant (k in Table 2.1) and amplitude (Bmax in Table 2.1) by
fitting to a monoexponential and then these quantities are used to compare the experimental
and simulated data. Similarly, the transient PKA dynamics resulting from brief D1 agonist
or dopamine uncaging is parameterized with the difference of two exponential decays, each
with a time-constant (k1 and k2 in Table 2.1) [Nair et al. (2015)]. The "ReceptorGprotein"
phenotype is a generic inference from the activation of G-protein dependent processes in
neurons, like the activation of D2 receptors takes around 10 milliseconds in cholinergic interneurons [Chuhma et al. (2014)] and GIRK current takes around 100 milliseconds in D2
MSN [Ford et al. (2009); Marcott et al. (2014)]. Also, the downstream signaling like PKA
activation in D1 MSN and hippocampal neurons is significantly faster non-neuronal cells
[Nikolaev et al. (2004); Castro et al. (2013)]. Thus, the G-protein activation time constant
range is assumed to be in between 10-100 milliseconds. The model also assume that the
deactivation rates of both Golf and Gi/o G-proteins are accelerated by GTPase activating
proteins (GAPs). GAPs increase the G-protein GTPase rate by 20-40 times [Doupnik et al.
(1997); Xie et al. (2012)]. AC5 also acts as a weak GAP for Gs by increasing the GTPase
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rate by around five times [Scholich et al. (1999)]. Since Golf and Gs are closely related
homologs, the AC5 dependent GTPase is assumed to be applicable for Golf as well.

Table 2.1: Quantitative target phenotypes used to constrain the D1 MSN.
Phenotype Name

Treatment

Marker

Phenotypic

References

variable
and Values
ReceptorGprotein

Receptor

G-protein

Bmax =

Chuhma

with

activation

100%

et al. (2014);

Saturating

(range of

k = 10-100

Marcott

concentra-

activation

tion of

time

ligand

constant =

-1

s

et al. (2014)

30-100 nM

Bacskai

10-100 ms.)
Basal

-

cAMP

et al. (1993);
Mironov
et al. (2009)
DARPP32

0.4 µM

T34p

Nishi et al.
(1997);
Bateup et al.
(2008)

DARPP32

12 µM

T75p

Bibb et al.
(1999);
Bateup et al.
(2008)

DAsliceD32

Striatal slices

DARPP32

with DA>=

T34p

11 X basal

Nishi et al.
(2000);

10 µM.

Bateup et al.

Sampled at 5

(2008)

min
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DARPP32

0.5 X basal

T75p
DAsliceAKAR3

Striatal slices

cAMP

2.5 µM

with High

Castro et al.
(2013)

D1R agonist
(equivalent
to 10 µM
DA)
AKAR3

Bmax =

phosphoryla-

100%

tion

k = 0.118 s-1

Striatal slices

AKAR3

Bmax =

with High

phosphoryla-

94.73%

D1R agonist

tion and

k1 = 0.172

(equivalent

dephosphyla-

min-1

to 10 µM

tion

k2 = 2.317
min-1

DA) for 10
sec
Striatal slices

AKAR3

Bmax =

with

phosphoryla-

92.34%

transient DA

tion and

k1 = 0.736

uncaging (for

dephosphyla-

min-1

1.0 sec)

tion

k2 = 2.726
min-1

Striatal slices

AKAR3

Bmax =

with

phosphoryla-

95.23%

transient DA

tion and

k1 = 0.698

uncaging (for

dephosphyla-

min-1

0.3 sec)

tion

k2 = 3.006
min-1
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Striatal slices

AKAR3

Bmax =

with

phosphoryla-

45.111%

transient DA

tion and

k1 = 0.731

uncaging (for

dephosphyla-

min-1

0.18 sec)

tion

k2 = 6.1
min-1

2.2.4

Computing the interaction between two input signals

The strength of interaction between the dopamine peak (DApeak ) and acetylcholine dip
(AChdip ) at the level of a common effector, E, (e.g. active PKA), is quantified using
synergy(t). Synergy(t) is computed for every timestep as:
synergy(t) =

Estimulated (DApeak , AChdip , t)
Estimulated (DApeak , t) + Estimulated (AChdip , t) − Ebasal

(2.2)

where Ebasal and Estimulated are the basal and stimulated level of effector E, respectively.
Additionally, a quantity called mean synergy (µ[synergy]) has been used as a quantity to
represent the overall synergy for a single simulation. µ[synergy] is the mean of synergy(t)
computed for every timestep between 0 and 100s of simulated time.

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Constrained model

The signaling model developed in this study (Figure 2.2) is an updated version of the
AC5/cAMP/PKA module of a previously developed much bigger version [Gutierrez-Arenas
et al. (2014); Lindskog et al. (2006)]. It includes an additional signaling branch for M4 R
activation by ACh and the further downstream inhibition of AC5. The model parameters
have been constrained manually in order to match previously published experimental data
related to neuronal G-protein and striatal PKA dynamics. It is also constrained for striatal
basal and steady state dopamine-dependent activation data for various chemical species. All
these molecular phenotypes used to constrain the model parameters are listed in Table 2.1.
There are no direct measurements for the activation and inactivation kinetics of the D1 R
and M4 R associated G-proteins in neurons. However, it has been suggested previously that
the G-proteins kinetics could be significantly faster in neurons compared to other cellular
systems [Nikolaev et al. (2004)]. It has been observed that the activation of Gi/o coupled
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receptors can occur from 10 milliseconds in striatal cholinergic interneurons [Chuhma et al.
(2014)] to little more than 100 milliseconds in D2 MSN (as observed using GIRK currents)
[Ford et al. (2009); Marcott et al. (2014)]. Similarly, the PKA activation in D1 MSN and
hippocampal neurons is also significantly faster than other cellular systems [Castro et al.
(2013); Nikolaev et al. (2004)]. Thus, these inferences from neuronal data have been used to
calibrated the model to constrain the GPCRs activation in the range of 10 to 100 millisecond
("ReceptorGprotein" phenotype). Figure 2.3A1,A2 shows the activation kinetics of Gi/o and
Golf in the model simulation which falls in this range.
Since the functionally relevant output of the system is at the level of cAMP/PKA
signaling, the model has also been constrained with respect to the cAMP and PKA related
responses. D1 MSNs are considered to have a low basal level of cAMP due to the a low
basal D1 R signaling and a high M4 R-dependent inhibition of AC5. Even though the basal
cAMP level is not measured for these neurons but there exist measurements for other
neuronal types which are also considered to have low basal cAMP [Bacskai et al. (1993);
Mironov et al. (2009)]. These measurements suggest a basal cAMP level between 30 and
90 nM ("Basal" phenotype). The parameters regarding cAMP production and G-protein
dependent activation of AC5 have been constrained to match these phenotypes. Apart from
cAMP, the basal levels of phosphorylated DARPP-32 at Thr-34 and Thr-75 are also known
for striatal neurons ("Basal" phenotype). The parameters downstream to cAMP have been
constrained to match these experimental observations. Similarly the changes in DARPP-32
phosphorylation due to steady state D1 R agonist have also been used to fine tune the model
parameters ("DAsliceD32 " phenotype).
The steady state level of cAMP following the application of saturating D1 R agonist
has also been recorded for MSNs using Epac1-camp biosensor [Castro et al. (2013)]. This
biosensor has a high EC50 value of 2.4 µM [Nikolaev et al. (2004)]. The measurements
from Castro et. al are grouped into the phenotype "DAsliceAKAR3 " (Table 2.1). The
application of saturating D1 R agonist produces more than 50% of the maximum signal
from this biosensor. Thus, the cAMP level for this stimulation is estimated to be above 2.4
µM [Castro et al. (2013)]. In the current model, the cAMP maximum activation reaches a
level 2.5 µM in accordance with the estimated lower-bound value. The increase in cAMP
activates PKA which in turn leads to phosphorylation of its substrate. Castro et. al also
measured the kinetics of PKA substrate phosphorylation using AKAR3 biosensor. The time
taken to reach the half-maximum (t1/2 (on)) level of phosphorylated AKAR3 was reported as
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7.9 sec in high tonic D1 R agonist condition [Castro et al. (2013)]. The current model closely
reproduces this experimental observation (Figure 2.3B). Additionally, the PKA dynamics
in the model has also been constrained for transient dopamine inputs using the observed
AKAR3 response for dopamine uncaging with various durations. It has been observed
that the striatal neurons are highly sensitive to transient dopamine inputs, which could
produce high AKAR3 response [Castro et al. (2013)]. The modeled signaling network
also reproduces these observations regarding transient dopamine response (Figure 2.3C).
In general, there is high quality of fit for most of the phenotypic variables between the
simulated and experimental values and in most of the cases it falls within 20% divergence,
(Figure 2.3D).

2.3.2

Dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip interact to synergistically
activate PKA

A transient dopamine peak leads to the activation of AC5 and thus increase in cAMP and
PKA activity. The simulation of the aforementioned constrained signaling model suggests
that the PKA activation produced by a transient peak depends on the level of acetylcholine
(Figure 2.4A). The PKA activation produced by the dopamine transient progressively decreases as the basal level of acetylcholine increases. Thus, acetylcholine acting via M4 R/Gi/o
imposes an inhibitory control on the PKA activation by inhibiting AC5 in the basal condition. This suggests that in such a regime where the inhibitory effect of M4 R is significantly
strong, a dopamine peak alone may not be sufficient to activate downstream signaling. In
such a scenario, the removal of M4 R mediated inhibition of AC5 might be important for
the transduction of information carried by the dopamine signal. Such a disinhibition could
be produced by a dip in acetylcholine level due to the pause in cholinergic TAN activity
accompanied by the highly efficient striatal system of acetylcholine degradation [Goldberg

Figure 2.3: Model fitting to the experimental data mentioned in Table 2.1. (A) The onset kinetics of Gi/o and Golf G-proteins upon application of saturating amount of ligands
("ReceptorGprotein"). (B) The onset kinetics of AKAR3 phosphorylation upon the application of saturating amount of D1 R specific agonist ("DAsliceAKAR3 "). (C) AKAR3
phosphorylation in response to dopamine uncaging ("DAsliceAKAR3 "). (D) Comparison
between simulated and experimental values of various phenotypic variables. The legends
corresponds to phenotype name mentioned in Table 2.1. Each phenotype is comprised of
multiple phenotypic variables (individual markers of same color). Dashed blue, red and
black lines indicate 20%, 50% and 80% divergence from experimental values, respectively.
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and Reynolds (2011)]. It has been hypothesized that such a pause in the cholinergic activity could be sensed via nicotinic receptors [Drenan et al. (2010)] by the striatal presynaptic
machinery. However, whether the M4 R/Gi/o /AC5 branch of the postsynaptic signaling
network is able to sense such a transient dip in ACh level is not yet clear. Thus, the aforementioned modeled biochemical network is used to explore the possible interaction between
transient dopamine peak and the dip in acetylcholine via the G-protein coupled system of
D1 R and M4 R.
The modeled biochemical network was simulated with three different combinations of
transient inputs: (a) a dopamine peak alone, (b) an acetylcholine dip alone, and (c) a
dopamine peak accompanied by an acetylcholine dip. As mentioned previously, (Figure
2.4A), a transient dopamine peak alone appears to be insufficient to produce any significant PKA activation (Figure 2.4B, dotted black line). However, coupling an acetylcholine
dip with the dopamine peak significantly increased the level of PKA activation (Figure
2.4B, solid black line). This indicates that the acetylcholine dip has been detected by the
M4 R/Gi/o /AC5 signaling pathway, thereby disinhibiting the AC5/cAMP/PKA signaling.
On the other hand, an acetylcholine dip alone does not produce any PKA activation (Figure
2.4B, solid gray line). This indicates that basal tonic level of dopamine is not sufficient to
activate PKA in D1 MSNs and this requires, in our case, a transient dopamine peak. This
dopamine peak is effective at the level of downstream signaling machinery only if it appears in absence of the basal cholinergic inhibition. The interaction between the dopamine
peak and the acetylcholine dip appears to be synergistic in nature because the activation
of PKA produce by concomitant peak and dip is significantly higher than the summation
of PKA activation produced by either the peak or the dip. Figure 2.4C shows the synergy
of interaction for individual timestep calculated using Equation 2.2. The synergy values
indicate that the interaction between the peak and the dip is highly synergistic. This high
synergy suggests that the system acts as an AND gate for the dopamine "on" signal and
acetylcholine "off" signal. This could also be understood as the acetylcholine dip gates the
action of dopamine peak. The synergy of interaction critically depends on the amplitude of
the acetylcholine dip. As the amplitude of dip decreases, the synergy as well as the PKA
activation also decrease (Figure 2.4D). The decrease in the level of PKA activation as a
function of dip amplitude is rather fast and for small dip amplitude there is no PKA activation (Figure 2.4D). This suggests the possibility that the gating function of acetylcholine
dip is robust towards small fluctuations in the basal level of acetylcholine. The amplitude
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Figure 2.4: (Directly taken from [Nair et al. (2015)]) PKA response in D1 MSNs followed
by dopamine and acetylcholine transients. (A) PKA activation produced by a 1s long
dopamine signal as a function of varying tonic level of acetylcholine. 100% acetylcholine
represents the assumed basal level. PKA activation is normalized to steady-state level
produced by saturating D1 R agonist in the presence of basal acetylcholine. (B) Active PKA
levels in response to the different combinations of inputs. The dopamine and acetylcholine
transients have the durations of 1 s and 0.4 s, respectively. PKA levels are normalized to
steady-state level of active PKA produced by saturating D1 R agonist in the presence of
basal acetylcholine. "↑" represents a peak and "↓" represents a dip. (C) Synergy at the
level of PKA activation in response to a concomitant dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip.
(D) µ[synergy] (top) and maximum PKA level (bottom) as a function of the acetylcholine
dip amplitude. Acetylcholine dip amplitude is represented in percentage of maximum dip
amplitude: 100% corresponds to full extracellular acetylcholine depletion, and 0% means
no dip. (E) PKA increase for varying dopamine amplitude in the presence and absence of
an acetylcholine dip. Vertical line indicates the assumed basal concentration of dopamine.
Amplitudes higher than the basal level represent dopamine peak whereas the ones lower than
basal represent dips. (F) Active PKA increase as a function of dopamine peak-amplitude
and peak-duration in the presence of (F1) a 0.4s and (F2) 0.5s long acetylcholine dip. 100%
in y-axis represents 1500 nM.
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of dopamine peak is believed to encode the reward prediction error in a reward-conditioning
paradigm. Therefore, the amplitude of dopamine peak arriving as input to the signaling
network correlates to positive rewards and, thus, could be variable. Thus, the effect of the
acetylcholine mediated basal inhibition for different dopamine amplitudes is explored. Our
simulations indicate that the effect of basal cholinergic inhibition of the AC5/cAMP/PKA
signaling is quite strong even for higher amplitudes of dopamine peak (Figure 2.4E, dotted
line). However, dopamine peaks produced a strong PKA activation as a function of peak
amplitude when the signaling is gated by an acetylcholine dip (Figure 2.4E, solid line). In
the context of reward prediction error, the omission of an expected reward (negative reward)
is signaled by a dip in the dopamine levels. As in our modeled network, the basal level of
dopamine is 10 nM, any dopamine concentration below 10 nM represents a dopamine dip.
Figure 2.4E also indicates that the modeled D1 MSN signaling network does not respond
to such dips in dopamine concentrations. Thus, this result suggests that D1 MSNs largely
sense positive rewards and not negative rewards. The other variable related to a dopamine
peak is its duration, in addition to the amplitude. It is not clear whether the duration
of the peak has any role in encoding the magnitude of RPE, and thereby PKA activation.
Simulations using the modeled D1 MSN signaling network suggests that the PKA activation
largely depends on the amplitude of the dopamine peak (Figure 2.4F1). For a given peak
amplitude, there appears to be a minor effect of changing the peak duration but this is
significantly lower than the difference in PKA activation produced by changes in the amplitude (Figure 2.4F1). However, whether a given dopamine peak amplitude will produce
a PKA activation or not, especially for lower amplitude, depends of the extent of gating
produced by the acetylcholine dip, as a function of the dip duration (Figure 2.4F1,F2).

2.3.3

Synergy depends on the temporal properties of the peak and dip

Even though the duration of the TAN pause is known how this translates into acetylcholine
dip duration is not known. Moreover, the duration of TAN pause appears to differ in different conditions [Goldberg and Reynolds (2011)]. Additionally, the duration of the dopamine
peak could also vary. Thus, in this section the relation between synergy and duration of
the peak and dip has been explored. A scan for the effect of dopamine and acetylcholine
signal duration suggests that the mean synergy of interaction strongly depends on the signal
duration. It appears that a dip duration of more than 250 ms is critical for the acetylcholine
dip-dependent gating (Figure 2.5A). If the dip is very brief (<100 ms) then an accompany-
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Figure 2.5: (Directly taken from [Nair et al. (2015)]) Effects of input temporal properties.
(A) µ[synergy] for different combinations of dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip duration.
(B) PKA activation for different combinations of dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip
duration. The PKA levels are normalized to the steady-state level of active PKA produced
by saturating D1 R agonist in the presence of basal ACh. (C1) µ[synergy] and (C2) PKA
activation as a function of delay between the acetylcholine dip and dopamine peak. Abscissa
represents the time of onset of acetylcholine dip minus the onset time of dopamine peak.
(D) Maximum PKA activation as a function of the dopamine peak duration in absence of
acetylcholine dip. The PKA levels are normalized to the steady-state level of active PKA
produced by saturating D1 R agonist in the presence of basal ACh.
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ing dopamine peak is not able to produce any synergy or PKA activation (Figure 2.5A,B).
Such a short dip duration does not lead to any appreciable disinhibition of AC5 thus leading to a low amount of potential AC5 which could be activation by dopamine peak. Any
further increase in the duration of the acetylcholine dip beyond this critical dip-duration
leads to nearly maximum synergy value and PKA activation (Figure 2.5A,B). Thus, the
dip duration and synergy (PKA activation) has a threshold-like relation rather than being gradually incremental. This threshold-like behavior has the potential to filter out those
dopamine transients which are not accompanied by long enough acetylcholine dips. Varying
the delay between the acetylcholine dip and dopamine peak suggests that synergy and PKA
activation is high when the two signals arrive simultaneously (Figure 2.5C1,C2). A subsecond mismatch between the time of incidence for the two signals is able to produce significant
synergy and PKA activation (Figure 2.5C1,C2). Thus, the integration of dopamine peak
and acetylcholine dip appears to be robust towards these kinds of delays between the two
signals. A scan of dopamine peak duration in the absence of an accompanying acetylcholine
dip suggests that the gating potential of acetylcholine dip is specific for brief dopamine
peaks. As the peak duration increases (5-10 s) an acetylcholine dip mediated gating for
PKA activation is not required (Figure 2.5D). With longer peak duration dopamine alone
is sufficient for eliciting the downstream response. Such long dopamine peaks have been
shown to be physiologically relevant [Howe et al. (2013)]. However, such signals are not in
the scope of current study.

2.3.4

Multiphasic acetylcholine dip has the same effect as a normal dip

The measured TAN activity shows a region and input dependent multiphasic response,
specifically the pause in the TAN activity could be bounded by a burst [Morris et al.
(2004); Chuhma et al. (2014); Doig et al. (2014)]. Such an activity pattern could results in
different acetylcholine concentration profile and this may differently affect receptor activity.
Thus, the effect of a multiphasic dip is simulated here in order to see whether such a dip
profile produces a different effect on the gating of dopamine-dependent PKA activation.
This is done by comparing the dopamine-dependent PKA activation in presence of a usual
acetylcholine dip (Figure 2.6A) and a multiphasic dip (Figure 2.6B). The dip duration in
both cases is 400 milliseconds and the bounding burst duration in multiphasic dip is 200
milliseconds. The PKA responses produced in presence of these two different dip profiles
indicate that, in this model configuration, the difference between the cAMP/PKA response
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Figure 2.6: Two different ACh dip profiles (A) without and (B) with bounding transient
ACh peak (multiphasic ACh dip). The ACh concentration is normalized to its basal level
(1 in the y-axis). (C) PKA response produced by a dopamine peak in presence of an ACh
dip or a multiphasic ACh dip. The PKA levels are normalized to the steady-state level of
active PKA produced by saturating D1 R agonist in the presence of basal ACh.
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Figure 2.7: Signal amplification by DARPP-32. (A) PKA:PP1 ratio in response to various
input combinations. (B) PKA:PP1 ratio in response to various input combinations for Thr34 mutant DARPP-32. (C) Comparison of change in PKA:PP1 ratio and PKA in response
to various input for wild-type (WT) and Thr-34 mutant DARPP-32 (T34A) mutant. (D)
Comparison of the synergy(t) at the level of PKA:PP1 and PKA. (E) PKA and PKA:PP1
in both wild-type (WT) and Thr-34 mutant DARPP-32 (D32T34A) as a function of varying
dopamine amplitude.

produced by normal dip and a multiphasic dip via M4 R is negligible (Figure 2.6C). The
bounding bursts in the multiphasic dip has negligible effect because the inhibition of AC5
by M4 R/Gi/o is considerably high under the basal condition and a further transient increase
in acetylcholine by the pre-pause burst in TAN activity does not add any further inhibition.
This suggests that a pause, out of different possible activity characteristics of TAN, could be
the major transient acetylcholine input read out by the postsynaptic cAMP/PKA signaling
of D1 MSNs.

2.3.5

DARPP-32 amplifies the effect of peak and dip interaction

There are several important signaling molecules, like regulator proteins and receptor subunits, in MSNs which are phosphorylated by PKA and dephosphorylated by PP1. Thus,

their effective phosphorylation level are controlled by the kinase to phosphatase P KA :
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ratio rather than the level of kinase alone. Thus, the effect of

dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip is explored in this section. Similar to the PKA activation response, a dopamine peak along with an acetylcholine dip produced a significant
increase in PKA:PP1 (Figure 2.7A). This PKA:PP1 response is significantly higher than
the response produced by a dopamine peak alone or an acetylcholine dip alone. However,
the relative amplitude of the PKA:PP1 response appears to be higher than the amplitude
of PKA activation (Figure 2.4B). The only difference between these two responses is that in
the PKA:PP1 response there is a contribution of the relative PP1 amount. The only way to
achieve this difference is by having an effective reduction in the total amount of PP1 in response to the dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip. It is known that PP1 could be inhibited
by the PKA dependent phosphorylation of DARPP-32 at Thr-34 in response to a dopamine
input [Kwon et al. (1997); Hemmings Jr. et al. (1984b)]. Thus, a possibility for the signal
amplification between PKA and PKA:PP1 level could be mediated my DARPP-32. The
PKA:PP1 response with Thr-34 mutated DARPP-32 in model suggests that indeed the
signal amplification at the level of PKA:PP1 is mediated by the phosphorylation of Thr-34
(Figure 2.7B). In this case, the PKA:PP1 responses closely resemble the PKA activation
(Figure 2.7C). In addition to the signal amplification at the level of PKA:PP1, the synergy
of the interaction between the dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip is also increased (Figure 2.7D). The relation between the dopamine peak amplitude and response at the level
of PKA:PP1 is similar to the PKA activation but the PKA:PP1 response is significantly
amplified (Figure 2.7E). This amplification of the PKA:PP1 response is abolished in the
case of Thr-34 mutant of DARPP-32 (Figure 2.7E). Thus, DARPP-32 plays an important
role in sensing the reward prediction error signal encoded by dopamine.

2.3.6

Synergy depends on the G-protein GTPase activity

A dip in the Gi/o activity and a peak in the Golf activity are able to synergistically activate
PKA in the model. However, the interaction between Gi/o , AC5 and Golf which produces
this synergy depends on the duration of Gi/o and Golf activation. The duration or lifetime of G-protein activation, in turn, depends upon its GTPase activity (kGTPase ), e.g.
a lower GTPase activity ensures a longer life-time and vice versa. The intrinsic GTPase
activity of the heterotrimeric G-proteins is around 0.03s-1 Thomas et al. (2004).However,
the GTPase activity could be accelerated by accessory proteins called GTPase activating
proteins (GAPs). In this section, the effect of Golf and Gi/o GTPase activity on synergy
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and PKA activation is explored.
A parameter scan for the GTPase activity of Gi/o and Golf shows that there is only a
small range of parameter combinations which could produce synergy (Figure 2.8A1). Specifically, the GTPase activity for Gi/o should be present within a narrow range around 10s-1
to produce any synergy. The requirement for G-protein GTPase values higher than the
intrinsic activity implies an important role of GAPs, like RGS (Regulator of G-protein signaling), in the process of signaling events produced by transient changes in the extracellular
ligand concentration. If the Gi/o GTPase value is too low then the G-protein acts as a low
pass filter and does not sense a brief dip in the receptor deactivation. In this case, the
dopamine peak will produce very low PKA activation (Figure 2.8A2) with or without the
accompanying acetylcholine dip. Thus, in order to sense a brief dip in the ligand concentration the G-protein GTPase activity should be high enough. On the other hand, if the
Gi/o GTPase value is too high then due to the high rate of G-protein deactivation there
will be a very low basal M4 inhibition. Due to the low basal M4 inhibition, in this case,
the dopamine peak will produce high PKA activation even in absence of the acetylcholine
dip. Thus, the difference in PKA activation between with and without acetylcholine dip
could only exist for an optimal Gi/o GTPase value. Unlike Gi/o , the GTPase activity for
Golf is not restricted to a narrow region. The GTPase value for Golf could vary between
several orders of magnitude provided that the activation of Golf is fast enough to sense a
brief dopamine peak.
The total amount of the active G-proteins may exist as two separate populations, the free
G-protein form (Gi/o , Golf ) and the AC5 bound form (AC5.Gi/o , AC5.Golf , Gi/o .AC5.Golf ).
Both these populations of G-proteins may have the same or a different GTPase activity
depending on whether the GAP could act on the bound form. A parameter scan for the
GTPase activities of free and bound forms of Gi/o suggests that the GTPase activity of the
bound form should be highly restricted to produce any appreciable synergy (Figure 2.8B1).
If the GTPase activity of the bound form is lower than this narrow range then there is
no PKA activation in response to a dopamine peak accompanied by an acetylcholine dip
suggesting that the dip sensing is not propagated at the level of AC5 (Figure 2.8B2). On
the other hand, if the GTPase activity of the bound form is higher then there is significant
PKA activation but without synergy. In this case the downstream response does not require
the gating of dopamine-dependent signaling by acetylcholine dip because the basal M4
inhibition is week due to high Gi/o GTPase activity. This parameter scan suggests that
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Figure 2.8: Effect of G-protein GTPase activity on synergy. (A1) Synergy and (A2) Maximum PKA activation produced by concomitant dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip for
different combinations of Golf and Gi/o GTPase activities. (B1) Synergy and (B2) Maximum PKA activation produced by concomitant dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip for
different combinations of bound and free Gi/o GTPase activities. (C1) Synergy and (C2)
Maximum PKA activation produced by concomitant dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip
for different combinations of bound and free Golf GTPase activities.

the fast deactivation of Gi/o which is bound to AC5 is crucial for sensing the dip in ligand
concentration. On the other hand, the GTPase rate of the free population has no significant
effect on either synergy or the PKA activation. The situation appears to be quite different
for the GTPase activity of the free and bound Golf . For bound Golf the operation range
which could produce synergy appears to be quite wide, between 10-3 to 100.5 , (Figure
2.8C1). A Golf GTPase value in this range ensures that the activated Golf in response
to a dopamine peak could bind to AC5 long enough to produce a significant downstream
response. A further increase in the deactivation rate beyond this range reduces the life-time
of the activated AC5 thus decreasing the synergy and downstream PKA response (Figure
2.8C1,C2). However, the GTPase activity of the free form of Golf is quite restricted and a
high value appears to be important for synergy. A low GTPase activity of the free form of
Golf leads to a high basal activation of PKA thereby reducing the response contrast between
with dopamine peak and without dopamine peak conditions.
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These results collectively suggest that GAPs play an important role in enabling the

striatal system to detect and respond to transient neuromodulatory signals.

2.3.7

Sensitivity of synergy towards parameter uncertainty.

The modeled signaling network has several outputs and the robustness of these outputs to
variations in the model parameters/assumptions is output-dependent. In this study, the
output of interest is synergy of interaction between the dopamine peak and acetylcholine
dip at the level of PKA. Thus, the sensitivity of synergy towards the variation in model
parameters has been explored in this section. In this analysis the term sensitivity represents
the percent change in output value due to parameter variation with respect to the output
value produced by the original parameter set. For this purpose, each model parameter is
perturbed ±10% with respect to its original value, one at a time, and the percent change
in synergy is calculated.
The Figure 2.9(A) shows the distribution of sensitivity for synergy in response to a
variation of ±10% in parameter values, changed one at a time. The distribution of the
sensitivity suggests that for most of the parameters the output is significantly robust (with
a median around 1% change in output). However, it could also be seen that there are
some less robust parameters to which the model output is sensitive. The top 20 sensitive
parameters along with the effect of their variations (+10%, -10%) are shown in Figure
2.9(B). It is interesting to note in these figures that the sensitivity goes in both directions
for different signs of perturbation which highlights that the model was not optimized for a
specific output rather it was built around the experimental observations and the results are
emergent properties of the model. If the model was optimized for a specific output then
the sensitivity should have been in the same direction for both signs of perturbation. This
certainly shows that these outputs could be modulated (optimized) by regulating various
components of the system during different physiological conditions.
The parameter variations to which the output is least robust could be broadly classified
into the following:
• The Gi/o coupled GPCR (M4 R) activation-deactivation cycle and the tonic level of
these receptors. This includes the total amounts of the G-proteins, receptors and
ligands (TA_Spine.Gi, TA_Spine.M4 R, TA_Spine.ACh). The receptor steady state
properties which dictate the extent of their tonic activity (KDM4 R*ACh, betaM4 R,
alphaM4 R) along with the Gi/o protein activation-deactivation kinetics parameters
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Figure 2.9: Response sensitivity towards parameter uncertainty. (A) Distribution of the
synergy percent change produced by perturbation in model parameters, one-at-a-time. (B)
Top 20 sensitive model parameters. The following convention has been used for the name of
the parameters; TA_X is the total amount of X chemical species. Spine is the assumed name
of the compartment; kcatA1*A2 is the catalytic rate (kcat) of the enzyme A1 on substrate
A2; kfA1*A2 is the association rate constant (kf) between A1 and A2; krA1*A2 is the
dissociation rate constant (kr) between A1 and A2; KDA1*A2 is the dissociation constant
(KD) between receptor A1 and ligand A2; alphaA1 and betaA1 are two parameters relevant
to the distribution and affinity for the high-affinity state of receptor A1; krgsi refers to the
deactivation rate of Gi/o bound to AC5; kactA is the activation rate of protein A; EffA is
the efficacy of G-protein A on AC5 activity; KGolf is the binding affinity between Golf and
AC5.

(kactGi, krgsi). This indicates that the outputs are particularly sensitive to the tonic
inhibition maintained by the Gi/o signaling and the fast deactivation of this tonic inhibition depending on the extent of dip in the ligands. While there are indications that
these conditions are met, this provide further insights to experimentalist when designing more controlled experiments such that they should replicate the basal conditions
to infer the true response of the system.
• To a lesser extent, Golf and Golf coupled GPCR parameters (KDD1 R*DA, betaD1 R)
and the total amount of Golf protein (TA_Spine.Golf). This is due to the fact that
these parameters contribute to Golf coupled process to transiently and efficiently get
activated.
• AC5 activation-deactivation related parameters. This includes the parameters which
dictate how effectively the AC5 could be activated by Golf (KGolf, EffGolf).
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2.4

Appendix

Table 2.2: List of all reversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

kf (nM −1 s−1)

kr (s−1)

D1RGolf + DA *
) D1RDAGolf

0.005

5

D1RDA + Golf *
) D1RDAGolf

0.003

5

D1R + Golf *
) D1RGolf

0.003

5

D1R + DA *
) D1RDA

0.005

5

M4R + Gi *
) M4RGi

0.012

90

M4RACh + Gi *
) M4RAChGi

1.2

90

ACh + M4RGi *
) M4RAChGi

1

90

ACh + M4R *
) M4RACh

0.01

90

AC5 + GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTP

0.2

0.1

AC5 + Ca *
) AC5Ca

0.001

0.9

AC5Ca + GaolfGTP *
) AC5CaGaolfGTP

0.2

0.1

GaiGTP + AC5Ca *
) AC5CaGaiGTP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5 *
) AC5GaiGTP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

0.01

0.01

GaiGTP + AC5CaGaolfGTP *
)

0.01

0.01

AC5GaiGTP + GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

0.002

0.01

AC5CaGaiGTP + GaolfGTP *
)

0.002

0.01

0.0003

1

ATP + AC5GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP*ATP

6.25E-05

1

AC5GaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.00105

1

AC5 + ATP *
) AC5*ATP

0.0001

1

AC5Ca + ATP *
) AC5Ca*ATP

7.50E-05

1

AC5CaGaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

0.00055

1

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP + ATP *
)
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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AC5CaGaiGTP + ATP *
) AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP

5.63E-05

1

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP + ATP *
)

0.000175

1

0.002

0.01

0.002

0.01

GaolfGTP + AC5*ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.2

0.1

GaolfGTP + AC5Ca*ATP *
)

0.2

0.1

Ca + AC5*ATP *
) AC5Ca*ATP

0.001

0.9

AC5*ATP + GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP*ATP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5GaolfGTP*ATP *
)

0.01

0.01

AC5Ca*ATP + GaiGTP *
) AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP *
)

0.01

0.01

cAMP + PKA *
) PKAcAMP2

0.00026

1

cAMP + PKAcAMP2 *
) PKAcAMP4

0.000346

1

PKAcAMP4 *
) PKAc + PKAreg

10

0.01

cAMP + PDE4 *
) PDE4*cAMP

0.01

1

PDE10 + 2 cAMP *
) PDE10c

1.00E-06

9

cAMP + PDE10 *
) PDE10*cAMP

0.1

2

cAMP + PDE10c *
) PDE10c*cAMP

0.13

2

CaM + Ca *
) CaMCa2

0.006

9.1

Ca + CaMCa2 *
) CaMCa4

0.1

1000

PP2B + CaM *
) PP2BCaM

1

30

PP2B + CaMCa4 *
) PP2Bc

1

3

PP2BCaM + Ca *
) PP2BCaMCa2

0.006

0.91

PP2BCaMCa2 + Ca *
) PP2Bc

0.1

10

PP2B + CaMCa2 *
) PP2BCaMCa2

1

3

B72PP2A + Ca *
) B72PPA2Ca

0.0001

0.1

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
GaolfGTP + AC5GaiGTP*ATP *
)
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
GaolfGTP + AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP *
)
AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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PKAc + DARPP32 *
) PKAc*D32

0.001

8

PKAc + B56PP2A *
) PKAc*B56PP2A

0.001

0.3

D32p34 + PP1 *
) PP1D32p34

0.04

0.08

CDK5 + DARPP32 *
) CDK5*D32

0.0009

2

D32p75 + PKAc *
) PKAcD32p75

0.00037

1

B56PP2Ap + D32p75 *
) B56PP2Ap*D32p75

0.0015

10

B72PP2A + D32p75 *
) B72PP2A*D32p75

0.0008

6.4

D32p75 + B72PPA2Ca *
) B72PP2ACa*D32p75

0.0015

10

D32p34 + PP2Bc *
) PP2Bc*D32p34

0.002

1

D32p75 + B56PP2A *
) B56PP2A*D32p75

0.0008

6.4

D32p34 + B72PPA2Ca *
) B72PP2ACa*D32p34

0

8

D32p34 + B72PP2A *
) B72PP2A*D32p34

0.5

1

AKAR3p + PP1 *
) PP1*AKAR3p

1.00E-04

10

AKAR3 + PKAc *
) PKAc*AKAR3

0.003

1

Table 2.3: List of all irreversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

k (s−1)

GaolfGTP → GaolfGDP

30

D1RDAGolf → Gbgolf + D1RDA + GaolfGTP

15

GaolfGDP + Gbgolf → Golf

100

GaiGTP → GaiGDP

30

Gbgi + GaiGDP → Gi

100

M4RAChGi → GaiGTP + M4RACh + Gbgi

60

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP

20

cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP → AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.084

AC5*ATP → cAMP + AC5

1

cAMP + AC5 → AC5*ATP

0.0004

AC5GaiGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaiGTP

0.25

cAMP + AC5GaiGTP → AC5GaiGTP*ATP

0.00105
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AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

5

cAMP + AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP

0.006

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → cAMP +

2.5

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP
cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP →

0.00175

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5CaGaiGTP

0.125

cAMP + AC5CaGaiGTP → AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP

2.81E-05

AC5Ca*ATP → cAMP + AC5Ca

0.5

cAMP + AC5Ca → AC5Ca*ATP

0.00015

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTP

10

cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTP → AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

0.022

AC5GaolfGTP → AC5 + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5CaGaolfGTP → AC5Ca + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5CaGaiGTP → AC5Ca + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaiGTP → AC5 + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaiGTP + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaolfGTP + GaiGDP

30

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5CaGaiGTP + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5CaGaolfGTP + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → GaiGDP + AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

30

AC5GaiGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5GaiGTP*ATP + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP → AC5Ca*ATP + GaolfGDP

0.2

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP +

30

GaiGDP
AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP → AC5Ca*ATP + GaiGDP

30

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP +

0.2

GaolfGDP
PDE4*cAMP → PDE4 + AMP

2

PDE10*cAMP → PDE10 + AMP

3

PDE10c*cAMP → PDE10c + AMP

10
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PKAc*D32 → D32p34 + PKAc

10

PKAc*B56PP2A → B56PP2Ap + PKAc

0.2

B56PP2Ap → B56PP2A

0.008

CDK5*D32 → CDK5 + D32p75

3

B56PP2Ap*D32p75 → B56PP2Ap + DARPP32

8

B72PP2A*D32p75 → B72PP2A + DARPP32

1

B72PP2ACa*D32p75 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

5

B56PP2A*D32p75 → B56PP2A + DARPP32

2.3

B72PP2ACa*D32p34 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

0.3

B72PP2A*D32p34 → DARPP32 + B72PP2A

0.3

PP2Bc*D32p34 → DARPP32 + PP2Bc

10

PP1*AKAR3p → AKAR3 + PP1

1.2

PKAc*AKAR3 → AKAR3p + PKAc

3

Table 2.4: Initial amounts for conserved moieties in the model.
Species

Initial Amounts
(nM)

DARPP32

50000

CaM

10000

PP1

2000

PP2B

2000

B72PP2A

2000

PKA

1200

PDE4

2000

PDE10

700

CDK5

1800

AC5

700

Gi

2000

M4R

2000

Ca

60
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DA

10

ACh

100

B56PP2A

2000

ATP

5000000

D1R

2000

Golf

2000

AKAR3

3000

Chapter 3

Detection of Dopamine Transients by
cAMP signaling in D2 MSNs
[NOTE: This chapter is based on Nair et al. (2015) and part of the text and figures are
directly taken or adapted from there.]

3.1

Introduction

The results in chapter 2 shows that the interaction between transient changes in the level
of different neuromodulators via Golf and Gi/o coupled receptors plays an important role.
In D1 MSNs, an acetylcholine dip results in transient reduction in Gi/o level, and this
reduction appears to gate the D1 receptor-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling in response to
a dopamine peak [Nair et al. (2015)]. Such interactions between Golf and Gi/o signaling
could also be relevant to D2 MSNs in order to sense dopamine transients. Changes in
extracellular dopamine concentration is largely sensed via dopamine D2 receptors in D2
MSNs. The D2 receptor is coupled to Gi/o protein and thus inhibits cAMP signaling upon
activation [Albert et al. (1990)]. In D2 MSNs, the D2 receptor is known to be coexpressed
with Golf -coupled adenosine A2 a receptors [Fink et al. (1992); Ferré et al. (1993)]. These two
receptor types are known to antagonistically interact with each other at the level of AC5,
similar to the D1 and M4 receptors pair in the D1 MSNs [Ferré et al. (2008)]. Therefore,
it is interesting to know the role of the interaction between D2 and A2 a receptors in the
processing of the transient extracellular dopamine concentration changes.
Additionally, in the case of D1 MSNs, the basal level of dopamine did not produce any
significant activation of the D1 receptor. This is because the overall affinity to the ligand
43
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is relatively low for D1 receptors (in the order of µM) [Richfield et al. (1986); Cumming
(2011)]. On the other hand, the D2 receptor are believed to have a higher overall affinity
towards dopamine (in the order of few nM to few tens of nM) and therefore is assumed to be
active under basal conditions [Richfield et al. (1986); Cumming (2011); Dreyer et al. (2010)].
This difference in D1 receptor and D2 receptor affinity is largely attributed differences in the
fraction of respective high and low affinity receptor states [Cumming (2011)]. Biochemical
assays suggest that the fraction of the high affinity receptor state could be as high as 50-90%
of the overall D2 receptor population. Thus, it is interesting to see how the D2 receptor could
sense transient dopamine inputs and thereby affect the downstream cAMP/PKA signaling.
This chapter explores how D2 MSNs could process transient dopamine signals produced by
different types of dopaminergic neurons (DANs) activity and to what extent A2 a receptor
activation is involved in this process.
Briefly, the simulation results presented in this chapter indicate that the cAMP/PKA
signaling in D2 MSNs may not respond to transient elevation in dopamine, unlike the D1
MSN signaling system. On the other hand, D2 MSNs could respond to transient dips in
the basal dopamine level, as observed in response to omission of an expected reward. Even
though PKA could be less sensitive to dopamine peaks, other parallel D2 receptor-dependent
signaling could respond to a dopamine peak suggesting that specific effect of dopamine in
these neurons could be effector-dependent, due to the difference in overall efficacy between
different pathways. Additionally, the dopamine-dependent PKA responses critically depend
on the activity of A2 a receptor.

3.2
3.2.1

Materials and Methods
Biochemical network

In order to explore the response of transient dopamine on D2 MSNs the relevant signaling
process of interest has been quantitatively modeled using mass action kinetics described in
chapter 2. Similar to the D1 MSN model in chapter 2, this modeled D2 MSN signaling
network also focuses on cAMP/PKA signaling. The core signaling network is the same
as D1 MSN model expect for the receptors. In this case, the receptors involved are D2
receptor, which is coupled to Gi/o , and A2 a receptor, coupled to Golf , (Figure 3.1A). The
A2 a receptor-dependent Golf activation results in cAMP production via AC5 whereas D2
receptor-dependent Gi/o leads to the inhibition of AC5. The parameters for the core sig-
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Figure 3.1: (A) An overview of the modeled biochemical network for D2 MSN. (B) Model
fitting to the experimental data mentioned in Table 3.1. Each phenotype is comprised of
multiple phenotypic variables (individual markers of same color). Dashed blue, red and
black lines indicate 20%, 50% and 80% divergence from experimental values, respectively.

naling model are the same as the D1 MSN model except for changes in the value of few
parameters modified in order to fit D2 MSN specific data available in the literature. These
data have been described in the following "Molecular phenotypes for model constraining"
section. The model parameters used for D2 receptor and Gi/o are chosen such that around
30% D2 receptor exist in it high affinity G-protein bound state. This is assumed on the basis
of the basal occupancy of D2 receptor estimated using in vivo PET imaging [Laruelle et al.
(1997)]. This assumption is also supported by the higher tendency of Gi/o to precouple with
respective receptor thereby increasing the receptor-ligand affinity [Bunemann et al. (2003);
Nobles et al. (2005); Hulme and Trevethick (2010)].
A complete list of reactions, respective kinetics parameters and initial species concentration are listed in the Appendix to this chapter.

3.2.2

Inputs to the signaling network

The main input to the model during the simulations is time varying concentration profile
of dopamine. The two types of transient dopamine inputs used here are either a transient
increase in the dopamine concentration due to burst firing in DANs or a dip in the tonic
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dopamine level due to a DAN pause as observed in response to omission of an expected
reward [Schultz (1998)]. The basal level of dopamine is assumed to be 10 nM here and
the duration of the dopamine peak and dip are assumed to be 1s. The amplitude of the
dopamine peak is assumed to be 1500 nM and it is assumed that dopamine is to be cleared
out completely during a DAN pause. In addition to dopamine, adenosine is also important
in the model which affects cAMP/PKA signaling. The basal level of adenosine is assumed to
be 150 nM [Ballarin et al. (1991)], a level which is good enough to produce tonic activation
of the A2 a receptors [Håkansson et al. (2006)]. Additionally, striatal adenosine level could
also change transiently [Cechova and Venton (2008); Pajski and Venton (2010); Sims and
Dale (2014); Sciotti et al. (1993)]. This kind of transient adenosine input has also been
used to simulate the model. In this case, it has been assumed that the adenosine elevation
reaches its maximum in around 10s and then returns slowly to the basal level in several
tens of seconds.

3.2.3

Molecular phenotypes for model constraining

Since the core cAMP/PKA signaling network for the D2 MSNs is the same as the network of
D1 MSN discussed in chapter 2, most parameters of the core cAMP/PKA signaling module
is kept the same as the D1 MSN model. However, the D2 MSN model developed here
has also been constrained using quantitative molecular/subcellular phenotypes available
from literature (Table 3.1), by modifying few selected parameters and initial amounts of
different molecules, relevant for D2 MSNs. The phenotypes used to constrain the D2 MSN
model are largely comprised of steadystate measurements of DARPP-32 phosphorylation
states for basal and different pharmacological conditions. The receptor kinetics have been
constrained using the same data as used in the previous chapter [Chuhma et al. (2014); Ford
et al. (2009); Marcott et al. (2014)]. The experimental data are parameterized and compared
to simulated data as described in chapter 2. As shown in Figure 3.1B, the D2 MSN model
developed here shows significant similarity between the simulated and experimental values
for various phenotypic variables.

Table 3.1: Quantitative target phenotypes used to constrain the D2 MSN.
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Phenotype Name

Treatment
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Marker

Phenotypic References
variable
and
Values

ReceptorGprotein

Receptor

G-protein

Bmax =

Chuhma

with

activation

100%

et al.

Saturating

(range of

k = 10-100

(2014);

-1

concentra-

activation

s

Marcott

tion of

time

et al.

ligand

constant =

(2014)

10-100 ms.)
Basal

-

DARPP32

0.7 µM

T34p

Nishi et al.
(1997);
Bateup
et al.
(2008)

DARPP32

13 µM

T75p

Bibb et al.
(1999);
Bateup
et al.
(2008)

DAsliceD32

Striatal

DARPP32

slices with

T34p

0.4 X basal

Nishi et al.
(2000);

DA>= 10

Bateup

µM.

et al.

Sampled at

(2008)

5 min
DARPP32
T75p

1.5 X basal
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D2AntagonistSliceD32

Striatal

DARPP32

slices with

T34p

2.0 X basal

Bateup
et al.

D2R

(2008)

antagonist.
Sampled at
15 min
DARPP32

0.9 X basal

T75p
A2aAntagonistSliceD32

Striatal

DARPP32

slices with

T75p

A2AR

2.0 X basal

Lindskog
et al.
(2002)

antagonist.
Sampled at
15 min

3.3
3.3.1

Results
Dopamine dip results in PKA activation in D2 MSNs

In order to explore the effect of transient dopamine inputs on the cAMP/PKA signaling
in D2 MSNs, the aforementioned model has been simulated along with transient dopamine
input. A dopamine peak results in the activation of the D2 receptor which could result in
the inhibition of cAMP/PKA signaling. However, the model simulations indicate that a
transient dopamine elevation does not have any significant effect on the PKA levels (Figure
3.2A). A reason for this lack of any dopamine peak-dependent effect is the strong PKA
inhibition under the basal condition, beyond which PKA could not be affected. PKA
activity as a function of varying basal level of dopamine shows that this is indeed the case
(Figure 3.2B). Under basal condition (1x in the x-axis), the PKA activity is very close to the
minimum possible PKA level which could be reached by D2 receptor activation (compare
PKA activity between 1x and 10x). Reducing the basal level of dopamine increases the basal
PKA activity. Model simulations under different basal dopamine conditions also indicated
that a brief (1s duration) dopamine peak (solid lines) does not produce any strong effect
the PKA levels (Figure 3.2C). Thus, the high basal inhibition is not the only reason for the
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Figure 3.2: (A) Effect on active PKA level in response a dopamine peak (1500 nM) of
1s duration. The y-axis is normalized to steady-state level of active PKA produced by
saturating A2 a receptor agonist in the presence of basal DA. (B) PKA activation produced
by the basal adenosine for different basal levels of dopamine. The x-axis in represented as
a factor of the assumed basal dopamine level (10 nM) in standard condition. (C) Effect
on active PKA level in response a dopamine peak of 1s (solid lines) and 5s (dashed line)
duration, starting from different basal level of dopamine. The colors correspond to different
basal levels of dopamine and the legends are represented as a factor of the assumed basal
dopamine level (10 nM) in standard condition. (D) PKA activation produced by a dopamine
dip of 1s duration. (E) PKA activation produced by a dopamine dip of 1s duration starting
with different basal level of adenosine. The colors correspond to different basal levels of
adenosine and the legends are represented as a factor of the assumed basal adenosine level
(150 nM) in standard condition.

inability of brief dopamine peaks to affect downstream PKA levels. It could be possible that
the D2 receptor activation time window produced by a short dopamine peak is too short for
PKA deactivation. If this were true then increasing the peak duration should produce an
effect on PKA and simulations indicate that a longer dopamine peak (5s duration) could,
indeed, produce a visible reduction in the PKA level at low basal dopamine condition. Thus,
the PKA signaling in D2 MSNs may be unresponsive if the dopamine peak duration is short
or it is already under inhibition due to higher level of basal dopamine.
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Apart from bursting activity, dopaminergic neurons also pause in response to omission

of expected reward and this results in transient dips in striatal dopamine [Schultz (1998);
Hart et al. (2014)]. It has been previously hypothesized that the D2 receptor may detect
brief pauses in the dopaminergic activity due its high affinity towards dopamine [Dreyer
et al. (2010)]. Thus, it is interesting to know how the PKA signaling could respond to such
dopamine dips. To this end, the D2 MSN has been simulated along with transient dopamine
dips. Simulation outputs indicate that, unlike a dopamine peak, a transient dopamine dip
could strongly affect PKA levels in this D2 MSN model (Figure 3.2D). There is a robust
PKA activation in response to the dip. Under basal condition, the PKA signaling is strongly
inhibited by the basal D2 receptor activity. A dopamine dip removes this basal inhibition
thereby resulting in PKA activation. This PKA activation by dopamine dip supports the
previously hypothesized "dip detector" role of D2 MSNs. However, for dopamine dip to
activate PKA it requires a background Golf activity because the D2 receptor is coupled to
Gi/o and could not increase the PKA level by itself. There is no effect of a dopamine dip
at low level of adenosine in the model simulations due to weak background A2 a receptordependent Golf activity, which is not sufficient to produce any significant PKA activation
(Figure 3.2E). As the tonic level of adenosine increase the strength of dopamine dip dependent PKA activation also increases (Figure 3.2E). Thus, in general, these simulations
suggest that PKA signaling in D2 MSNs is more sensitive to dopamine dips compared to
dopamine peaks and the dopamine-dependent effect critically depends on the A2 a receptor
activity.

3.3.2

The effect of dopamine peak vs dip is effector dependent

Simulations in the previous section indicated that the PKA signaling downstream of D2
receptor mainly detects the dopamine dip and the effect of dopamine peak is negligible
(Figure 3.3A). However, PKA signaling is just one of the many signaling pathways downstream to D2 receptor. D2 receptor activation also leads to G-βγ dependent signaling.
This G-βγ activation could result in the modulation of different low affinity effectors, like
GIRK2 [Marcott et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2014)]. In addition, they could also affect Ltype calcium channel regulation [Hernandez-Lopez et al. (2000)]. Thus, it is interesting to
see whether D2 receptor acts as a dopamine dip detector at the level of G-βγ activation.
Simulations indicate that, unlike PKA, the G-βγ level could be affected by both dopamine
peak and dip (Figure 3.3B). A dopamine peak, which barely has any effect on PKA, could
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Figure 3.3: The effect of dopamine peak and dip on (A) PKA activation, (B) Gi/o -βγ and
(C) a low affinity Gi/o -βγ effector.

produce a robust three fold increase in the level of G-βγ and a low affinity downstream
effector of G-βγ could also follow this activation trend (Figure 3.3B, C). The reason for
this effector-dependent differential response is that in the basal conditions the D2 receptor is not saturated and a dopamine peak results in an increased activation of Gi/o thus
increasing the free G-βγ level. The DA peak also leads to a robust transient increase in
the α subunit of Gi/o but this increase does not affect the cAMP/PKA levels because this
signaling axis is already inhibited under basal condition due to the high efficacy of DA/D2
receptor/Gi/o , and a transient increase in Gi/o -α has a little effect. Thus, D2 MSNs could
be a ’dip detector’ when it comes to cAMP/PKA signaling, but dip detection may not be
the only role of these neurons. The D2 receptors themselves could sense both dopamine dip
and peak and the downstream response may depend on the state of a given effector under
basal condition. The cAMP/PKA signaling branch responds to the dopamine dip and not
to the peak whereas G-βγ dependent signaling could respond to dopamine peaks.

3.3.3

Transient adenosine elevation boosts the dip-dependent PKA
activation

It is important to note that the adenosine level is not constant in striatum and various
measurements show that several factors, like striatal and dopaminergic activity, could affect
the level of striatal adenosine [Nguyen and Venton (2015)]. In response to these events
there could be a transient elevation of striatal adenosine. In measurements done on brain
slices this change appears to be slow with the adenosine level reaching its maximum in
10s and clearing out slowly [Pajski and Venton (2010); Sims and Dale (2014)]. On the
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Figure 3.4: PKA in D2 MSNs in response to transient adenosine inputs in with and without
concomitant dopamine dip. (A) Transient adenosine inputs approximating the adenosine
elevation from literature observed in slice and anesthetized in vivo preparation. The y-axis
shows absolute level of adenosine. (B) PKA activation for the three input combinations:
dopamine dip alone, adenosine elevation alone and dopamine dip accompanied by adenosine
elevation. The adenosine input used this simulation corresponds to the elevation observed
in striatal brain slice preparation. The y-axis is normalized to steady-state level of active
PKA produced by saturating A2 a receptor agonist in the presence of basal dopamine. (C)
PKA activation for the three input combinations: dopamine dip alone, adenosine elevation
alone and dopamine dip accompanied by adenosine elevation. The adenosine input used
this simulation corresponds to the elevation observed in striatum of anesthetized animal.
The y-axis is normalized to steady-state level of active PKA produced by saturating A2 a
receptor agonist in the presence of basal dopamine.
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other hand, measurements from anesthetized condition shows an additional faster transient
[Cechova and Venton (2008)]. Thus, the D2 model has been simulated along with time
varying adenosine signals in order to see how these adenosine changes could affect the PKA
signaling. Two different adensoine transients, slower and faster, have been explored in these
simulations. The slower adenosine input resembles adenosine changes observed in slice
measurements whereas the characteristics of the faster input are taken from measurements
from anesthetized animals (Figure 3.4A). Simulations indicate that transient adenosine
alone could produce PKA activation in the D2 MSN model but this PKA activation is
significantly lower than the PKA activation produced by the dopamine dip. This is true for
both types of adenosine inputs (Figure 3.4B, C). Additionally, the kinetics of PKA activation
produce by an adenosine transient is slower than the activation produced by a dopamine dip.
This is because of the competition between D2 receptor-dependent Gi/o and A2 a receptordependent Golf at the level of cyclase, which slows down the rate of AC5 activation and
thus PKA activation. This competition could be absent thereby producing higher PKA
activation with faster kinetics if the adenosine transient is presented in absence of the basal
inhibition by D2 receptor, for example by pairing it with a dopamine dip. Simulations show
that indeed pairing an adenosine input with a dopamine dip could produce higher PKA
activation compared to the response produced by either adenosine peak alone or dopamine
dip alone (Figure 3.4B, C). This suggests that the integration of dopamine and adenosine
transients could be a potential way to produce strong PKA responses in D2 MSNs.

3.3.4

The effect of dip duration and amplitude on PKA activation

A dopamine dip has two parameters which might be amenable to regulations. First is the
amplitude of the dip and second is the duration. However, it is not clear which of these two
aspects could code for the extent of reward prediction error. Hart et al. (2014) hypothesized
that it could be the dip amplitude which could carry this information whereas Bayer et al.
(2007) hypothesized that the duration might play important role in this. However, both
these views are based on correlation between dopaminergic transmission and the behavior
in question. Thus, it will be interesting to see which of the two dip parameters is more
important when it comes to the activation of downstream signaling. A systematic scan of
dip duration and amplitude indicates that the PKA activation is affected by both amplitude and duration of the dip (Figure 3.5). It required 60-100% reduction in the dopamine
concentration during a dip to produce any significant PKA change, thus the amplitude has
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Figure 3.5: Maximum PKA change in D2 MSNs in response to varying amplitude and
duration of dopamine dip. The maximum values are normalized to basal level such that
1 represents the basal amount of active PKA. The dopamine dip amplitude is represented
as percentage, such that 0% represents no dip and 100% represents a dip with complete
removal of dopamine.

only a very small dynamic range (70-100%) to encode the whole range of PKA activation.
In terms of actual dopamine concentration this would translate into a very small range,
0-3 nM (70-100% of basal (10 nM) dopamine concentration) and in such a steep system
noise of even 1 nM could significantly affect the PKA activation thus making the whole
system less robust. On the other hand, the dip duration, which could be finely regulated
by neuronal activity, (for deeper dips, like 100% dip amplitude) shows a more graded range
to encode the whole PKA activation. Thus, it could be inferred that coding the magnitude
information of negative prediction error in terms of dip duration could be a much more
reliable way than coding this information using dopamine concentration alone. Thus, the
PKA activation profile in this D2 MSN model supports the view put forth in Bayer et al.
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(2007).

3.3.5

Dopamine dip responses depend on the G-protein GTPase
activity

A dopamine dip in this model results in a dip in the basal Gi/o activity whereas an adenosine
peak results in a transient increase in Golf activity. Thus, at a more mechanistic level, the
integration of a dopamine dip and an adenosine peak represents the integration of transient
changes in the Gi/o and Golf activity. Thus, similar to the D1 MSN model in chapter 2,
the D2 MSN model output may strongly depend on the GTPase activity (kGTPase ) of these
proteins and there could be strict requirements on kGTPase for efficient signal integration.
Thus, this section explores the effect of Golf and Gi/o GTPase activity on the PKA activation
produced by integration of dopamine dip and adenosine peak (signal corresponding to slice
measurements in Figure 3.4A).
Similar to the D1 MSN model, a parameter scan for the GTPase activity of Gi/o and
Golf shows that only a small combination of these parameters could be effective for the
integration of transient neuromodulatory inputs (Figure 3.6A1). Here, any condition for
signal integration is considered effective if there is strong PKA activation in response to
neuromodulatory stimuli but at the same time it low under basal condition, i.e. there is
a large relative change in PKA. Specifically, high level of PKA activation requires a Gi/o
activity higher than 1s-1 whereas Golf GTPase activity could be anywhere less than 10s-1
(Figure 3.6A1). This indicates a strong requirement for higher GTPase activity for Gi/o ,
similar to the observations made for D1 MSN model in chapter 2. This requirement for
GTPase values higher than the intrinsic G-ptotein activity implies a possible role of GAPs.
If the Gi/o GTPase value is too low then the time required for the inactivation of Gi/o is
significantly long and thus a transient reduction in D2 receptor activity due to the dopamine
dip does not disinhibit AC5. Thus, in order to translate a brief dip in the dopamine to a
disinhibition of AC5, the G-protein GTPase activity should be high enough. However, a
very high GTPase activity of Gi/o , e.g. higher than 20s-1 in our simulations, could reduce
the overall efficacy of Gi/o because then most of the Gi/o population will only be going
through the activation-inactivation cycle without much affecting the downstream AC5. In
such a scenario, the basal inhibition exerted by Gi/o is low there resulting in a higher basal
level of PKA (Figure 3.6A2). Similarly, the GTPase activity of Golf should not be too high
to be stuck in futile activation-inactivation cycle without affecting the downstream signaling
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Figure 3.6: Effect of G-protein GTPase activity on PKA activation. (A1) Maximum and
(A2) Basal PKA activation corresponding to different combinations of Golf and Gi/o GTPase activities. (B1) Maximum and (B2) Basal PKA activation corresponding to different
combinations of bound and free Gi/o GTPase activities. (C1) Maximum and (C2) Basal
PKA activation corresponding to different combinations of bound and free Golf GTPase
activities. The maximum PKA activity is for the response produced by concommitant
dopamine dip and adenosine elevation. The colors represent the absolute level of maximum
and basal level of active PKA.
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(Figure 3.6A1).
As discussed previously in chapter 2, the active G-proteins could exist as two separate
populations with respective GTPase activities, the free G-protein form (Gi/o , Golf ) and the
AC5 bound form (AC5.Gi/o , AC5.Golf , Gi/o .AC5.Golf ). A parameter scan for the GTPase
activities of free and bound forms of Gi/o shows that only narrow band parameter values
for the bound form could result in a strong PKA activation while keeping low basal level
(Figure 3.6B1,B2). The narrow band of Gi/o activity described above is applicable largely to
the bound form because the bound Gi/o is responsible for the extent of the basal inhibition
of AC5 and is inactivated in response to a dopamine dip. Thus, according to this model the
activity of the bound form should be highly regulated to produce effective signal integration.
In the current model configuration, the GTPase rate of the free population has no such
restriction (Figure 3.6B1,B2). Similarly, there are restricted combinations of the GTPase
activity of the bound and free form of Golf which appear to be optimal for signal integration
in the given model configuration Figure 3.6C1,C2).
These results indicate that GAP proteins, which helps maintaining a high GTPase rate
for G-proteins, could play an important role in processing dopamine and related transient
neuromodulatory signals in D2 MSNs.

3.3.6

Sensitivity of synergy towards parameter uncertainty.

Similar to the D1 MSN model, this D2 MSN model also contain several parameters and
the value of these parameters could affect the robustness of various model outputs. In
this chapter, the main model output of interest is the PKA activation. Thus, the effect of
variation in the model parameters on PKA activation is explored here. To this end, each
model parameter is perturbed ±10% with respect to its original value, one at a time, and
the percent change in PKA fold change has been logged for each of these perturbations.
Figure 3.7(A) shows the distribution of sensitivity (% change with the base model output) for PKA fold change in response to a variation of ±10% in parameter values, changed
one at a time. It appears that the output is robust to most of the parameter changes
(with a median around 1% change in output) but there are several perturbations which
could significantly affect the model output. Figure 3.7(B) lists top 20 sensitive parameters
along with the effect of their positive and negative perturbations. Similar to the D1 MSN
model in chapter 2, the top 20 sensitive parameters for D2 MSN model also fall into three
broad categories of receptor-related parameters, G-protein related parameters and cAMP
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Figure 3.7: Response sensitivity towards parameter uncertainty. (A) Distribution of the
PKA-fold-change percent change produced by perturbation in model parameters, one-ata-time, compared to the standard model result. (B) Top 20 sensitive model parameters.
The following convention has been used for the name of the parameters; TA_X is the total
amount of X chemical species. Spine is the assumed name of the compartment; kcatA1*A2
is the catalytic rate (kcat) of the enzyme A1 on substrate A2; kfA1*A2 is the association rate
constant (kf) between A1 and A2; krA1*A2 is the dissociation rate constant (kr) between
A1 and A2; KDA1*A2 is the dissociation constant (KD) between receptor A1 and ligand
A2; alphaA1 and betaA1 are two parameters relevant to the distribution and affinity for the
high-affinity state of receptor A1; NC is the factor with which binding of Golf (Gi/o ) to AC5
reduces the affinity of AC5 towards Gi/o (Golf ); krgsi refers to the deactivation rate of Gi/o
bound to AC5; kactA is the activation rate of protein A; EffA is the efficacy of G-protein
A on AC5 activity; KGi is the binding affinity between Gi/o and AC5.

production/degradation parameters. This may suggest that the dopamine-dependent PKA
responses in these neurons could be effectively modulated by regulating these parameters.
Modulation of several of these parameters, like fraction of receptor affinity state and Gprotein GTPase activity, might even be accessible to the subcellular regulatory machinery
under physiological conditions.
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Appendix

Table 3.2: List of all reversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

kf (nM −1 s−1)

kr (s−1)

A2ARAdn + Golf *
) A2ARAdnGolf

0.005

1

A2ARGolf + Adn *
) A2ARAdnGolf

0.005

1

A2AR + Golf *
) A2ARGolf

0.005

1

A2AR + Adn *
) A2ARAdn

0.005

1

D2R + Gi *
) D2RGi

0.055

200

D2RDA + Gi *
) D2RDAGi

6.6

200

DA + D2RGi *
) D2RDAGi

12

200

DA + D2R *
) D2RDA

0.1

200

AC5 + GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTP

0.2

0.1

AC5 + Ca *
) AC5Ca

0.001

0.9

AC5Ca + GaolfGTP *
) AC5CaGaolfGTP

0.2

0.1

GaiGTP + AC5Ca *
) AC5CaGaiGTP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5 *
) AC5GaiGTP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

0.01

0.01

GaiGTP + AC5CaGaolfGTP *
)

0.01

0.01

AC5GaiGTP + GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

0.002

0.01

AC5CaGaiGTP + GaolfGTP *
)

0.002

0.01

0.0003

1

ATP + AC5GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP*ATP

6.25E-05

1

AC5GaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.00105

1

AC5 + ATP *
) AC5*ATP

0.0001

1

AC5Ca + ATP *
) AC5Ca*ATP

7.50E-05

1

AC5CaGaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

0.00055

1

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP + ATP *
)
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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AC5CaGaiGTP + ATP *
) AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP

5.63E-05

1

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP + ATP *
)

0.000175

1

0.002

0.01

0.002

0.01

GaolfGTP + AC5*ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.2

0.1

GaolfGTP + AC5Ca*ATP *
)

0.2

0.1

Ca + AC5*ATP *
) AC5Ca*ATP

0.001

0.9

AC5*ATP + GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP*ATP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5GaolfGTP*ATP *
)

0.01

0.01

AC5Ca*ATP + GaiGTP *
) AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP

50

5

GaiGTP + AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP *
)

0.01

0.01

cAMP + PKA *
) PKAcAMP2

0.00026

1

cAMP + PKAcAMP2 *
) PKAcAMP4

0.000346

1

PKAcAMP4 *
) PKAc + PKAreg

10

0.025

cAMP + PDE4 *
) [PDE4*cAMP]

0.01

1

PDE10 + 2 cAMP *
) PDE10c

1.00E-06

9

cAMP + PDE10 *
) [PDE10*cAMP]

0.1

2

cAMP + PDE10c *
) [PDE10c*cAMP]

0.13

2

CaM + Ca *
) CaMCa2

0.006

9.1

Ca + CaMCa2 *
) CaMCa4

0.1

1000

PP2B + CaM *
) PP2BCaM

1

30

PP2B + CaMCa4 *
) PP2Bc

1

3

PP2BCaM + Ca *
) PP2BCaMCa2

0.006

0.91

PP2BCaMCa2 + Ca *
) PP2Bc

0.1

10

PP2B + CaMCa2 *
) PP2BCaMCa2

1

3

B72PP2A + Ca *
) B72PPA2Ca

0.0001

0.1

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
GaolfGTP + AC5GaiGTP*ATP *
)
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
GaolfGTP + AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP *
)
AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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PKAc + DARPP32 *
) [PKAc*D32]

0.0001

8

PKAc + B56PP2A *
) [PKAc*B56PP2A]

0.005

0.3

D32p34 + PP1 *
) PP1D32p34

0.02

0.04

CDK5 + DARPP32 *
) [CDK5*D32]

0.0009

2

D32p75 + PKAc *
) PKAcD32p75

0.00037

1

B56PP2Ap + D32p75 *
) [B56PP2Ap*D32p75]

0.001

10

B72PP2A + D32p75 *
) [B72PP2A*D32p75]

0.0008

6.4

D32p75 + B72PPA2Ca *
) [B72PP2ACa*D32p75]

0.001

10

D32p34 + PP2Bc *
) [PP2Bc*D32p34]

0.005

1

D32p75 + B56PP2A *
) [B56PP2A*D32p75]

0.0008

6.4

D32p34 + B72PPA2Ca *
) [B72PP2ACa*D32p34]

0.1

1

D32p34 + B72PP2A *
) [B72PP2A*D32p34]

0.1

1

Table 3.3: List of all irreversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

k (s−1)

A2ARAdnGolf → Gbgolf + A2ARAdn + GaolfGTP

30

GaolfGTP → GaolfGDP

30

GaolfGDP + Gbgolf → Golf

100

D2RDAGi → GaiGTP + D2RDA + Gbgi

60

GaiGTP → GaiGDP

30

Gbgi + GaiGDP → Gi

100

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP

20

cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP → AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.084

AC5*ATP → cAMP + AC5

1

cAMP + AC5 → AC5*ATP

0.0004

AC5GaiGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaiGTP

0.25

cAMP + AC5GaiGTP → AC5GaiGTP*ATP

0.00105

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

5

cAMP + AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP

0.006
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AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → cAMP +

2.5

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP
cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP →

0.00175

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5CaGaiGTP

0.125

cAMP + AC5CaGaiGTP → AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP

2.81E-05

AC5Ca*ATP → cAMP + AC5Ca

0.5

cAMP + AC5Ca → AC5Ca*ATP

0.00015

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTP

10

cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTP → AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

0.022

AC5GaolfGTP → AC5 + GaolfGDP

0.25

AC5CaGaolfGTP → AC5Ca + GaolfGDP

0.25

AC5CaGaiGTP → AC5Ca + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaiGTP → AC5 + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaiGTP + GaolfGDP

0.25

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaolfGTP + GaiGDP

30

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5CaGaiGTP + GaolfGDP

0.25

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5CaGaolfGTP + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → GaiGDP + AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

30

AC5GaiGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaiGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5GaiGTP*ATP + GaolfGDP

30

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaolfGDP

0.25

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP → AC5Ca*ATP + GaolfGDP

0.25

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP +

30

GaiGDP
AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP → AC5Ca*ATP + GaiGDP

30

AC5CaGaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5CaGaiGTP*ATP +

0.25

GaolfGDP
PDE4*cAMP → PDE4 + AMP

2

PDE10*cAMP → PDE10 + AMP

3

PDE10c*cAMP → PDE10c + AMP

10

PKAc*D32 → D32p34 + PKAc

10
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PKAc*B56PP2A → B56PP2Ap + PKAc

0.1

B56PP2Ap → B56PP2A

0.006

CDK5*D32 → CDK5 + D32p75

3

B56PP2Ap*D32p75 → B56PP2Ap + DARPP32

8

B72PP2A*D32p75 → B72PP2A + DARPP32

1

B72PP2ACa*D32p75 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

5

B56PP2A*D32p75 → B56PP2A + DARPP32

2.3

B72PP2ACa*D32p34 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

0.2

B72PP2A*D32p34 → DARPP32 + B72PP2A

0.2

PP2Bc*D32p34 → DARPP32 + PP2Bc

7

Table 3.4: Initial amounts for conserved moieties in the model.
Species

Initial Amounts
(nM)

DARPP32

50000

CaM

10000

PP1

1000

PP2B

4000

B72PP2A

700

PKA

1200

PDE4

2000

PDE10

1000

CDK5

1800

AC5

700

Gi

3000

D2R

2000

Ca

60

Adn

150

DA

10

B56PP2A

2000

ATP

5000000
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A2AR

1000

Golf

1200

Chapter 4

Emergence of Eligibility Trace-like
Temporal Constraints on Integration
of Calcium and Dopamine
[NOTE: This chapter is based on Nair et al. (2016) and part of the text and figures are
directly taken or adapted from there.]

4.1

Introduction

The results in chapters 2 and 3 highlighted that different types of transient dopamine
signals complemented by other neuromodulatory signals could affect cAMP/PKA signaling
in MSNs, through the interaction of Golf - and Gi/o - coupled receptors. E.g. a transient
dopamine peak acting on D1 receptor results in an elevation of cAMP/PKA signaling in
D1 MSNs when it is gated by an acetylcholine dip detected by M4 receptors. This cAMP
signaling could facilitate long-term potentiation of corticostriatal synapses on D1 MSNs
[Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Such an effect of cAMP signaling appears to exist in both the
MSN populations [Augustin et al. (2014)], but only D1 MSN is considered in this chapter
due to the better existing characterization of the D1 system.
As aforementioned, cAMP signaling produced by dopamine peaks is involved in the
strengthening of corticostriatal synapses in D1 MSNs [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. In reinforcement learning, this dopamine transient could represent a salient stimulus or an unpredicted
reward [Schultz (1998); Hart et al. (2014)]. However, cAMP alone is not sufficient to mod65
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the two temporal requirements for learning in a
Pavlovian conditioning task. If a stimulus is followed by a reward then the organism learns
about the stimulus-reward association. However, if time interval between stimulus and
the reward is increased then the organism do not learn the stimulus-reward association.
Similarly, there is no learning of the association if reward appears before the stimulus.
These requirements also appear in operant-conditioning.

ulate the synaptic strength. This process requires an interaction between cAMP/PKA
signaling and cortical activity-dependent calcium signaling [Yagishita et al. (2014); SmithRoe and Kelley (2000)]. The cortical activity in this context represents incoming environmental stimuli. Thus, to some extent though simplistic, the integration between environmental stimulus and reward-related signal is manifested as the interaction between
dopamine-dependent cAMP signaling and cortical activity-dependent calcium signaling in
MSNs [Reynolds et al. (2001); Yagishita et al. (2014)]. The temporal relation between
environmental stimulus and reinforcement signal is critical when it comes to the efficacy
with which stimulus-reward integration occurs, Figure 4.1, [Gallistel and Gibbon (2000)].
Specifically, two aspects of the temporal relation are important. First is the order of signal
incidence (input-order constraint), i.e. for a stimulus or a stimulus-response association to
be effectively reinforced it should be followed, and not preceded, by the reinforcement signal.
Second is the time interval between stimuli and reinforcement (input-interval constraint),
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i.e. for the reinforcement signal to be effective it should appear within a short (few seconds)
interval after the stimuli. Any reinforcement coming outside this time window is relatively
ineffective [Richards et al. (1997); Gallistel and Gibbon (2000)]. Henceforth, these temporal
requirements are referred to as input-order and input-interval constraints, respectively.
In recent years, it has become clear that these temporal constraints do exist at the
subcellular integration between dopamine-dependent cAMP signaling and the NMDARmediated calcium on MSNs [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. The resulting synaptic potentiation
appears to depend on CaMKII (Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II). It is the calcium and dopamine dependent CaMKII activity which appears to follow the aforementioned
behaviorally observed temporal constraints, in a DARPP-32 dependent fashion, Figure 4.2,
[Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Specifically, the phosphorylation of CaMKII substrate requires
the dopamine input to follow, and not precede, the calcium input within a specified time
interval. Such requirements imposed by the subcellular signaling also appears to be consistent with the idea of an eligibility trace in a given synapse such that only those synapses
which had received a calcium input could only be affected by dopamine input. However, the
molecular mechanism which could explain the emergence of these temporal constraints on
striatal calcium-dopamine integration is not clear. Thus, this chapter deals with the integration of calcium and dopamine signals at D1 MSNs to explain the emergence of input-order
and input-interval constraints.
Briefly, the simulation results presented in this chapter indicate that DARPP-32 plays
an important role in the integration of dopamine and calcium inputs. Even though it could
explain the emergence of the input-interval constraint, it could not account for the inputorder constraint. ARPP-21 (cAMP Regulated Phosphoprotein 21kDa, aka RCS (Regulator
of Calmodulin Signaling)), which is another phosphoprotein enriched in striatum, on the
other hand, has the characteristics to explain the importance of input-order. Thus, the
coordinated activity of DARPP-32 and ARPP-21 could collectively account for the temporal
requirements imposed on the process of striatal calcium and dopamine integration.

4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
Biochemical network

As mentioned above, calcium and dopamine integration in striatal MSNs could result in
long term synaptic changes mediated by CaMKII activity [Smith-Roe and Kelley (2000);
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the effect of temporal properties of calcium and
dopamine inputs on CaMKII-dependent activity and synaptic potentiation. Δt is input
start time of dopamine subtracted by the input start time of calcium. Magnitude of Δt
represents the input interval between calcium and dopamine and its sign indicates which
of the two inputs precedes and which one follows. CaMKII-dependent activity or synaptic
potentiation only happens in the regime of positive Δt with small magnitudes.

Yagishita et al. (2014); Wieland et al. (2015)]. A calcium input alone is not sufficient to produce an effective CaMKII signaling due to the counteracting effect of phosphatases, which
could be regulated by dopamine [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. In order to explore the integration
of striatal calcium and dopamine and its effect on the efficacy of CaMKII activity,relevant
signaling network has been modeled using mass action kinetics as described in chapter 2.
This modeled network consists of calcium and dopamine triggered signaling process which
could converge on CaMKII signaling. The efficacy of CaMKII activity could be viewed as
the phosphorylation level of a generic CaMKII substrate.
In the modeled signaling network, calcium input results in the activation of calmodulin and this calcium binding to calmodulin increases its binding affinity towards CaMKII.
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CaMKII has a dodecameric structure and in its inactive state it is known to be enriched
in the cytoplasmic compartment, often bound to F-actin [Meyer and Shen (2000)]. If two
neighboring CaMKII subunits in the dodecameric complex are bound to fully active calmodulin the one subunit could phosphorylate the next and the phosphorylation increases the
affinity of this CaMKII subunit to calmodulin [Hudmon and Schulman (2002)]. The CaMKII
activation/inactivation parameters were constrained to produce a near-instantaneous activation along with a deactivation with fast time constant as observed in cultured neuronal
preparation [Lee et al. (2009)]. The activation or phosphorylation of CaMKII could result
in its translocation to the synaptic or postsynaptic-density (PSD) rich compartment where
it could be dephosphorylated by PP1 [Strack et al. (1997)]. Since, the inactive CaMKII
has a higher affinity towards the cytoplasmic compartment it is removed from PSD compartment to the cytosolic compartment upon dephosphorylation or inactivation. All these
different steps of calcium to CaMKII activation and its translocation between cytosolic and
PSD compartments have been modeled in the signaling network developed in this chapter. Once, the phosphorylated or active CaMKII is translocated to PSD compartment it
could phosphorylate its PSD targets. In order to readout the efficacy of CaMKII activity,
the current signaling model assumes a substrate which could be phosphorylated by the
active/phosphorylated CaMKII in the PSD compartment and dephosphorylated by PP1.
In addition to calcium signaling, the modeled biochemical network also contains dopaminedependent signaling reactions relevant to D1 MSNs. The dopamine-dependent biochemical
reaction module is largely restricted to the cAMP/PKA signaling and is a recalibrated version of the D1 MSN model in chapter 2, with a few structural changes, such as removal
of Gi/o signaling branch. Briefly, a dopamine input leads to the activation of D1 receptors
(D1 R) which in turn activates the associated G-protein Golf . Golf binds to adenylyl cyclase
(AC5) thereby resulting in an increases cAMP production and PKA activation. The activated PKA phosphorylates DARPP-32 at Thr-34 which increases the binding affinity of
DARPP-32 to PP1 [Hemmings et al. (1984)]. Such regulation results in the reduction in
the level of active PP1 due to its sequestration by phospho-DARPP-32. All the DARPP-32
related reaction in the D1 MSN model developed in chapter 2 has also been included here,
though there are minor changes that are made to simplify the network. The rate parameters for DARPP-32 phosphorylation and the resulting PP1 inhibition have been also been
updated in accordance with the recent measurements in MSNs, which indicate that this
signaling could be rapidly activated within a few seconds [Yagishita et al. (2014)].
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The dopamine signaling model has been further extended using ARPP-21 (cAMP Regu-

lated Phosphoprotein 21kDa, aka RCS (Regulator of Calmodulin Signaling)) for the second
half of this study. The updated signaling network includes ARPP-21 related reactions as
well. ARPP-21 is a striatally enriched phosphoprotein with an estimated concnetration of
20 µM [Hemmings and Greengard (1989); Rakhilin et al. (2004)]. It is phosphorylated by
PKA at Ser55 in response to D1 R activation whereas dephosphorylated by phosphatase
PP2A [Hemmings Jr. et al. (1989); Caporaso et al. (2000)]. Upon phoshorylation, it could
efficiently bind to Ca2+ /calmodulin resulting in its sequestration [Rakhilin et al. (2004)].
By comparing various measurements, it could be estimated that the basal level of phosphorylated ARPP-21 could be around 700 nM and this could increase by 7X upon maximum
activation of D1 R [Girault et al. (1990); Caporaso et al. (2000); Hemmings Jr. et al. (1989);
Nair et al. (2016)].
A complete list of reactions, respective kinetics parameters and initial species concentration are listed in the Appendix to this chapter.

4.2.2

Inputs to the signaling network

Calcium and dopamine are the two input signals used to stimulate this signaling model.
The time varying dopamine input is modeled according to the measured dopamine changes
observed in response to a burst dopaminergic activity with an amplitude of 1.5 µM [Zhang
et al. (2009)]. The calcium input corresponds to the calcium elevation in response to 10
NMDAR calcium spikes at 10 Hz. An individual calcium pulse has been modeled using
the measured kinetics of intracellular NMDAR calcium [Sabatini et al. (2002)]. With each
calcium pulse the intracellular calcium builds up on the calcium level present at the arrival
time of the current pulse. The amplitude of calcium elevation for each pulse is chosen such
that a calcium input of 10 pulses at 10 Hz results in a final calcium concentration of 5 µM.

4.2.3

Molecular phenotypes for model constraining

Similar to the model building process in the previous chapters, the parameters in this
model are also constrained using quantitative molecular phenotypes (Table 4.1). Since, the
dopamine-dependent cAMP signaling used here is very similar to the D1 MSN model in
chapter 2, the phenotypes used there has also been included here to constrain the model.
However, the dynamics of PKA signaling has been constrained using more recent dendritic
compartment specific AKAR measurements from Yagishita et al. (2014) instead of the global
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PKA measurements in Castro et al. (2013) because there seems to be a difference in the
dynamics between these two measurements. Furthermore, several additional phenotypes
have also been used to constrain the aspects specific to this model, like ARPP-21 and
calcium signaling related measurements.

Table 4.1: Quantitative target phenotypes.
Phenotype Name

Treatment

Marker

Phenotypic References
variable
and
Values

ReceptorGprotein

Receptor

G-protein

Monoexp

Chuhma

with

activation

fit: k =

et al.

10-100 s

-1

(2014);

Saturating

(range of

concentra-

activation

Marcott

tion of

time

et al. (2014)

ligand

constant =
10-100 ms.)

Basal

-

cAMP

30-100 nM

Bacskai
et al.
(1993);
Mironov
et al. (2009)

DARPP32

0.4 µM

T34p

Nishi et al.
(1997);
Bateup
et al. (2008)

DARPP32
T75p

12 µM

Bibb et al.
(1999);
Bateup
et al. (2008)
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ARPP21

12 µM

S55p

Girault
et al.
(1990);
Caporaso
et al. (2000)

sliceDA

Striatal

DARPP32

slices with

T34p

11 X basal

Nishi et al.
(2000);

DA>= 10

Bateup

µM.

et al. (2008)

Sampled at
5 min
DARPP32

0.5 X basal

T75p
ARPP21

7 X basal

S55p
sliceCa

Striatal

DARPP32

slices with

T34p

Caporaso
et al. (2000)

0.5 X basal

Nishi et al.
(2005, 2002)

NMDA =
100 µM.
Sampled at
10 min
DARPP32

0.5 X basal

T75p
SlicePKADynamics

Striatal
slices with
saturating
D1R agonist

cAMP

10 µM

Polito et al.
(2013)
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Striatal slice

AKAR

Difference

Yagishita

+ transient

phosphory-

of exponen-

et al. (2014)

dopamine

lation

tials: k1 =
0.043s-1 ; k2

signal

= 0.227s-1
SlicePDE10Inhibition

Striatal slice

DARPP32

+ PDE10

T34p

2 X basal

Nishi et al.
(2008)

inhibitor
PDEKinetics

Saturating

cAMP

Monoexp

Nikolaev

concentra-

fit: k =

et al. (2005)

tion of

0.508s-1

cAMP (50
µM)
CaMKIIDynamics

Cultured

CaMKII

Monoexp

Lee et al.

neurons +

deactivation

fit: k =

(2009)

0.166s-1

transient
calcium
input
DoseResponse

Protein +

PKA

Hill’s fit: h

Dostmann

varying con-

Activation

= 1.4; Kd =

and Taylor

centration

(cAMP as

527.8 nM

(1991)

of ligand.

ligand)
Ca.CaM

Hill’s fit: h

Stemmer

(Ca as

= 1; Kd =

and Klee

ligand)

6290 nM

(1994)
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4.3
4.3.1

Results
DARPP-32 mediates dopamine dependent gating of
CaMKII/PP1 substrate phosphorylation

Effective integration of calcium and dopamine inputs results in the activation of CaMKII
signaling thereby increasing the phosphorylation of CaMKII/PP1 substrate in D1 MSNs,
and dopamine-dependent cAMP signaling along with striatally enriched phosphoprotein are
known to play an important role in this process [Yagishita et al. (2014)].
In order to explore the integration of striatal calcium and dopamine these processes
were modeled using mass action kinetics in this study (Figure 4.3A). The modeled signaling
network contains calcium-dependent activation of CaMKII and the downstream phosphorylation of a generic CaMKII substrate which is dephosphorylated by PP1. A dopamine input
in this network results in the elevation of cAMP and PKA activation which in turn phosphorylate DARPP-32. The phosphorylated DARPP-32 could then inhibit PP1. The reaction
parameters in the model were constrained to closely reproduce the existing measurements
mentioned in Table 4.1 (Figure 4.3B). This modeled signaling network was then used to
investigate the integration of calcium and dopamine, specifically the effect of dopamine
on the calcium-dependent phosphorylation of the CaMKII/PP1 substrate. To this end,
the model was simulated with a calcium input in the presence and absence of a paired
dopamine input. In "with dopamine" case, the dopamine input starts 1s after the start of
calcium input. The simulation output indicates that a calcium input alone results in an observable increase in the phosphorylation of CaMKII/PP1 substrate. However, the substrate
phosphorylation is significantly (around 3 times) higher when the calcium is paired with a
transient dopamine (Figure 4.3C). This result suggests that dopamine could gate calciumdependent CaMKII signaling. The substrate phosphorylation depends on CaMKII and PP1
(Figure 4.3D). Thus, observing the changes in active CaMKII and PP1 with and without
dopamine could help in understanding reasons for the observed dopamine-dependent gating
of CaMKII signaling. Calcium produces quite similar level of CaMKII activation for both
with and without dopamine though there appears to be minor differences in the duration
of activation (Figure 4.3E). On the other hand, the profile of active PP1 is completely
different for these two conditions. There is not much effect on the level of active PP1 for
calcium input alone but there is a strong reduction in active PP1 when calcium input is
accompanied by dopamine input (Figure 4.3E). Thus, it is possible that the reduction in
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active PP1 is the reason for dopamine-dependent gating of substrate phosphorylation. In
the current signaling network, the main link between dopamine and PP1 is DARPP-32.
Thus, the dopamine-dependent PP1 reduction might be mediated by DARPP-32. Network
simulation with a loss of function DARPP-32 (Thr34A; DARPP-32 which cannot be phosphorylated by PKA) show that indeed the difference between with and without dopamine
levels of substrate phosphorylation is abolished by knocking down the link between DARPP32 and PP1 (Figure 4.3F). In the case of DARPP-32 mutation, there is no difference in the
CaMKII and PP1 activity profile between with and without dopamine conditions (Figure 4.3G). This suggests that the CaMKII-dependent substrate phosphorylation is under
a strong dephosphorylation pressure by active PP1 under basal condition (Figure 4.3H),
and a dopamine-dependent/DARPP-32-mediated PP1 reduction(sequestration/inhibition)
is important to transiently relieve this counteracting dephosphorylation pressure.

4.3.2

DARPP-32 signaling network could implement the
input-interval constraint

The modeled signaling network containing DARPP-32 was then used to explore how the interval between calcium and dopamine inputs affect the downstream response of CaMKII/PP1
substrate. This was done by simulating the model with different temporal interval (Δt) between calcium and dopamine. Here, Δt is the difference between the incidence time of
Figure 4.3: Dopamine-dependent gating of CaMKII/PP1 substrate phosphorylation. (A)
An overview of the modeled biochemical network which includes DARPP-32 mediated crosstalk between dopamine (DA) and calcium (Ca) signaling axes. (B) Comparison between the
simulated model response and the experimental target phenotype data used to constrain
the model parameters. Legends correspond to the phenotype names used in Table 4.1. (C)
CaMKII/PP1 substrate phosphorylation in response to a calcium input (10 pulses at 10
Hz) with or without paired dopamine. Dopamine input, when present, follows the calcium
input after 1s (Δt = 1s). The y-axis is normalized to the substrate response-amplitude
produced by calcium alone. (D) Schema of interaction between substrate, CaMKII and
PP1. (E) Active PP1 and CaMKII responses produced by calcium input, with or without
paired dopamine. The y-axis is normalized to the substrate response-amplitude produced
by calcium alone. (F) Comparison of the area of phosphorylated-substrate response (pSubstrate area) towards paired calcium-dopamine inputs between wild type and DARPP-32
Thr-34 mutation (T34A). The phosphorylated-substrate area is normalized to the area of
phosphorylated-substrate response towards calcium alone. (G) Active PP1 and CaMKII
responses produced by calcium input, with or without paired dopamine in T34A condition.
The y-axis is normalized to the substrate response-amplitude produced by calcium alone.
(H) Schema of interaction between substrate, CaMKII and PP1 in T34A condition. In this
condition, the substrate response is dominated by PP1 as compared to CaMKII.
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dopamine input (tdopamine ) and calcium input (tcalcium ), i.e. Δt = (tdopamine - tcalcium ).
Thus, Δt is positive when calcium input precedes dopamine input and vice versa. The
higher the Δt magnitude (|Δt|) the longer is the interval between the two inputs. Simulations show that the substrate response in this signaling network could depend on Δt (Figure
4.4A). Substrate response in this model is negatively related to Δt. For small values of Δt
the substrate response is high whereas as Δt increases the substrate response starts to decrease. This means that in order to produce a strong downstream CaMKII/PP1 dependent
substrate phosphorylation the calcium and dopamine inputs should arrive close in time,
i.e. calcium and dopamine integration by this network shows the measured input-interval
constraint. However, the relation between substrate phosphorylation and Δt appears to be
near-symmetric around Δt = 0, i.e. responses for negative Δt appear to be quite similar
to positive Δt responses. In other words, the integration process does not have a strong
dependence on the temporal order of calcium and dopamine inputs. Thus, even though this
signaling network shows input-interval constraint it does not appear to implement the inputorder constraint. Figure 4.4B shows the profile of substrate phosphorylation for different
Δt values.
Since, the substrate phosphorylation depends on active CaMKII and PP1 looking at
effect of Δt on CaMKII and PP1 could shed light on the input-interval constraint observed
in above simulations. Figure 4.4C shows active CaMKII and PP1 for four different values of
Δt (two positive and two negative Δt). Calcium input results in the activation of CaMKII
and profile of active CaMKII appears to be quite similar for all these different Δt. Similarly,
dopamine input results in the transient reduction in active PP1 due to DARPP-32-mediated
inhibition. The level of PP1 reduction is also similar for different Δt except for some differences in its temporal profile. The main difference between different Δt is the extent of
overlap between CaMKII activation and PP1 inhibition (Figure 4.4C). For small values of Δt
there is higher overlap between CaMKII activation and PP1 inhibition whereas this overlap
decreases with increasing values of Δt. This Δt-dependence of overlapping CaMKII activation and PP1 inhibition is due to the transient nature of these activation and inhibition.
If there is less overlap between CaMKII activation and PP1 inhibition, as for low Δt, then
the effect of CaMKII activation on the substrate phosphorylation is strongly counteracted
by the high level of active PP1. In order to have an efficient substrate phosphorylation the
Δt values should be small such that the calcium-dependent CaMKII effect on the substrate
coincides with its dopamine-dependent and DARPP-32-mediated disinhibition.
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Figure 4.4: DARPP-32 signaling could implement the input-interval constraint. (A) Dependence of substrate phosphorylation (pSubstrate) on Δt in DARPP-32 mediated signaling
model. Y-axis is area under substrate phosphorylation curve (pSubstrate area) and is normalized to the pSubstrate area in response to calcium alone. (B) Individual traces for
substrate phosphorylation for different Δt values. Vertical red dashed line represents the
time of calcium input. Y-axis is normalized to the amplitude of substrate phosphorylation
in response to calcium alone. (C) Traces for active CaMKII and PP1 for four different values of Δt. Y-axes are normalized to the amplitude of active CaMKII and PP1 for calcium
input alone.

4.3.3

ARPP-21 could implement the input-order constraint

Above simulations show that the dopamine-dependent gating of calcium signaling is mediated by DARPP-32. In addition, DARPP-32 could also result in the emergence of inputinterval constraint on the calcium dopamine integration due to the dynamics of its phosphorylation. However, the network with DARPP-32 alone could not explain the input-order
constraint. Thus, it appears that an important player is missing from the signaling network. There are various other molecules expressed in MSNs which could act as crosstalking
point between the calcium and dopamine signaling upstream of CaMKII activation. One
of such molecules which has been less explored is ARPP-21 (cAMP Regulated Phospho-
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protein 21kDa). As mentioned in the Methods section, ARPP-21 is phosphorylated by
PKA in response to dopamine [Caporaso et al. (2000)]. This phosphorylated form of the
protein has a high affinity towards Ca2+ /calmodulin and is thus acts as a competitor for
Ca2+ /calmodulin dependent proteins [Rakhilin et al. (2004)]. These properties of ARPP-21
make it an interesting point of cross-talk between the calcium and dopamine signaling and
thus a potential candidate which may contribute to the calcium-dopamine integration time
window. Thus, ARPP-21 related reactions were added to the modeled signaling network
used in the previous sections. This updated signaling network contains both DARPP-32
and ARPP-21 signaling (Figure 4.5A). The ARPP-21 parameters have been constrained
using the ARPP-21 specific phenotypes listed in Table 4.1 and the inclusion of ARPP-21
does not impact the rest of the data fitting (Figure 4.5B).
This updated signaling network has then been used to explore the effect of Δt on the
CaMKII/PP1 substrate response. Simulations show that the inclusion of ARPP-21 has a
significant effect on the relation between Δt and substrate response (Figure 4.5C; compare
with Figure 4.4A). The response profile for positive values of Δt for this updated network
is similar to the one produced by the network without ARPP-21 (compare positive Δt
responses between Figure 4.5C and Figure 4.4A). Specifically, smaller positive Δt produce
stronger response compared to larger Δt, thus showing input-interval constraint on the
integration process. However, the substrate response for the negative Δt regime is quite
different between signaling networks with and without ARPP-21. Unlike the case without
ARPP-21, the substrate response in the updated network is diminished for negative Δt
values (Figure 4.5C). The strong downstream response for positive Δt values and at the
same time weaker responses for negative Δillustrate the updated network’s ability to process
temporal order of calcium and dopamine inputs, thus enforcing the input-order constraint.
Figure 4.5D shows the temporal profile of substrate phosphorylation for different Δt values.
It is clear that this updated signaling network which includes both DARPP-32 and
ARPP-21 could enforce both input-order and input-interval constraints on calcium-dopamine
integration. A non-phosphorylatable ARPP-21 mutant (A21S55A) abolishes the inputorder constraint indicating that this constraint is purely implemented by ARPP-21 signaling
(Figure 4.5E; compare A21S55A with the response without mutation (WT)). On the other
hand, simulations with DARPP-32 mutation (D32T34A) shows that DARPP-32 is important for the overall dopmaine-dependent gating of calcium signaling and thus input-interval
constraint (Figure 4.5E; compare D32T34A with WT). Thus, ARPP-21 and DARPP-32
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Figure 4.5: ARPP-21 could implement the input-order constraint. (A) An overview of the
modeled biochemical network which includes both DARPP-32 and ARPP-21. (B) Comparison between the simulated model response and the experimental target phenotype data used
to constrain the model parameters. Legends correspond to the phenotype names used in
Table 4.1. (C) Dependence of substrate phosphorylation on Δt in DARPP-32/ARPP-21 signaling model. Y-axis is normalized to the area under phosphorylation curve of CaMKII/PP1
substrate in response to calcium alone. (D) Individual traces for substrate phosphorylation for different Δt values. Vertical red dashed line represents the time of calcium input.
Y-axis is normalized to the amplitude of substrate phosphorylation in response to calcium
alone. (E) Dependence of substrate phosphorylation on Δt for base model (WT; wild type),
DARPP-32 mutation (D32T34A) and ARPP-21 mutation (A21S55A).
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have a distinct role in the implementation of respective temporal constraints.

4.3.4

ARPP-21 implements input-order constraint by competing with
CaMKII for Ca2+ /calmodulin

Inclusion of ARPP-21 into the signaling network affects the relation between substrate response and Δt specifically for negative values of Δt. Since the substrate phosphorylation
depends on CaMKII and PP1, an inspection of active CaMKII and PP1 could help to understand the ARPP-21-dependent emergence of input-order constraint. Figure 4.6A shows
the relation between substrate response and Δt along with the temporal profiles of CaMKII
and PP1 for four different Δt values. The CaMKII and PP1 timecourse for these Δt values
show that the inclusion of ARPP-21 does not affect the activity profile of PP1 (Figure 4.6A;
compare with activity profile produced by signaling network without ARPP-21 in Figure
4.4C). The situation appears to be quite different for CaMKII activity profile. For positive Δt values, CaMKII activation is not much different with or without ARPP-21 (Figure
4.6A; compare with Figure 4.4C). However, the level of CaMKII activation is significantly
reduced for negative Δt values (Figure 4.6A; compare with Figure 4.4C). CaMKII amplitude strongly dependent on the value of Δt in the modeled signaling network (Figure 4.6B).

CaMKII is activated by Ca2+ /calmodulin. However, Ca2+ /calmodulin could also bind
to phosphorylated ARPP-21. Thus, the ARPP-21-dependent effect on CaMKII could result
from the competition between CaMKII and phosphorylated ARPP-21 for Ca2+ /calmodulin.
Such competition between ARPP-21 and other calmodulin target has already been reported
[Rakhilin et al. (2004)]. Thus, in order to find the reason for ARPP-21-dependent effect
on CaMKII activity simulations were performed and the changes in Ca2+ /calmodulin and
ARPP-21 phosphorylation were looked at. For negative Δt values, e.g. Δt = 2s (Figure
4.6C), the dopamine input precedes the calcium input. The dopamine input leads to an
increase in the phosphorylated form of ARPP-21 and there is already a significant level of
phosphorylated ARPP-21 at the arrival of calcium input (Figure 4.6C). Thus, a significant
fraction of Ca2+ /calmodulin produced by the calcium input binds to phosphorylated ARPP21 thereby reducing the amount of available Ca2+ /calmodulin for CaMKII activation (Figure 4.6C). On the other hand, for a positive Δt value, e.g. Δt = 1s, calcium input precedes
dopamine input and thus the amount of phosphorylated ARPP-21 is negligible when the
calcium input arrives. Therefore, there is no sequestration of Ca2+ /calmodulin by ARPP-21
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Figure 4.6: ARPP-21 competes with CaMKII for Ca2+ /calmodulin. (A) Traces for active
CaMKII and PP1 for four different values of Δt. Y-axes are normalized to the amplitude
of substrate phosphorylation in response to calcium alone. (B) Amplitude of CaMKII activation in response to paired calcium and dopamine inputs with varying Δt values with
and without ARPP-21 included in the model. Y-axes are normalized to the CaMKII amplitude in response to calcium alone. (C) Traces for calmodulin (CaM) available for CaMKII
activation (solid black), phosphorylated ARPP-21 (solid gray) and calmodulin bound to
phosphorylated ARPP-21 (dashed black) for three different values of Δt. Available calmodulin is normalized to the response produced by calcium alone, and phosphorylated ARPP-21
and calmodulin bound to phosphorylated ARPP-21 is normalized to total phosphorylated
ARPP-21.
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and it is fully available for CaMKII activation (Figure 4.6C). Figure 4.6D shows a schematic
representation of the two parallel pathways in which Ca2+ /calmodulin is consumed. When
the lower ARPP-21-mediated pathway is not active then Ca2+ /calmodulin is fully available for CaMKII activation, in upper pathway. The lower pathway for Ca2+ /calmodulin
consumption could be activate when phosphorylated ARPP-21 is present at the time of
calmodulin activation and this could be possible only if a dopamine input phosphorylates
ARPP-21 before the arrival of the calcium input, which is by definition a negative Δt.
As mentioned above that the effect of ARPP-21 depends on its ability to sequester
Ca

2+

/calmodulin and thereby depriving the other calmodulin targets, like CaMKII. The

idea that phosphorylated ARPP-21 competes with CaMKII for Ca2+ /calmodulin due to
the limited availability of calmodulin could be tested by looking at the effect of changing
the calmodulin concentration on the ARPP-21 mediated input-order constraint. Thus, the
model was simulated with varying the initial amount of calmodulin and the change in the
extent of the input-order constraint was observed. The change in the input-order constraint
was quantified for different initial conditions using Input order detection index (i(x)), which
is defined as:
i(x) =

z(calmodulin = x)
z(basemodel)

(4.1)

z = (A∆t=1s − A∆t=−1s )
where A∆t=k is the area under the substrate phosphorylation curve produced by a paired
calcium and dopamine signals with Δt = k seconds. z is the difference between substrate
phosphorylation area produced by Δt = 1s and Δt = -1s. z(basemodel) is the z value
for the base model and z(calmodulin = x) is the z value for a model variant with x µM
calmodulin. The Input order detection index (i(x)) represents the ability of the signaling
network to enforce input-order constraint. If Input order detection index is 0 then a given
model variant shows no input-order constraint whereas if it is 1 then the model variant
could enforce the input-order constraint as effectively as the base model.
Simulations with varying concentration of calmodulin shows that there is a strong effect
of calmodulin concentration on the ability of the signaling network to enforce input-order
constraint (Figure 4.7). There appears to be an optimal range for calmodulin concentration
in order to produce input-order effectively. The optimal calmodulin concentration is around
10 µM for the current configuration of the signaling model which is quite close to the value
used in the base model (9 µM). A higher concentration of calmodulin impairs the ability
of the signaling network to show the ARPP-21-dependent input-order constraint. In this
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Figure 4.7: Dependence of input order constraint on the amount of calmodulin. Input
order detection index is the difference between responses produced by Δt = 1s and Δt =
-1s for a model variant with a given amount of calmodulin relative to the difference between
responses produced by Δt = 1s and Δt = -1s by the base model. Small insets show the
relation between CaMKII/PP1 substrate phosphorylation and Δt for four representative
amounts of calmodulin.

case, Ca2+ /calmodulin is not a limiting resource and its amount is sufficient enough to
activate CaMKII irrespective of the fraction bound to phosphorylated ARPP-21. Thus, the
underlying reason for input-order constraint in this signaling network, i.e. the competition
between CaMKII and phosphorylated ARPP-21 for calmodulin, does not exist for highcalmodulin conditions. Reduction in the calmodulin concentration increases the competition
between CaMKII and phosphorylated ARPP-21 and ARPP-21 dominates this competition
due to the higher binding affinity between phosphorylated ARPP-21 and Ca2+ /calmodulin.
However, calmodulin should not be too low because then it will not be sufficient enough to
activate CaMKII even in absence of any competition by ARPP-21.

4.3.5

ARPP-21 dependent interaction between two subsequent trials

Dopamine-dependent ARPP-21 phosphorylation negatively affects a subsequent calcium
triggered CaMKII activation. This antagonistic effect of ARPP-21 depends on its life-time.
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Thus, if the signaling network is stimulated by subsequent pairs of calcium and dopamine
inputs (called trials henceforth) with a short intertrial interval then it might be possible that
the ARPP-21 phosphorylated during one trial could impinge upon the CaMKII activation
in the subsequent trial. In order to test this possibility the model has been simulated
for a two-trial scenario. The two trials in this case are separated by an intertrial interval
(ITI) of 10s and each trial consists of a calcium and a dopamine inputs with Δt = 1s.
Figure 4.8A shows the CaMKII activation and substrate phosphorylation in the two trial
scenario with ITI = 10s. The outputs show two response-peaks, one for each trial. In
the normal model condition (WT; wild type), the responses produced by the first trial are
similar to the responses observed in previous sections (Figure 4.8A; compare with 4.5D and
4.6A). However, the responses for the second trial are markedly reduced compared to the
first-trial responses (Figure 4.8A; compare second peak with the first peak). This intertrial
refractoriness could be seen as the influence of a preceding trial on the response of given trial.
This would mean that in such a scenario individual trials could not be seen as independent
entities. When the same simulations were performed again with a non-function ARPP21 (A21S55A; form which cannot be phosphorylated) then the reduction in the second
response is abolished. This indicates that the reduced response in second trial is due to
the Ca2+ /calmodulin sequestration by to dopamine-dependent ARPP-21 phosphorylation.
The results show that the reduction in CaMKII activation and substrate phosphorylation
observed for the second trial is completely abolished in the A21S55A condition (Figure
4.8A). This indicates that the intertrial refractoriness at the level of CaMKII signaling is
indeed mediated by the phosphorylation of ARPP-21.
A dopamine input produces a rapid increase in the level of phosphorylated ARPP-21
in the model but this increase in ARPP-21 phosphorylation is short-lived and returns to
baseline in ~30s (Figure 4.8B). Thus, if the intertrial refractoriness in a multitrial scenario
is a result of the phosphorylated ARPP-21 produced in a preceding trial then the refractoriness should not be present for the ITI values greater than the time required for ARPP-21
dephosphorylation. Simulations indicate that, indeed, the refractoriness could not be observed if the ITI is longer and in this case individual trials behave independent of each other
(Figure 4.8C). This shows that ITI is an important parameter for intertrial refractoriness.
The ITI-dependent effect of the first trial on the second trial could be quantified using a
refractoriness metric defined as:
ref ractoriness(t) = 1 −

AIT I=t
AIT I=100s

(4.2)
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Figure 4.8: ARPP-21 dependent interaction between two subsequent trials. (A) Timeseries
of CaMKII activation (left panel) and substrate phosphorylation (right panel) produced by
two consecutive trials (paired calcium and dopamine inputs (Δt = 1s)) separated by an
intertrial interval (ITI) of 10s with (WT; solid line) and without ARPP-21 phosphorylation
(A21S55A; dashed line). The y-axis is normalized by the maximum response produced
by the first trial. (B) Profile of ARPP-21 phosphorylation (pARPP-21) produced by a
dopamine input. The y-axis is normalized to the basal level of phosphorylated ARPP21. (C) Timeseries of CaMKII activation (left panel) and substrate phosphorylation (right
panel) produced by two consecutive trials (paired calcium and dopamine inputs (Δt = 1s))
separated by an intertrial interval (ITI) of 30s with (WT; solid line) and without ARPP21 phosphorylation (A21S55A; dashed line). The y-axis is normalized by the maximum
response produced by the first trial. (D) Relation between refractoriness in substrate phosphorylation and intertrial interval for WT and A21S55A conditions. (E) Timeseries of
CaMKII activation (left panel) and substrate phosphorylation (right panel) produced in a
10 trials scenario with an intertrial interval (ITI) of 10s with (WT; solid line) and without ARPP-21 phosphorylation (A21S55A; dashed line). The y-axis is normalized by the
maximum response produced by the first trial.
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where, AIT I=t is the area under the substrate phosphorylation curve produced in the second
trial when the ITI between first and second trials is t seconds. Here, it is assumed that
two trials are independent for ITI = 100s. If refractoriness(t) is 1 then the two trials are
independent. Smaller the value of refractoriness(t) than 1 higher the inhibitory effect of the
first trial on the second trial. If the value of refractoriness(t) is higher than 1 then there is
a potentiating effect of the first trial on the second trial.
The refractoriness(t) metric shows an inverse relationship with ITI. For small values of
ITI the second trial is strongly and negatively influenced by the first trial and as the value
of ITI increases the two trials start to become independent. Refractoriness(t) calculated
for the A21S55A model variant shows that the ITI-dependent inverse relation is due to
ARPP-21. This relation between the overall trial efficacy and ITI matches quite closely
with the observations made in behavioral experiments for reward learning where spaced
trials appear to be more effective than massed trial [Gallistel and Gibbon (2000)].
It may be the case that in the case of multiple trial (e.g. 10 trials in a row) the
autonomous CaMKII activity may integrate over trials and counter the inhibitory effect
of ARPP-21. This possibility was tested using a 10 trial scenario with ITI = 10s. The
simulations show that there is indeed a small build up in substrate phopshorylation over
trials but the comparison between wild-type and A21S55A shows that a strong ARPP21 dependent refractoriness exists in this case too (Figure 4.8E). Thus, in general, the
results presented in this section indicate that the integration of calcium and dopamine
could produce much broader non-linearities which may be interesting for higher scales, like
neuronal networks.

4.3.6

Proposed mechanism for the emergence of integration time
window

The modeling study performed in this chapter put forth a novel mechanism which could
be responsible for the emergence of temporal constraints, namely input-interval and inputorder constraints, observed in the integration of calcium and dopamine by D1 MSN. The
main players in this mechanism are the striatal phosphoproteins DARPP-32 and ARPP-21.
DARPP-32 implements a dopamine-dependent gating kernel for calcium signaling responsible for the input-interval constraint. On the other hand, ARPP-21 implements a thresholding function on CaMKII activation responsible for the input-order constraint (Figure 4.9).
The overall behavior of CaMKII/PP1 substrate activation is a filtered output of these two
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Figure 4.9: Cartoon representation of the molecular implementation of temporal constraint
on calcium and dopamine integration in D1 MSNs. Dopamine-triggered DARPP-32 signaling implements a coincident-detection kernel whereas ARPP-21 signaling implements a Δtdependent thresholding kernel. Coordinated action of DARPP-32 and ARPP-21 results in
the implementation of input-interval and input-order constraints on the calcium-dopamine
integration.
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Appendix

Table 4.2: List of all reversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

kf (nM −1 s−1)

kr (s−1)

D1RGolf + DA *
) D1RDAGolf

0.05

250

D1R + DA *
) D1RDA

0.05

250

D1R + Golf *
) D1RGolf

0.06

250

Golf + D1RDA *
) D1RDAGolf

0.06

250

AC5 + GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTP

10

1

AC5GaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.00255

1

AC5 + Ca *
) AC5Ca

0.001

10

AC5Ca + GaolfGTP *
) AC5CaGaolfGTP

10

1

AC5 + ATP *
) AC5*ATP

0.0001

1

AC5Ca + ATP *
) AC5Ca*ATP

7.50E-05

1

AC5CaGaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

0.0013

GaolfGTP + AC5*ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

10

1

GaolfGTP + AC5Ca*ATP *
)

10

1

Ca + AC5*ATP *
) AC5Ca*ATP

0.001

10

cAMP + PDE4 *
) PDE4*cAMP

0.03

1

PDE10 + 2cAMP *
) PDE10c

1.00E-06

1

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

(nM −2 s−1)
cAMP + PDE10 *
) PDE10*cAMP

0.1

2

cAMP + PDE10c *
) PDE10c*cAMP

0.1

2

cAMP + PKA *
) PKAcAMP2

0.026

350

cAMP + PKAcAMP2 *
) PKAcAMP4

0.0346

50

PKAcAMP4 *
) PKAc + PKAreg

50

0.03

CaM + Ca *
) CaMCa2

0.006

20

CaMCa2 + Ca *
) CaMCa4

0.1

1000
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PP2B + CaM *
) PP2BCaM

0.1

3000

CaMCa4 + PP2B *
) PP2Bc

0.1

0.003

Ca + PP2BCaM *
) PP2BCaMCa2

0.006

0.0002

Ca + PP2BCaMCa2 *
) PP2Bc

0.1

100

CaMCa2 + PP2B *
) PP2BCaMCa2

0.1

0.03

PKAc + DARPP32 *
) PKAc*D32

0.01

200

PKAc + B56PP2A *
) PKAc*B56PP2A

0.001

0.3

D32p34 + PP1 *
) PP1D32p34

1

1.5

CDK5 + DARPP32 *
) CDK5*D32

0.001

100

D32p75 + PKAc *
) PKAcD32p75

0.1

100

B72PP2A + Ca *
) B72PPA2Ca

0.01

10

B56PP2Ap + D32p75 *
) B56PP2Ap*D32p75

0.015

100

B72PP2A + D32p75 *
) B72PP2A*D32p75

0.008

100

D32p75 + B72PPA2Ca *
) B72PP2ACa*D32p75

0.015

100

D32p34 + PP2Bc *
) PP2Bc*D32p34

1.3

0.1

D32p75 + B56PP2A *
) B56PP2A*D32p75

0.008

100

D32p34 + B72PPA2Ca *
) B72PP2ACa*D32p34

0.0005

1

D32p34 + B72PP2A *
) B72PP2A*D32p34

0.0005

1

ARPP21 + PKAc *
) PKAc*ARPP21

0.045

200

pARPP21 + CaMCa4 *
) CaMCa4pARPP21

0.5

10

pARPP21 + B72PPA2Ca *
) B72PPA2Ca*pARPP21

0.007

100

pARPP21 + B72PP2A *
) B72PP2A*pARPP21

0.004

100

pARPP21 + B56PP2Ap *
) B56PP2Ap*pARPP21

0.007

100

pARPP21 + B56PP2A *
) B56PP2A*pARPP21

0.004

100

CaMKII + CaMCa4 *
) CaMKIIc

0.1

40

CaMCa2 + CaMKII *
) CaMKIICaMCa2

0.1

400

CaM + CaMKII *
) CaMKIICaM

0.1

4000

CaMKIICaMCa2 + Ca *
) CaMKIIc

0.1

100

Ca + CaMKIICaM *
) CaMKIICaMCa2

0.006

2

pCaMKIICaMCa2 + Ca *
) pCaMKIIc

0.1

10

pCaMKIICaM + Ca *
) pCaMKIICaMCa2

0.006

2

pCaMKII + CaMCa4 *
) pCaMKIIc

0.1

0.4
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pCaMKII + CaMCa2 *
) pCaMKIICaMCa2

0.1

40

pCaMKII + CaM *
) pCaMKIICaM

0.1

400

pCaMKIIc *
) pCaMKIIcpsd

0.5

0.001

pCaMKIICaMCa2 *
) pCaMKIICaMCa2psd

0.5

0.001

pCaMKIICaM *
) pCaMKIICaMpsd

0.5

0.001

pCaMKII *
) pCaMKIIpsd

0.5

0.001

CaMKIICaM *
) CaMKIICaMpsd

0.5

0.5

CaMKIICaMCa2 *
) CaMKIICaMCa2psd

0.5

0.5

CaMKIIc *
) CaMKIIcpsd

0.5

0.5

CaMCa4 + pCaMKIIpsd *
) pCaMKIIcpsd

0.1

0.4

pCaMKIIpsd + CaMCa2 *
) pCaMKIICaMCa2psd

0.1

40

CaM + pCaMKIIpsd *
) pCaMKIICaMpsd

0.1

400

pCaMKIICaMpsd + Ca *
) pCaMKIICaMCa2psd

0.006

2

pCaMKIICaMCa2psd + Ca *
) pCaMKIIcpsd

0.1

10

CaMCa4 + CaMKIIpsd *
) CaMKIIcpsd

0.1

40

CaMCa2 + CaMKIIpsd *
) CaMKIICaMCa2psd

0.1

400

CaM + CaMKIIpsd *
) CaMKIICaMpsd

0.1

4000

CaMKIICaMCa2psd + Ca *
) CaMKIIcpsd

0.1

100

Ca + CaMKIICaMpsd *
) CaMKIICaMCa2psd

0.006

2

pCaMKIIpsd + PP1 *
) PP1*pCaMKIIpsd

0.0008

1

Substrate + totalActCaMKIIpsd *
)

0.0005

10

0.0005

1

totalpCaMKIIpsd*Substrate
pSubstrate + PP1 *
) PP1*pSubstrate

Table 4.3: List of all irreversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

k (s−1)

D1RDAGolf → Gbgolf + D1RDA + GaolfGTP

15

GaolfGTP → GaolfGDP

30

GaolfGDP + Gbgolf → Golf

100
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AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP

50

cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP → AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

2.55

AC5*ATP → cAMP + AC5

1

cAMP + AC5 → AC5*ATP

0.002

AC5Ca*ATP → cAMP + AC5Ca

0.5

cAMP + AC5Ca → AC5Ca*ATP

0.00075

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTP

25

cAMP + AC5CaGaolfGTP → AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP

0.65

AC5GaolfGTP → AC5 + GaolfGDP

1

AC5CaGaolfGTP → AC5Ca + GaolfGDP

1

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaolfGDP

1

AC5CaGaolfGTP*ATP → AC5Ca*ATP + GaolfGDP

1

PDE4*cAMP → PDE4 + AMP

2.5

PDE10*cAMP → PDE10 + AMP

3

PDE10c*cAMP → PDE10c + AMP

10

PKAc*D32 → D32p34 + PKAc

10

PKAc*B56PP2A → B56PP2Ap + PKAc

0.2

CDK5*D32 → CDK5 + D32p75

10

B56PP2Ap*D32p75 → B56PP2Ap + DARPP32

8

B72PP2A*D32p75 → B72PP2A + DARPP32

1.5

B72PP2ACa*D32p75 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

8

B56PP2A*D32p75 → B56PP2A + DARPP32

1.5

B72PP2ACa*D32p34 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

3

B72PP2A*D32p34 → DARPP32 + B72PP2A

3

PP2Bc*D32p34 → DARPP32 + PP2Bc

1.2

B56PP2Ap → B56PP2A

0.008

PKAc*ARPP21 → PKAc + pARPP21

10

B72PPA2Ca*pARPP21 → ARPP21 + B72PPA2Ca

10

B72PP2A*pARPP21 → ARPP21 + B72PP2A

1

B56PP2Ap*pARPP21 → ARPP21 + B56PP2Ap

10

B56PP2A*pARPP21 → ARPP21 + B56PP2A

1
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CaMKIIpsd → CaMKII

0.5

CaMKIIcpsd → pCaMKIIcpsd

According to the
autophosphorylation

fitting

discussed in [Li
et

al.

(2012)]

with 10(s−1) as
maximum rate.
pCaMKII → CaMKII

0.1

CaMKIIc → pCaMKIIc

According to the
autophosphorylation

fitting

discussed in [Li
et

al.

(2012)]

with 10(s−1) as
maximum rate.
PP1*pCaMKIIpsd → PP1 + CaMKIIpsd

1

totalpCaMKIIpsd*Substrate → pSubstrate + totalActCaMKIIpsd

10

PP1*pSubstrate → PP1 + Substrate

10

Table 4.4: Initial amounts for conserved moieties in the model.
Species

Initial Amounts
(nM)

DARPP32

50000

CaM

9000

CaMKII

20000

PP1

3000

PP2B

4000

B72PP2A

2000

PKA

1200

PDE4

2000
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PDE10

700

CDK5

1800

AC5

700

Ca

60

DA

20

B56PP2A

2000

ATP

5000000

D1R

2000

Golf

2000

ARPP21

20000

Substrate

3000

Chapter 5

Further refinement of cAMP/PKA
Models for D1 and D2 MSN
[NOTE: This chapter is based on [Yapo et al. (2017)], in which I am a shared first author
with Cédric Yapo, and part of the text and figures are directly taken or adapted from there.]

5.1

Introduction

The results presented in the previous chapter illustrates how the dopamine-dependent
cAMP/PKA signaling gates the activity-dependent CaMKII signaling involved in synaptic
potentiation in D1 MSNs. Such increase in cAMP/PKA signaling may have similar effects
in D2 MSNs as well. Moreover, these dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling itself is
shaped by the interaction of different neuromodulators in D1 and D2 MSNs as highlighted
in chapter 2 and 3. Results in chapters 2 and 3 also indicate that transient dopamine
signals affect the cAMP/PKA signaling in the two MSN populations in different fashion.
Specifically, transient increase in dopamine concentration (dopamine peak) is sensed by the
D1 MSNs and this leads to an increase in cAMP/PKA signaling. On the other hand, such
a dopamine peak had no effect on the cAMP/PKA signaling in D2 MSNs, whereas a transient decrease in dopamine concentration (dopamine dip) had an effect on D2 MSNs. These
results appear to be an extension of the commonly accepted view on dopamine receptor
pharmacology towards downstream signaling.
The effect of striatal dopamine on the postsynaptic sites of MSNs is commonly interpreted under the assumption that there is a large difference in the efficacy of dopamine
between D1 and D2 receptors. This assumption finds its root in the classical in vitro bio97
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chemical and pharmacological binding-affinity measurements on striatal tissue [Richfield
et al. (1986); Cumming (2011)]. These measurements suggest that the D1 receptors exist
in a predominantly low-affinity state (Kd in the order of µM) whereas D2 receptor mostly
exist in high-affinity state (Kd in the order of only tens of nM) [Cumming (2011); Richfield
et al. (1986)]. This follows that under basal condition D2 receptors are highly active due to
high receptor occupancy [Dreyer et al. (2010); Cumming (2011)]. This configuration could
confer the D2 system with the ability to detect dopamine dips which is believed to be an important signal to the striatal system [Hart et al. (2014); Dreyer et al. (2010); Frank (2005)].
However, measurements regarding the existence of a predominantly high-affinity fraction
of D2 receptors have not been quite consistent across various experiments and questions
have been raised on this [Skinbjerg et al. (2012)]. A configuration with even moderate D2
receptor occupancy could also lead to a strong basal inhibition on downstream signaling by
the virtue of high efficacy of receptor-triggered signaling, which is the result indicated by
the modeled D2 signaling network in chapter 3 where the basal occupancy was only around
30% as observed in vivo [Nair et al. (2015); Laruelle et al. (1997)]. However, still the parameters used in the chapter 3, to some extent, had their base in the in vitro biochemical
measurements. Recently, it has been shown that there could be significant differences in
receptor (D2 receptor in this case) efficacy between in vitro and in situ conditions [Marcott
et al. (2014)]. Thus, the assumptions based on the previous in vitro requires a revision in the
light of in situ measurements. Since, the main focus of this thesis is dopamine-dependent
cAMP/PKA signaling in D1 and D2 MSNs, it will be useful to refine these models using
MSN-specific data on this aspect. It would be further interesting to see the response of D1
and D2 -dependent cAMP/PKA signaling model constrained with MSN-specific data.
Thus, biosensor imaging was performed on striatal slices to quantitatively characterize the efficacy of dopamine D1 and D2 receptor activation on cAMP/PKA signaling and
the temporal profile of these responses in respective MSNs. The results in previous chapters rely upon the effective and sensitive D1 and D2 -dependent cAMP/PKA. Thus, the
dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA activation module of the models developed in chapters
2 and 3 were refined using these MSN measurements in order to explore the effectiveness
of transient dopamine inputs on the downstream signaling. This chapter will present the
overall experimental results without going into the details of individual experiments and
detailed methodology. The methodological details could be found at [Yapo et al. (2017)].
Rather the focus will be on using these measurements to refine the D1 and D2 -dependent
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cAMP/PKA signaling models, and using them to explore how transient dopamine inputs
are translated into downstream cAMP/PKA signaling.
The main results discussed in this chapter could be summarized as following. The
biosensor imaging data reveal that cAMP/PKA signaling in both D1 and D2 MSNs have
half-activation in sub-micromolar range for dopamine. This is very different from the commonly accepted notion of D1 and D2 pharmacology in which D2 receptor is considered to
have 2-3 order of magnitude higher affinity than D1 receptor. The measured cAMP/PKA
signaling dynamics in response to dopamine uncaging have been used to update the reactionkinetic models built in previous chapters and then transient responses of the D1 and D2
signaling systems have been explored. Simulations of updated D1 and D2 models refined
using the biosensor data indicate that both D1 and D2 MSNs could respond to transient
increases in dopamine at the level of cAMP. However, the cAMP change is not reflected
on the phosphorylation state of PKA/PP1 substrate in D2 MSNs, possibly due to efficient DARPP-32-mediated PP1 inhibition. Furthermore, for a slightly higher basal level of
dopamine the cAMP/PKA signaling is strongly inhibited and in this configuration the D2
system appears to be capable of sensing the dopamine dips also as hypothesized in chapter
3. However, the conclusion inferred in chapter 3 regarding the dopamine dip appears to
be only one part of the operational mode of D2 system and the response of D2 system to
dopamine peaks completes this picture.

5.2

Materials and Methods

In order to identify the efficacy of dopamine D1 and D2 receptors on cAMP/PKA signaling
in intact striatal MSNs, FRET-based biosensor imaging has been performed by us. Even
though this chapter is largely concerned about the refinement of D1 and D2 signaling models
developed in chapters 2 and 3 using these measurements, here I briefly describe some experimental details. However, the focus of this chapter will be largely on using the obtained
data for computational modeling. Please refer [Yapo et al. (2017)] for further details. All
the experiments were performed in Prof. Pierre Vincent’s lab at UPMC, Paris and have
followed the guidelines laid out by French Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry.
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5.2.1

Biosensor imaging of cAMP and PKA activity

Regarding the D1 and D2 -dependent cAMP/PKA signaling pertaining to this chapter, the
effects of dopamine receptor activation were recorded both at the stage of cAMP production and PKA activation using respective sensors in mouse brain slices. Genetically encoded
Epac-based (Epac-SH150 ) and AKAR-based (AKAR3) FRET-biosensor were used to observe
changes in cAMP level and PKA activity. Either Epac-SH150 or AKAR3 was virally expressed in mouse striatal slice for a given experiment. The biosensors were expressed by
overnight (~8 hrs) incubation of brain slices extracted from P8-P14 C57Bl/6J mice using
Sindbis virus-based vector containing the biosensor coding sequence, at 35°C and 5% CO2
environment. The Sindbis virus used for biosensor expression shows a strong selectivity towards neurons compared to glial cells [Ehrengruber et al. (1999)] and in striatum the major
biosensor expression is observed in MSNs, and in some occasions the large-sized cholinergic
interneurons [Castro et al. (2013)].
Imaging was performed using brain slices which expressed biosensor on a temperature
controlled recording chamber (32°C) attached to an upright epifluorescence microscope with
40x water immersion objective, in presence of continuous perfusion with 5% CO2 /95% O2 saturated bicarbonate buffer based recording solution. The same perfusion system was used
for drug delivery to the slice being imaged. The signal sensing domain of both Epac-SH150
and AKAR3 are flanked with Cyan Fluorescent Protein (CYP) and Yellow Fluorescent Protein (YFP) acting as FRET donor and acceptor pair, respectively. Detection of relevant
signals, i.e. cAMP and PKA activation, leads to conformational change in the biosensor.
This conformational change affects the distance and orientation of CYP and YFP with
respect to each other thereby affecting FRET between them. This change in FRET affects
the emission intensity of the donor and acceptor. Specifically, a reduction in FRET could
result in an increased donor emission and a decreased acceptor emission when the sample
is excited by donor excitation spectrum. Thus, one image for donor channel (CFP emission; using HQ480/40 emission filter) and one for acceptor channel (YFP emission; using
D535/40 emission filter) were acquired for every timepoint in the timelapse imaging using a
CCD camera. Each of the images were taken after exciting the sample using donor excitation spectrum (CFP excitation; using D436/20x excitation filter). A simple schema of the
experimental procedure is shown in Figure 5.1A and detailed description of experimental
methodology could be found at [Yapo et al. (2017)].
The FRET changes were quantified as ratio between the two images acquired at each
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Figure 5.1: (A) Methodological schema of the experiments using genetically-encoded FRETbased biosensors in mouse brain slices. The biochemical signaling network modeled for (B)
D1 and (C) D2 MSNs.

timepoint, donor/acceptor for Epac-SH150 and acceptor/donor for AKAR3. Ratio was calculated for every pixel in an image pair after performing corrections for misregistration
between the donor and acceptor images for a given same timepoint and movements in the
sample over time. Ratio values for all the pixels in a given region-of-interest (ROI) were
averaged to produce a single FRET ratio corresponding to the ROI. Somatic region of
presumed MSNs were used as ROIs for quantification. MSNs were identified by neuronal
geometry (presence of neurites and smooth surface contours) and diameter (less than 14
µM) along with their ability to respond to either D1 (as D1 MSN) or A2 a (as D2 MSN)
agonists.

5.2.2

Recalibration of cAMP/PKA signaling model for D1 and D2
MSNs

The dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling modules of the models developed in chapters 2 and 3 were refined to take into account the measurements done with Epac-SH150 and
AKAR3 in D1 and D2 MSN. The network structure and biochemical reactions of modeled
D1 and D2 cAMP/PKA signaling network are similar as in previous chapters except for
minor changes (Figure 5.1B, C) done in order to simplify a few reactions. The networks
modeled in the previous chapters contained multiple species of phosphodiesterases (PDEs)
but these different species have been replaced by a single pool of PDE, namely PDE10, in
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this chapter. This is based on the observation that PDE10 is the major striatal PDE involved in cAMP degradation [Castro et al. (2013)]. Additionally, all the DARPP-32 related
reactions were directly taken from the signaling network in chapter 4. In order to integrate
Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 related measurements, these biosensors and their respective chemical reactions were also included in the modeled signaling network. The main type of data
obtained by Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 experiments were timecourse of the biosensor signals
in response to dopamine uncaging and the dose-dependence of these responses on dopamine
concentration. However, at the same time this model update also takes into account all the
phenotypes related to the cAMP/PKA signaling used in previous chapters.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Measurements of cAMP and PKA-dependent responses to
transient dopamine

Striatal slices expressing an improved Epac-based FRET biosensor, Epac-SH150 [Polito et al.
(2013)], were used to measure the effect of dopamine on D1 and D2 MSNs at the level
of cAMP changes. Epac-SH150 consists of catalytically-inactive full-length Epac1 protein,
which is the signal (cAMP)-sensing part of the biosensor, flanked by CFP (mTurquoise2)
and YFP (cpCitrine) at N- and C-terminals, respectively, (Figure 5.2A) [Polito et al. (2013)].
In the absence of any cAMP binding, CFP and YFP of Epac-SH150 remain close in space.
This proximity between CFP and YFP leads to FRET between the fluorophores where CFP
acts as a donor and YFP acts as an acceptor. cAMP binding to the signal-sensing domain
of this biosensor leads to large conformation change in the Epac-domain, thus moving the
fluorophores apart and reducing FRET (Figure 5.2A).
An experimental protocol employing dopamine uncaging and other pharmacological manipulations was used in order to characterize the effect of transient dopamine elevation on
cAMP levels in MSNs (Figure 5.2B). In this protocol, a dopamine uncaging was performed
first by applying 1 µM of caged-dopamine (NPEC-DA; (N)-1-(2-Nitrophenyl)ethylcarboxy3,4-dihydroxyphenethylamine) on the slice followed by 1s ultraviolet (UV) illumination.
The UV illumination results in the conversion of caged-dopamine into dopamine. The UV
power was tuned such that the caged-dopamine is fully converted to dopamine in the field
of view. This first uncaging with 1 µcaged-dopamine was done to see whether there are
sufficient number of MSNs in the field of view. Dopamine uncaging in the basal condition
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Figure 5.2: Experimental data for D1 and D2 MSNs in response to transient dopamine at
the level of cAMP. (A) Cartoon representation of the conformational change in Epac-based
cAMP biosensor upon cAMP binding. The cyan dot represents a donor fluorophore (CFP
in this case) and the yellow dot represents an acceptor fluorophore (YFP in this case).
(B) Representative experiment performed using brain slice expressing Epac-SH150 biosensor
in order to measure the effect of a transient dopamine signal (produced by uncaging of
caged-dopamine (NPEC-DA)), in both D1 and D2 MSNs simultaneously, at the level of
cAMP. The y-axis represents change in the ratio of intensity measured in donor (CFP) and
acceptor (YFP) channel. Y-axis is normalized to the baseline ratio. (C) Responses produced
by the uncaging of 3 µM dopamine in D1 (left panel) and D2 (right panel) MSNs from
independent experiments. (D) The Epac-SH150 signal measured in D1 MSNs as a function
of caged-dopamine concentration. The y-axis is represented as fraction of maximum ratio
change produced by saturating D1 receptor activation by SKF-81297. (E) The Epac-SH150
signal measured in D2 MSNs as a function of caged-dopamine concentration. The y-axis
is represented as fraction of maximum ratio change produced by saturating A2a receptor
activation by CGS-21680.
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of the slice could produce a response in D1 MSNs. However, it is not possible to see the D2
responses with dopamine uncaging alone because D2 effect of inhibiting cAMP production
could be seen only if there is a higher level of cAMP to begin with. Thus, in order to
observe the effect of transient dopamine in both D1 and D2 MSNs simultaneously, a second
uncaging was performed with a given concentration of caged-dopamine in presence of A2 a
receptor agonist, CGS-21680 (CGS). Application of CGS increases cAMP level selectively
in D2 MSNs. This make it possible to observe the D2 -dependent reduction in the Epac
signal for dopamine uncaging. The experiment was finished with the application of D1
receptor agonist, SKF-81297 (SKF) followed by saturating forskolin (fsk) and IBMX. The
SKF response indicate the Epac signal produced by a maximal D1 stimulation. Forskolin
is a direct activator of adenylyl cyclase (AC; AC5 in this case) whereas IBMX is a generic
PDE inhibitor. Therefore the application of fsk in presence of IBMX indicates the maximum possible Epac signal in the given cell. An instance of this protocol is illustrated in
Figure 5.2B. Figure 5.2C shows the Epac responses in D1 (left panel) and D2 (right panel)
MSNs for 3 µM dopamine uncaging from experiments performed on five different slices. The
results show that 3 µM dopamine uncaging produces a symmetrically opposite response in
the two MSN types.
In order to characterize the efficacy of transient dopamine on cAMP level, the aforementioned protocol with two uncagings was repeated with varying concentration of cageddopamine in the second uncaging. Dopamine dose-dependent Epac responses in D1 (Figure
5.2D) and D2 (Figure 5.2E) MSNs show that the efficacy (EC50 ) of dopamine on cAMP
production is in the same order of magnitude for these two neuronal types. Both have EC50
in submicromolar range though there is a small difference (factor of 2-3) between them.
Thus, the common notion of dopamine receptor pharmacology, derived from in vitro preparations, that there exists a large difference (10-100 times; [Richfield et al. (1986)]) between
the EC50 of D1 and D2 receptors is challenged by the data presented here. This goes along
the idea that quantitative estimates regarding receptor-dependent signaling inside live cells
could be significantly different from the descriptors estimated using in vitro preparations.
The dopamine-dependent effects were also measured at the level of PKA-dependent
phosphorylation. Striatal slices expressing AKAR3 was used to this end. AKAR3 biosensor
consists of a substrate domain containing a PKA phosphorylation motif sequence juxtaposed
with a phosphoamino-acid binding domain (FHA domain in this case). The construct with
substrate and binding domains is flanked by CFP (ECFP) and YFP (cpVenus-E172) to
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Figure 5.3: Experimental data for D1 and D2 MSNs in response to transient dopamine
at the level of PKA-dependent phosphorylation. (A) Cartoon representation of the conformational change in AKAR-based biosensor upon PKA-dependent phosphorylation. The
cyan dot represents a donor fluorophore (CFP in this case) and the yellow dot represents
an acceptor fluorophore (YFP in this case). (B) Representative experiment performed using brain slice expressing AKAR3 biosensor in order to measure the effect of a transient
dopamine signal (produced by uncaging of caged-dopamine (NPEC-DA)), in both D1 and
D2 MSNs simultaneously at the level of PKA. The y-axis represents change in the ratio
of intensity measured in acceptor (YFP) and donor (CFP) channel. Y-axis is normalized
to the baseline ratio. (C) Responses produced by the uncaging of 1 µM dopamine in D1
(left panel) and D2 (right panel) MSNs from independent experiments. (D) The AKAR3
signal measured in D1 MSNs as a function of caged-dopamine concentration. The y-axis
is represented as fraction of maximum ratio change produced by saturating D1 receptor
activation by SKF-81297. (E) The AKAR3 signal measured in D2 MSNs as a function
of caged-dopamine concentration. The y-axis is represented as fraction of maximum ratio
change produced by saturating A2a receptor activation by CGS-21680.
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form a FRET pair with CFP as a donor and YFP as an acceptor (Figure 5.3A). Upon
phosphorylation by PKA, the phosphorylated substrate domain binds to the phosphoaminoacid binding domain. This brings CFP and YFP closer which leads to FRET (Figure 5.3A).
This is reversed by dephosphorylation of the substrate domain, which reduces its interaction
with the phosphoamino-acid binding domain. Thus, AKAR3 measurements represent the
balance between PKA and phosphatase. Experiments similar to the ones with Epac-SH150
were performed with AKAR3 as well (Figure 5.3B). Figure 5.3C shows the AKAR response
produced by the uncaging of 1 µM dopamine in D1 (left panel) and D2 (right panel) MSNs.
Interestingly, the AKAR response shows some interesting differences compared to the Epac
response. D1 MSNs show maximum AKAR response for 1 µM dopamine uncaging where as
D2 MSNs barely respond. The negligible AKAR response in D2 MSNs is quite surprising
given that these neurons show robust Epac response. Experiments with different dose of
caged-dopamine were done in order to characterize response dose-dependence for D1 (Figure
5.3D) and D2 (Figure 5.3E) MSNs. The dose-dependence for AKAR response in D1 MSNs
appears to be left-shifted compared to the dose-dependence for Epac response. This could
be due to the higher sensitivity of AKAR3 compared to Epac-SH150 . The AKAR dose
response for D2 MSNs is quite unexpected. Dopamine uncaging did not produce strong
responses in D2 MSNs compared to the Epac response in these neurons. This was true even
with high concentration of caged-dopamine (10 µM). Thus, transient dopamine elevation
could strongly affect cAMP level in D2 MSNs but the downstream PKA-dependent response
remains largely unresponsive.

5.3.2

Updating the cAMP signaling model for D1 and D2 MSN

The aforementioned measurements present relevant details regarding dynamics of cAMP/PKA
signaling in MSNs. However, some of the measurements appear to be counter-intuitive. For
example, the kinetics of AKAR3 response in these experiments are quite different from
dopamine-dependent AKAR response observed in other studies [Yagishita et al. (2014)].
Similarly, it is quite curious that D2 MSNs show a robust response to dopamine uncaging
at the level of cAMP whereas the AKAR response at next step of the signaling cascade
remains largely unresponsive. Thus, computational modeling of cAMP/PKA signaling in
D1 and D2 MSNs have been performed to better understand the dynamics of cAMP/PKA
signaling and explore details regarding the above-described Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements. To this end, the mass-action kinetics based cAMP/PKA signaling models for
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between D1 MSN model output and the measured timecourse (upper panels) of Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 responses produced by 3 µM and 1 µM of dopamine
uncaging, respectively, and the dopamine dose-dependence (lower panels) of Epac-SH150 and
AKAR3 responses. The shaded region in the upper panels is the first standard deviation
of the timecourse of measured responses and the dots in the lower panels are the measured
response amplitude for a give concentration of caged-dopamine. Uncaging responses are
normalized using the maximum response produced by saturating D1 receptor activation.

D1 and D2 MSNs developed in previous chapters were updated to accommodate these latest Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements along with all the other molecular phenotypes
described in previous chapters.
First, the cAMP/PKA signaling module of D1 model used in the previous chapters
was updated. There were minor structural changes which have been made (see Methods).
First, the cAMP production and degradation related reaction parameters were optimized to
reproduce the measured Epac-SH150 response produced by 3 µM dopamine uncaging. These
parameters were the ones related to Golf /AC5 binding and PDE reactions (Figure 5.4). At
the same time, phenotypes related to receptor and G-protein activation kinetics previously
used to constrain upstream parameters were also taken into account. The catalytic efficacy
for AC5, Golf -bound AC5, and PDE were selected to compensate the changes introduced in
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upstream binding parameters such that this updated model could reproduce cAMP levels
estimated for baseline and maximal D1 receptor activation [Polito et al. (2013, 2015)].
Parameters relevant for binding efficacy of dopamine to D1 receptor were constrained to
reproduce the dose-dependence of Epac-SH150 response on dopamine concentration (Figure
5.4). The downstream-reaction parameters were constrained to reproduce the timecourse
and dose-dependence of measured AKAR3 response (Figure 5.4).
It has been assumed that dopamine uncaging in the brain slice preparation used to
measure Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 responses results in a short dopamine transient. This was
based on the notion that uncaging results in the instantaneous release of a given concentration of dopamine and this released-dopamine is rapidly cleared by the dopamine-uptake
system. In stark contrast to this assumption, data fitting for D1 model required a dopamine
elevation with a relatively longer duration to reproduce both Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements. This data-fitting requirement suggests a possibility that the dopamine elevation
produced in the uncaging experiments was quite different from brief dopamine transients
(lasting few seconds) observed in physiologically important scenarios, like reward prediction etc. The dopamine input used to reproduce Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 data assumes
that uncaging results in an instantaneous increase in extracellular dopamine to a given
concentration followed by an exponential decay of the dopamine level with a time constant
of ~90s (Figure 5.5A). Whether the dopamine signal produced by uncaging is indeed as
long, as suggested by the model, could be tested by looking at how the Epac-SH150 response
changes by increasing the dopamine clearance rate but such a control on the clearance rate
is difficult to achieve in the current experimental preparation. A second way to test this
could be looking at the Epac timecourse for D1 MSNs in a scenario where the D1 receptors
are allowed to be active only for a short duration (either by complete dopamine removal or
by inactivation of receptors), irrespective of the duration of dopamine itself. Simulation of
such a condition yields much shorter Epac response compared to the usual uncaging (Figure
5.5B). In this simulation, dopamine is completely removed 10s after uncaging. This scenario
has been experimentally recreated by simultaneous dopamine uncaging and application of
D1 receptor antagonist, SCH-23390 (SCH), using fast micro-perfusion system (Figure 5.5C).
Calibration of fast micro-perfusion system such as the one used in this experiment shows
that a drug applied using this system takes around 10-20s to reach the usual imaging depth
in brain slices [Gervasi et al. (2007)]. This means that in such an experimental scenario
dopamine produced by uncaging could activate D1 receptors only for 10-20s after which the
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Figure 5.5: Slow clearance of uncaged-dopamine in the current experimental preparation.
(A) Dopamine input profile (τ~90s) required for the D1 model to reproduce the responses
measured in dopamine uncaging experiments. The dopamine concentration is normalized to
the maximum amplitude of the dopamine signal. (B) Simulated Epac-SH150 response using
D1 model for dopamine uncaging scenario (ctrl) and another scenario where dopamine is
abruptly removed (or D1 receptors are abruptly blocked) 10 seconds after uncaging. The
responses are normalized with respect to the maximum possible Epac response. (C) Representative experiment performed to shutdown the D1 receptors using irreversible antagonist
SCH-23390 (SCH) briefly after dopamine uncaging to mimic the simulated condition shown
in figure subpanel B. (D) Comparison of the measured Epac-SH150 responses produced by
dopamine uncaging (ctrl) and dopamine uncaging briefly followed by D1 receptors inhibition using SCH-23390 (SCH) as in the experiment shown in subpanel C. The responses are
normalized with respect to the maximum Epac-SH150 response produced by the application
of forskolin and IBMX. (E) The clearance rate out of brain slice (τ~109s) measured for
Fluorescein after the uncaging of caged-Fluorescein in the current experimental setup.
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receptors are inactivated. Results from this experiment confirms that predicted slow clearance of dopamine from brain slices is indeed true (Figure 5.5D; compare with simulation
shown in B). Additional experiments indicated that the Epac-SH150 response was not sensitive to dopamine-uptake inhibitor in the current experimental preparation, the reason for
this is not clear as of now but possibilities such as saturation of uptake system due to high
volume uncaging or off-target effect of caging functional group, NPEC, on uptake system
may have role in this (data not shown). Taken together, it is not unrealistic to conclude
that the slow decay of dopamine signal after uncaging largely corresponds to the rate of
dopamine diffusion out of the brain slice. This time constant of clearance for a dopaminesized molecule from brain slice preparation used in this study was ~109s as estimated by
uncaging of caged-Fluorescein. This rate of clearance was quite close to the characteristics
of dopamine input required to reproduce Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements using the
D1 model, suggesting a close correspondence between the actual system and the model.
This also illustrates how systematic modeling exercise could reveal shortcomings in a given
experimental setup.
Similar to the D1 , the cAMP/PKA signaling model for D2 MSNs discussed in chapter
3 was also updated with the D2 -specific Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements. Similar
to chapter 3, it is assumed that the core signaling network downstream to the receptors
is identical for both the D1 and D2 signaling systems. Thus, all the biochemical reactions
in the D2 signaling network is the same as the D1 network. Furthermore, all the reaction
rate parameters are the same in both models. The only difference in signaling elements
between D1 and D2 networks is at the level of receptors, the D2 network contains D2 and
A2 a receptors. The D2 signaling also includes Gi/o , which was not present the D1 model.
The receptors and Gi/o -related parameters were constrained to reproduce the timecourse
of Epac-SH150 measurements done using 3 µM dopamine uncaging (Figure 5.6). The binding parameters for dopamine-D2 and Gi/o -AC5 were further refined to reproduce dopamine
dose-dependence of Epac-SH150 response (Figure 5.6). The initial amount for various chemical species are the same between D1 and D2 model except for phosphatases, mainly PP2B.
The D2 model contains half the amount of PP2B compared to the D1 model. This change
has been introduced to reproduce the AKAR3 responses measured for D2 MSNs (Figure
5.6).
Apart from the Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements described in this study, various
parameters for both D1 and D2 models were also constrained using existing data from liter-
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between D2 MSN model output and the measured timecourse (upper panels) of Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 responses produced by 3 µM and 1 µM of dopamine
uncaging, respectively, and the dopamine dose-dependence (lower panels) of Epac-SH150 and
AKAR3 responses. The shaded region in the upper panels is the first standard deviation
of the timecourse of measured responses and the dots in the lower panels are the measured
response amplitude for a give concentration of caged-dopamine. Uncaging responses are
normalized using the maximum response produced by saturating A2a receptor activation.

ature. The PKA activation parameters were constrained using the cAMP dose-dependence
for the striatally expressed RII-β subunit containing holoenzyme (Figure 5.7A). They activation rates were further refined to take into account AKAR measurements from existing literature in response to dopaminergic burst activity (Figure 5.7B). Reconciliation of
this AKAR measurement in response to dopaminergic burst activity with AKAR3 measurements described in the previous section was one of the crucial elements to reveal the
shortcoming related to the long-lasting dopamine signal in our uncaging experiments. Reliable Epac-SH150 and cAMP binding parameters are important to constrain the models
with measurements performed using Epac-SH150 . The Epac-SH150 and cAMP binding parameters were, thus, constrained using the cAMP dose-dependence for Epac-SH150 response
characterized previously (Figure 5.7C). Rate for this binding was further refined using more
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Figure 5.7: Integration of existing data available in literature. (A) PKA activation parameters in the model were constrained in order to reproduce measurement on cAMP dosedependent PKA activation [Dostmann and Taylor (1991)]. The PKA response is normalized
between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to minimal and 1 corresponds to maximal response.
(B) The model reproduces the kinetics of AKAR phosphorylation produced in response
to dopamine resulting from phasic burst activity of dopaminergic neurons as observed in
Yagishita et al. (2014). Y-axis is normalised to the maximal amplitude of the response
and expressed in percentage. (C) Epac-SH150 parameters in the model were constrained to
satisfy the measured dose-dependent relation between the Epac-SH150 biosensor signal and
cAMP [Polito et al. (2013)]. The Epac response is normalized between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to minimal and 1 corresponds to maximal response. (D) Model parameters were
constrained to match the basal level of DARPP-32 phosphorylation at Thr-34 and Thr-75
reported in literature [Bibb et al. (1999); Nishi et al. (1997); Bateup et al. (2008)]. Open
bars correspond to experimental value and closed bars correspond to model simulation. The
Y-axis is normalized to the experimental estimates. Thus, in each case, 1 represents the
respective experimental value. (E) Reduction in the Thr-34 and Thr-75 phosphorylation
induced by NMDA-dependent calcium stimulation [Nishi et al. (2005, 2002)]. Open bars
correspond to experimental values and closed bars correspond to model simulations. The
Y-axis is normalized to the basal phosphorylation levels: 1 corresponds to the basal levels; a
value below 1 represents a reduction in phosphorylation level. The response was simulated
using the D1 model. (F) Changes in Thr-34 and Thr-75 phosphorylation in response to
saturating level of dopamine [Bateup et al. (2008); Nishi et al. (2000)]. Open bars correspond to experimental value and closed bars correspond to model simulation. The Y-axis
is normalized to the basal phosphorylation levels.
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controlled experiments performed using cAMP uncaging. The downstream DARPP-32 reactions were also constrained using phenotypes for different conditions (like basal, saturated
D1 /D2 agonist application, saturated NMDA application) described in previous chapters
(Figure 5.7D,E,F). Apart from these data, the models parameters were also refined using
various other Epac-SH150 and AKAR3 measurements performed for different conditions.

5.3.3

DARPP-32 is involved in the unresponsive AKAR in D2 MSNs

D1 and D2 MSNs show a fundamental difference that dopamine uncaging affects both cAMP
and PKA-dependent response in D1 MSNs, whereas there is a divergence between cAMP
and PKA-dependent response in D2 MSNs. The PKA-dependent response at the level of
AKAR remains largely unresponsive to dopamine uncaging in D2 MSNs. This is quite
curious because dopamine uncaging results in the activation of D2 receptor in D2 MSNs
which produces a robust reduction in cAMP level as measured by Epac-SH150 and this
should have translated to a strong AKAR dephosphorylation, unless there are additional
nonlinearities in the signaling system. Thus, the possible reason for unresponsiveness of D2
MSNs towards transient dopamine elevation at the level of AKAR has been looked at in
this section.
The D1 and D2 signaling models discussed above were tuned to reproduce these interesting measurements. They were constrained such that these neuron-specific differences
could be captured in a parsimonious way with respect to parameter differences. Both models have same reaction-kinetic parameters for the cAMP/PKA signaling core and most of
the involved chemical species have same initial amounts. During the model tuning process, it has been observed that initial concentration of PP2B is a critical parameter which
has a significant effect on the D2 responsiveness at the level of AKAR. Simulations shown
that AKAR response in D2 has a positive dependence on the level of PP2B (Figure 5.8A).
The higher the amount of PP2B is in the D2 model, the stronger is the dose-dependent
effect of dopamine at the level of AKAR. In order to reproduce the measured AKAR dosedependence in D2 MSNs, it was critical to assume that the D2 model has lower level of
PP2B (around half the PP2B level in D1 model).
A closer look into the structure of cAMP/PKA signaling module highlights the way in
which PP2B could regulate the PKA-dependent AKAR response (Figure 5.8B). The AKAR
response depends on the equilibrium between PKA and PP1. In addition to phosphorylated AKAR, PKA could dampen the PP1-dependent dephosphorylation of AKAR via a
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Figure 5.8: DARPP-32 results in the AKAR unresponsiveness in D2 MSNs. (A) Dopamine
dose-dependent AKAR responses produced in the D2 model simulations with dopamine
input corresponding to the uncaging scenario for different initial concentrations of PP2B.
1x[PP2B] corresponds to the PP2B concentration used in the base D2 MSNs model which
reproduces the experimental data. (B) Schema of how PP2B is related to AKAR phosphorylation. (C) Dopamine dose-dependent AKAR responses produced by the base (WT; wild
type) and DARPP-32 loss of function (D32T34A) D2 model simulations with dopamine
input corresponding to the uncaging scenario. Inset shows the timecourse of simulated
responses for the two model variants. (D) Relation between AKAR response and steady
state cAMP level for the base (WT; solid line) and D32T34A (dashed line) variants of D1
(blue) and D2 (red) MSN models. The arrows represents the shift from D32T34A-variant
dose-response to the WT-variant dose-response of the given model.

feedforward loop through DARPP-32 (Figure 5.8B). PKA phosphorylates DARPP-32 at
Thr-34 and this phosphorylated form of DARPP-32 then sequesters PP1, thus reducing the
active PP1 level. This nonlinearity could have a significant effect on the active PKA:PP1
equilibrium and thereby on the sensitivity of AKAR phosphorylation in response to PKA
activation. If the strength of this feedforward pathway is high this could lead to efficient
PKA-dependent AKAR phosphorylation and inefficient PP1-dependent dephosphorylation,
and vice versa. The strength of this feedforward loop depends on DARPP-32 phosphorylation level which in turn is negatively controlled by PP2B (Figure 5.8B). Thus, a lower
PP2B level required in the D2 model to reproduce AKAR unresponsiveness observed in D2
MSNs could mean a possible role of DARPP-32.
A possible hypothesis in which DARPP-32 could be involved in the unresponsiveness
of D2 MSNs towards transient dopamine elevation is as following. D2 acts by reducing
cAMP level, which is possible only when there is some significant level of baseline cAMP
to start with. Due to this, application of transient dopamine is done in the presence of
background A2 a activation in the experiments and simulations presented in this chapter.
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However, the background A2 a activation could result in significantly high level of PKAdependent DARPP-32 phosphorylation due to low level of PP2B in the D2 signaling system,
thus inhibiting most of the PP1 present in the system. This also results in high level of
AKAR phosphorylation. A transient dopamine elevation could strongly reduce the A2 adependent cAMP in D2 neurons which could also result in a transient decrease in PKA
activity. In principle, reduced PKA activity could facilitate PP1 disinhibition by DARPP32 dephosphorylation and the disinhibited PP1 will then dephosphorylate AKAR. However,
the low-PKA time-window produced by dopamine pulse/uncaging is too short to achieve
effective PP1 disinhibition due to the low dephosphorylation pressure on DARPP-32 in the
D2 signaling system. This lack of PP1 disinhibition could mean that AKAR could not be
effectively dephosphorylated, i.e. AKAR remain unresponsive. A possible way to test the
this hypothesis regarding the role of DARPP-32 is to see the effect of removing DARPP32-mediated feedforward loop on AKAR response. This has been done using the D2 model
containing non-phosphorylatable DARPP-32 (D32T34A). Simulations show that transient
dopamine elevation produces stronger AKAR dephosphorylation in the case of D32T34A
compared to the model with functional DARPP-32 (WT; wildtype) (Figure 5.8C). This
suggests that, indeed, DARPP-32 might be involved in AKAR unresponsiveness in D2 .
The nonlinearity presented by the DARPP-32-mediated feedforward loop could increase
the sensitivity of PKA/PP1 substrate phosphorylation. Since, the D1 and D2 signaling
systems have different level of PP2B, the DARPP-32-mediated effect on PKA/PP1 substrate
could be different in these two systems. Simulation of D1 and D2 models with varying level
of basal cAMP highlight this difference (Figure 5.8D). The AKAR response increases with
an increase in basal cAMP and in the absence of any DARPP-32 signaling (D32T34A)
both D1 and D2 models show somewhat similar cAMP dose-dependent (EC50 = ~0.75
µM for D1 compared to EC50 = ~1 µM for D2 ) phosphorylation of AKAR (Figure 5.8D).
Presence of functional DARPP-32 signaling (WT) significantly affects the cAMP dosedependent AKAR response (Figure 5.8D). As expected, DARPP-32 increased the sensitivity
of AKAR response in both D1 and D2 models. However, the DARPP-32-dependent increase
in sensitivity was much higher in the D2 model (~65% reduction in EC50 ) compared to the
D1 model (~25% reduction in EC50 ). Thus, DARPP-32 may have differential effects on the
sensitivity of PKA/PP1 substrate phosphorylation in D1 and D2 MSNs. This differential
effect of DARPP-32 fits very well with previously made MSN-type-specific measurements
on the effect of PDE10 inhibition on AKAR phosphorylation [Polito et al. (2015)].
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5.3.4

Simulated D1 and D2 responses to brief dopamine transients

Dopamine elevation produced in the uncaging experiments lasts for several tens of seconds.
Thus, temporal characteristics and activation strength of downstream response produced
by a brief dopamine transient, which lasts for few seconds, could be significantly different
from the measured uncaging responses. As previously mentioned, there are several scenarios
where a brief dopamine elevation plays physiologically important role, like a reward signal.
The reward-learning related possibilities discussed in previous chapters rely on robust PKA
activation in response to dopamine transients which are a few seconds long. Thus, it needs to
be ascertained whether brief dopamine inputs could produce robust PKA activation, given
the above described quantitative characterization of dopamine signaling. As experiments
involving short dopamine input were not possible with current experimental preparation,
the experimentally constrained D1 and D2 signaling models were used to this end. D1 and
D2 models were simulated along with a dopamine peak (rectangular pulse) with varying
amplitude and duration, and the effects were observed at the level of cAMP, PKA and
AKAR. A background A2 a activity has also been assumed in all simulations with D2 model.
The assumed A2 a activity in D2 simulations is ~50% of the maximum possible A2 a activity,
which could be more close to physiology compared to the saturating stimulation used in the
uncaging experiments.
Simulations indicate that brief dopamine peaks could increase cAMP in the D1 signaling system. This cAMP response appears to depend on both duration and amplitude of
the peak (Figure 5.9). In order to produce high level of cAMP, longer input duration is
required. For longer peak durations (5-10s), the EC50 of dopamine for cAMP increases
is in the lower micromolar range, unlike in the higher submicromolar range observed for
dopamine uncaging. Part of the reason for lower cAMP increase for brief dopamine peaks
is the high efficiency of PDE. On the other hand, longer dopamine peak durations (like in
dopamine uncaging experiments) lead to saturation of PDEs due to sustained and futile
cAMP production/degradation cycle, thus resulting in higher cAMP levels. This durationdependent effect on cAMP level implies that dopamine transients with shorter duration
(1-5s) may not be able to activate low-affinity cAMP effectors, like Epac-dependent Rap1
signaling, but could activate high-affinity cAMP effectors, like PKA. D1 model simulations
produce significant PKA activation in response to a dopamine peak with duration as small
as 1s and peak amplitude in the lower micromolar range (Figure 5.9). This is consistent
with sensitive PKA activation by brief dopamine peaks required to achieve results presented
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in previous chapters. AKAR, which represents a PKA/PP1 substrate, respond similar to
PKA in the D1 model simulations (Figure 5.9).
Simulations with the D2 model shows that brief dopamine peaks could reduce the cAMP
level. Unlike the cAMP response in the D1 model, dopamine peaks with a short duration
(>0.5s) could produce a strong cAMP reduction in D2 signaling (Figure 5.9). This is partly
due to the effectiveness of D2 -activated Gi/o on AC5 and partly due to the efficiency of
PDE activity. The EC50 of brief dopamine peak-dependent cAMP appears to be in lower
submicromolar range. Unlike dopamine peak-dependent effect in the D1 model, dopaminedependent effect on cAMP is quite steep in D2 system with respect to the peak amplitude,
i.e. dopamine peak with of 0.2 µM amplitude had not effect on cAMP whereas 0.4 µM amplitude reduced cAMP to the minimum level (Figure 5.9). PKA response in D2 simulations
is quite similar to the cAMP response except that it is slightly right shifted (Figure 5.9).
Quite contrary to the cAMP and PKA, there is no effect of dopamine peak on AKAR in
the D2 model (Figure 5.9). This is consistent with the experimental observation made in
response of dopamine uncaging and is due to DARPP-32-dependent PP1 inhibition. Thus,
these simulations indicate that the conclusions derived from the dopamine uncaging experiments hold qualitatively for dopamine transients with shorter duration though there could
be some quantitative differences.
Briefly, these results highlight some interesting aspects of dopamine signal transduction. cAMP level in both D1 and D2 MSNs could respond to physiologically relevant short
dopamine transients. A dopamine peak with relatively shorter duration results in cAMP
production which could lead to strong PKA activation in D1 MSNs. However, the cAMP
level produced by these short duration dopamine elevations may not be sufficient enough
to activate low affinity cAMP effectors. Brief dopamine transients could produce a robust
reduction in cAMP level in D2 MSNs which could translate into strong PKA responses.
However, due to the effect of DARPP-32 this strong effect at the PKA level does not penetrate downstream at the level of PKA/PP1 substrate (AKAR in this case). However, this
could be quite different for a PKA substrate dephosphorylated by phosphatases other than

Figure 5.9: Simulation outputs of the D1 and D2 model with varying dopamine peak amplitudes and durations at the level of cAMP, PKA and AKAR. The responses in D1 MSN
model are normalized by the steady state response produced by saturating D1 receptor
activation and the responses in D2 MSN model are normalized by the steady state response
produced by saturating A2a receptor activation.
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PP1. Unlike AKAR, such a substrate could be responsive towards dopamine transient due
to the absence of any DARPP-32-dependent regulation. These results reinforce the possibility highlighted in chapter 3 that the effects of an external signal (dopamine peak in this
case) is effector-specific; different effectors in the same signaling pathway could respond
differently to an input.

5.3.5

Simulated D1 and D2 responses to brief dopamine dips

The updated D1 and D2 models were further used to test how the different stages of
cAMP/PKA signaling in these models are affected by varying levels of basal dopamine
and whether they could react to transient dip in dopamine concentration. Dopamine dips
are often observed when there is omission of an expected reward. Results in chapter 3
indicated that PKA signaling in D2 neurons could respond to dopamine dips but those
results assumed that the efficacy of dopamine on D2 is relatively higher than what has been
observed in the aforementioned in situ experiments. Thus, the simulations in the current
section could confirm whether the D2 model updated with quantitative in situ data still
retains such dip sensing ability at physiologically possible level of basal dopamine. To this
end, the models were simulated along with a dopamine dip (inverted rectangular pulse)
at varying level of basal dopamine. The dip duration was also varied between 0 and 10s,
within this dip duration the dopamine level drops to 0. In this scheme, the effect of basal
dopamine is denoted with 0s dip duration which means no dip at all.
A basal level of dopamine in the lower micormolar range results in an increased level
of dopamine-dependent cAMP in the D1 model (Figure 5.10). The increased basal cAMP
leads to higher levels of basal PKA. This basal PKA is high if the basal dopamine level
is in higher submicromolar range or beyond (Figure 5.10). If the starting level of PKA is
high then a dopamine dip, in principle, could reduce the PKA level in D1 . Indeed, there
appears to be an effect of dopamine dips on the level of PKA in the high basal-dopamine
condition of the D1 model. However, the reduction in the PKA level due to a dopamine
dip appears to be marginal. Moreover, duration of a dip needs to be quite long for the
dip to have any effect in the D1 model (Figure 5.10). Thus, the cAMP/PKA signaling
in D1 system could react to a dopamine dip with long duration when there exists basal
dopamine in higher submicromolar range. However, whether a long-duration dopamine
dip and such high level of basal dopamine have any physiological relevance is not clear.
The measurements on dopamine signals show that dips have quite short durations (0.5-
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Figure 5.10: Simulation outputs of the D1 and D2 model with varying dopamine basal levels
and dip durations at the level of cAMP, PKA and AKAR. The responses in D1 MSN model
are normalized by the steady state response produced by saturating D1 receptor activation
and the responses in D2 MSN model are normalized by the steady state response produced
by saturating A2a receptor activation.
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1.5s) [Hart et al. (2014); Schultz (1998)]. With respect of basal dopamine, high basal
level in higher submicromolar and lower micromolar level is often observed in pathological
states [Heien et al. (2005)]. Thus, under physiological conditions, there may not exist any
dopamine dip detection function for the cAMP/PKA in D1 system. One of the main reasons
for the inability of D1 system to respond to short-duration dips is the slower inactivation
rate of Golf and PKA.
The behavior of the D2 model is quite different from the D1 model. Basal dopamine
at lower submicromolar level affects the A2 a-dependent cAMP level. cAMP production is
strongly inhibited by basal dopamine starting from 0.3 µM (Figure 5.10). The effect of basal
dopamine in the submicromolar range appears to be quite strong at the level of PKA as well
(Figure 5.10). Existing measurements suggest that basal dopamine in striatum could indeed
be in lower submicromolar range [Chen and Budygin (2007)]. This highlights the possibility
that basal dopamine could exert its effect on cAMP level in D2 MSNs in physiology, unlike
D1 MSNs. In a scenario where basal dopamine exerts strong inhibition of cAMP production,
the D2 signaling system could respond to dips in basal dopamine. A dopamine dip in this
case transiently relieves the D2 -dependent inhibition on cAMP production. This results
in an increase in cAMP level due to background A2 a activity. Unlike D1 , the D2 model
shows a robust response to physiologically observed short (0.5-1s) dopamine dips (Figure
5.10). This is due to the high deactivation rate of D2 -associated Gi/o . Gi/o is known to
be acted upon by GAP proteins, like RGS, which increase its GTPase rate [Doupnik et al.
(1997); Kovoor et al. (2005)]. However, the concentration of basal dopamine appears to
be quite variable, ranging from nanomolar to submicromolar [Chen and Budygin (2007);
Kulagina et al. (2001)]. Such variance in basal dopamine could have drastic effect on the
operational mode of the D2 signaling system. E.g. a small change in the level of basal
dopamine from 0.3 µM to 0.1 µM could completely remove the basal inhibition on cAMP
in D2 model (Figure 5.10). In such a condition, D2 MSNs may not detect a dip because
there is not basal inhibition to start with. Rather it will respond to a dopamine peak in
this case. Thus, the D2 signaling system could act as either dopamine "peak detector" or
"dip detector" depending on the background dopamine level and a small change in the basal
dopamine could push the system from one operational regime to the other. Therefore, the
"dip detector" view of D2 MSNs discussed in chapter 3 is just a special case representing
the high basal dopamine condition.
Taken together, the modeling and simulations performed in this chapter, taking into ac-
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count the cAMP/PKA measurements obtained from functional MSNs, suggest that dopaminedependent cAMP/PKA signaling, specially in D2 MSNs, is much more nuanced than previously thought. Whether an extracellular transient dopamine signal, either peak or dip,
translates into an intracellular response critically depends on the context in which the neuron in placed, like the level of basal dopamine. Even if there is signal transduction, the
response of different effectors in the same signaling pathway could diverge substantially, e.g.
cAMP vs PKA/PP1 substrate. This highlights a flexible system which is well placed at a
branching point from where different possible responses are reachable by regulating relevant
parameters.
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Table 5.1: List of all reversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
(kf )/(kr )

(kf )/(kr )

(D1+MSN)

(D2+MSN)

D1R + DA *
) D1RDA

0.0005/10

NA

Golf + D1RDA *
) D1RDAGolf

0.000042857/0.3

NA

D1R + Golf *
) D1RGolf

0.000042857/0.3

NA

D1RGolf + DA *
) D1RDAGolf

0.0005/10

NA

A2AR + Adn *
) A2ARAdn

NA

0.002/1

Golf + A2ARAdn *
) A2ARAdnGolf

NA

0.000042857/0.3

A2AR + Golf *
) A2ARGolf

NA

0.000042857/0.3

A2ARGolf + Adn *
) A2ARAdnGolf

NA

0.002/1

DA + D2R *
) D2RDA

NA

0.0066667/100

D2RDA + Gi *
) D2RDAGi

NA

0.006/0.3

D2R + Gi *
) D2RGi

NA

0.0006/0.3

DA + D2RGi *
) D2RDAGi

NA

0.0066667/10

AC5 + ATP *
) AC5*ATP

0.0000625/1

0.0000625/1

AC5 + GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTP

0.1/1

0.1/1

AC5GaolfGTP + ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.0013/1

0.0013/1

GaolfGTP + AC5*ATP *
) AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

0.1/1

0.1/1

AC5 + GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP

NA

1/10

ATP + AC5GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP*ATP

NA

0.00005375/1

AC5*ATP + GaiGTP *
) AC5GaiGTP*ATP

NA

1/10

GaiGTP + AC5GaolfGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

NA

0.07/10

GaolfGTP + AC5GaiGTP *
) AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP

NA

0.007/1

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP + GaiGTP *
)

NA

0.07/10

Reactions

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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GaolfGTP + AC5GaiGTP*ATP *
)

NA

0.007/1

NA

0.000125/1

cAMP + PDE10 *
) PDE10*cAMP

0.005/1

0.005/1

cAMP + PKA *
) PKAcAMP2

0.026/350

0.026/350

cAMP + PKAcAMP2 *
) PKAcAMP4

0.034/100

0.034/100

PKAc + PKAreg *
) PKAcAMP4

0.03/50

0.03/50

CaM + Ca *
) CaMCa2

0.006/20

0.006/20

CaMCa2 + Ca *
) CaMCa4

0.1/1000

0.1/1000

PP2B + CaM *
) PP2BCaM

0.1/3000

0.1/3000

CaMCa2 + PP2B *
) PP2BCaMCa2

0.1/0.03

0.1/0.03

CaMCa4 + PP2B *
) PP2Bc

0.1/0.001

0.1/0.001

Ca + PP2BCaM *
) PP2BCaMCa2

0.006/0.0002

0.006/0.0002

Ca + PP2BCaMCa2 *
) PP2Bc

0.1/33.333

0.1/33.333

PKAc + DARPP32 *
) PKAc*D32

0.002/20

0.002/20

PKAc + B56PP2A *
) PKAc*B56PP2A

0.01/3

0.01/3

D32p34 + PP1 *
) PP1D32p34

1/1.2

1/1.2

CDK5 + DARPP32 *
) CDK5*D32

0.0003/10

0.0003/10

D32p75 + PKAc *
) PKAcD32p75

0.002/10

0.002/10

B72PP2A + Ca *
) B72PPA2Ca

0.01/10

0.01/10

B56PP2Ap + D32p75 *
) B56PP2Ap*D32p75

0.015/100

0.015/100

B72PP2A + D32p75 *
) B72PP2A*D32p75

0.008/100

0.008/100

D32p75 + B72PPA2Ca *
) B72PP2ACa*D32p75

0.015/100

0.015/100

D32p75 + B56PP2A *
) B56PP2A*D32p75

0.008/100

0.008/100

D32p34 + PP2Bc *
) PP2Bc*D32p34

0.8/1

0.8/1

EPAC + cAMP *
) EPAC*cAMP

0.000022/0.1

0.000022/0.1

AKAR3 + PKAc *
) PKAc*AKAR3

0.004/1

0.004/1

PP1 + AKAR3p *
) PP1*AKAR3p

0.0005/3

0.0005/3

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
ATP + AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP *
)
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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Table 5.2: List of all irreversible reactions and respective reaction rate parameters in the
model.
Reactions

kcat (D1+MSN)

kcat (D2+MSN)

D1RDAGolf → Gbgolf + D1RDA + GaolfGTP

8

NA

A2ARAdnGolf → Gbgolf + A2ARAdn + GaolfGTP

NA

8

D2RDAGi → GaiGTP + D2RDA + Gbgi

NA

10

GaolfGTP → GaolfGDP

0.1

0.1

GaolfGDP + Gbgolf → Golf

100

100

GaiGTP → GaiGDP

NA

1

Gbgi + GaiGDP → Gi

NA

100

AC5*ATP → cAMP + AC5

0.25

0.25

cAMP + AC5 → AC5*ATP

0.00052083

0.00052083

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP

25

25

cAMP + AC5GaolfGTP → AC5GaolfGTP*ATP

1.0833

1.0833

AC5GaolfGTP → AC5 + GaolfGDP

0.1

0.1

AC5GaolfGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaolfGDP

0.1

0.1

AC5GaiGTP*ATP → AC5GaiGTP + cAMP

NA

0.075

cAMP + AC5GaiGTP → AC5GaiGTP*ATP

NA

0.00325

AC5GaiGTP → AC5 + GaiGDP

NA

1

AC5GaiGTP*ATP → AC5*ATP + GaiGDP

NA

1

AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaiGTP +

NA

0.1

NA

0.1

NA

1

NA

1

NA

1.5

NA

0.00625

GaolfGDP
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP → AC5GaiGTP*ATP
+ GaolfGDP
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP → AC5GaolfGTP +
GaiGDP
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP →
AC5GaolfGTP*ATP + GaiGDP
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP →
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP + cAMP
cAMP + AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP →
AC5GaolfGTPGaiGTP*ATP
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PDE10*cAMP → PDE10 + AMP

5

5

PKAc*D32 → D32p34 + PKAc

5

5

PKAc*B56PP2A → B56PP2Ap + PKAc

0.5

0.5

CDK5*D32 → CDK5 + D32p75

10

10

B56PP2Ap*D32p75 → B56PP2Ap + DARPP32

8

8

B72PP2A*D32p75 → B72PP2A + DARPP32

1.5

1.5

B72PP2ACa*D32p75 → B72PPA2Ca + DARPP32

8

8

B56PP2A*D32p75 → B56PP2A + DARPP32

1.5

1.5

PP2Bc*D32p34 → DARPP32 + PP2Bc

1

1

B56PP2Ap → B56PP2A

0.008

0.008

PKAc*AKAR3 → PKAc + AKAR3p

4

4

PP1*AKAR3p → PP1 + AKAR3

1.5

1.5

Table 5.3: Initial amounts for conserved moieties in the model.
Species

Initial Amounts (nM)

Initial Amounts (nM)

(D1+MSN)

(D2+MSN)

DARPP32

50000

50000

CaM

9000

9000

CaMKII

20000

50000

PP1

2000

2000

PP2B

3500

1250

B72PP2A

1800

1000

PKA

1000

1000

PDE10

1300

1300

CDK5

1500

1500

AC5

1000

1000

Ca

60 (Constant)

60 (Constant)

B56PP2A

1400

1500

ATP

5000000

5000000

D1R

1000

NA
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Golf

1500

1000

A2AR

NA

1000

D2R

NA

2500

Gi/o

NA

3000

Chapter 6

Efficient M4-mediated inhibition of
cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs

6.1

Introduction

While the measurements in chapter 5 focused on the efficacy of transient dopamine on
receptor-induced cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs, the overall downstream response may dependent on other factors too. One such potentially relevant factor in the context of reward
learning is the influence of acetylcholine, as highlighted in chapter 2. Briefly, simulations
in chapter 2 presented the possibility that cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs is under strong
basal inhibition by acetylcholine produced by tonic activity (~5Hz [Aosaki et al. (2010)])
of striatal cholinergic interneurons via muscarinic receptors. Thus, a transient dopamine
elevation could not activate cAMP/PKA signaling downstream to D1 receptors, unless the
dopamine peak is accompanied by an acetylcholine dip. Such acetylcholine dips often accompany reward-related dopamine peaks, and are believed to encode functionally important
information [Morris et al. (2004); Goldberg and Reynolds (2011)].
However, the muscarinic receptor-mediated tonic suppression of cAMP proposed in chapter 2 requires that (1) the activity of muscarinic receptors is powerful enough to strongly inhibit cAMP signaling in MSNs and (2) the efficacy of acetylcholine on these receptors should
be good enough such that the receptors could be sufficiently activated by a moderate level
of acetylcholine produced by the cholinergic tone. These conditions were assumed in the
modeling done in chapter 2, based on inferences made from behavioral data in conjunction
with biochemical data measured on striatal membrane fractions [Jeon et al. (2010)]. The
129
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assumptions were even supported, to some extent, by existing quantitative details about the
effect of muscarinic receptor on cAMP estimated using in vitro biochemical preparations
[Olianas et al. (1996); Olianas and Onali (1999)]. However, as mentioned in chapter 5, these
details could significantly differ when receptors are in their native context, like in an intact
neuron, compared to when the receptor is present in a reduced system, such as in vitro
membrane preparation. Furthermore, the strength of a receptor-induced signaling depends
on cell or neuron-type [Castro et al. (2013); Nikolaev et al. (2004)]. In order to establish
the validity of signal integration scenario proposed in chapter 2, it is important to know
whether the aforementioned requirements regarding the efficacy of muscarinic effect exist
in intact striatal neurons. This has been characterized in this chapter using FRET-based
cAMP biosensor, Epac-SH150 , imaging on brain slices.
Epac-SH150 imaging of MSNs show that muscarinic receptor activation completely inhibits cAMP signaling in MSNs, specifically D1 MSNs. This inhibition is fully mediated by
muscarinic M4 -type receptor whereas M1 -type receptors had no effect. The M4 -dependent
inhibitory effect is also strongly coupled to D1 -dependent cAMP signaling. Thus, the downstream response triggered by transient dopamine is markedly reduced in the presence of
background M4 receptor activation. The maximal M4 effect could be achieved by even
moderate level of acetylcholine. Taken together, these data support the possibility of muscarinic receptor-mediated tonic suppression of cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs under basal
condition, as put forth in chapter 2.

6.2

Materials and methods

All experiments discussed in this chapter were performed in the lab of Prof. Pierre Vincent
at UPMC Paris, France.

6.2.1

Animals

C57Bl/6J mice were used in the experiments and they were obtained from Janvier (Le
Genest Saint Isle, France). Animals were housed at the local animal facility in a 12 hours
light-dark cycle and controlled temperature (22°C) and humidity conditions. Food and
water were available ad libitum and the animals were treated according to the regulations
of UPMC University animal care committee and the French Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry guidelines for handling animals.
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Brain slice preparation

Coronal slices were prepared from mice brain extracted by decapitation. The whole procedure was performed in slicing solution saturated with 5% CO2 and 95% O2 . The slicing
solution is composed of: 125 mM NaCl, 0.4 mM CaCl2 , 1 mM MgCl2 , 1.25 mM NaH2 PO4
, 26 mM NaHCO3 , 5 mM sodium pyruvate, 20 mM D-(+)-Glucose and 1mM kynurenic
acid. Brain was quickly removed into ice-cold (~4°C) solution followed by preparation of
slices with 300 µm using vibrating blade microtome (VT1200S, Leica) in ice-cold solution.
Prepared slices were kept in the same solution at room temperature for around 30 minutes. Afterwards, they were transferred onto Millicell-CM membrane (Millipore) placed in
culture medium (50% MEM media, 50% HBSS, 6.5 g/l glucose, penicillin-streptomycin;
Invitrogen). The slices were incubated overnight with pseudovirions at 35°C and 5% CO2
environment to express Epac-SH150 biosensor. The pseudovirion was generated using Sindbis expression system (Invitrogen) and it encloses recombinant RNA containing Epac-SH150
sequence [Polito et al. (2013); Ehrengruber et al. (1999)].

6.2.3

Brain slice imaging

Live imaging was performed on brain slices which expressed Epac-SH150 . The slices were
kept at room temperature in recording solution saturated with 5% CO2 and 95% O2 for
around 30 minutes before imaging. Composition of the recording solution is following:
125 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2 , 1 mM MgCl2 , 1.25 mM NaH2 PO4 , 26 mM NaHCO3 , 5 mM
sodium pyruvate, 20 mM D-(+)-Glucose. The slice to be imaged is transferred into a
temperature controlled (32°C) recording chamber mounted on the microscope being used.
Imaging is done in presence of recording solution saturated with 5% CO2 and 95% O2 ,
continuously perfused (~2mL/min) using a peristaltic pump. The same perfusion system
is used to apply drugs onto the recorded slice. All imaging experiments were done in the
presence of tetrodotoxin (TTX; 200 nM), CGP 55845A (100 nM; GABA-B antagonist),
AM-251(100 nM; CB1 antagonist) and naloxone (500 nM; opioid receptor antagonist) to
reduce interference of endogenous ligands.
Two-photon imaging was performed using a custom-built two-photon laser scanning
setup based on Olympus BX51WI upright microscope with a 40X water immersion objective. Donor and acceptor channels emission were obtained for donor excitation using a
Ti:sapphire laser (MaiTai HP, Spectra-Physics) tuned at 850 nm wavelength. x-y and vertical scanning were done using galvanometer mirror (6210, Cambridge Technology) and piezo
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objective scanner (P-721 PIFOC, Physik Instrumente GmbH), respectively. A filter cube
containing a dichroic mirror (FF506-Di02-25x36, Semrock) and two emission filters (FF01479/40 and FF01-542/50, Semrock) was used to separate the donor and acceptor emission
wavelengths which were then simultaneously detected using two orthogonally-placed photomultipliers (H9305, Hamamatsu). The image acquisition process was controlled using
MPscope software [Nguyen et al. (2006)] and a whole image stack (vertical interval of either
0.5 or 1 µm) was acquired for every timepoint.
Wide field imaging was performed using an Olympus BX50WI or BX51WI upright
microscope with a 40X water immersion objective. The excitation light path was set using a dichroic mirror (455dcxt, Chroma Technology) and it contained an excitation filter
(D436/20, Chroma Technology). The donor excitation was provided by an LED source (420
nm diode, Mightex) mounted on the epifluorescence port of the microscope. Two images
were acquired for every data point by alternating filter for donor (HQ480/40, Chroma Technology) and acceptor (D535/40, Chroma Technology) emission with a filter wheel (Sutter
Instruments). Images were acquired using an ORCA-AG camera (Hamamatsu). Image
acquisition was controlled using iVision software (Biovision). In dopamine uncaging experiments, an ultraviolet (UV) LED source (360 nm diode, Mightex) mounted on the epifluorescence port was used for uncaging. UV illumination was done for 1s duration with a
power of 7.5 mW, as measured at the exit of the objective.

6.2.4

Data analysis

Data analysis was done with custom routines written in IGOR Pro (Wavemetric). FRET
changes were quantified using ratio of images from donor and acceptor channels at a given
point. The ratio was calculated at each pixel and no corrections for bleed-through or crossexcitation were applied. However, corrections for non-uniform illumination, movement and
channel misregistration were done prior to ratio calculation. Ratio value for a region-ofinterest (ROI) was calculated by averaging all the individual pixels included in that ROI.
In the case of two-photon microscopy, ratio values were averaged for 1-2 images above and
below the ROI-containing image in the stack. Cells which had clear neuronal morphology,
smooth surface contour and responded to either D1 or A2 a were identified as MSNs for
analysis.
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Chemical compounds

Acetylcholine hydrochloride, Neostigmine bromide and the compounds for slicing/recording
solutions were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Quentin-Fallavier, Isere, France). All
the other drugs except TTX were obtained from Tocris Cookson (Bristol, UK). TTX was
purchased from Latoxan (Valence, France).

6.3
6.3.1

Results
Muscarinic receptor activation selectively and strongly inhibits
cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs

Both D1 and D2 MSNs are known to express muscarinic acetylcholine receptors [Hersch
et al. (1994); Yan et al. (2001)]. In order to see whether muscarinic receptor activation
affects cAMP in these MSN types, striatal slices expressing Epac-SH150 biosensor were live
imaged with a two-photon microscope. The experimental protocol was designed to resolve
the effect of muscarinic receptor activation in both types of MSNs (Figure 6.1).
Bath application of D1 receptor agonist, SKF-81297 (SKF, 100 nM), increased EpacSH150 signal indicating an elevated intracellular cAMP level in part of the MSN population,
D1 MSNs. A robust inhibitory effect of muscarinic receptor activation on cAMP level was
observed when a generic muscarinic agonist, oxotremorine sesquifumarate (Oxo, 1 µM) was
applied on an elevated cAMP background produced by low dose of adenylyl cyclase activator, forskolin (FSK, 0.5 µM). The inhibitory effect of muscarinic receptor activation was
observed in D1 MSNs. Neurons which did not respond to oxotremorine showed reduction in
forskolin-dependent cAMP level upon application of D2 receptor agonist, quinpirole (1 µM)
(Figure 6.1). These neurons which respond to quinpirole were classified as D2 MSNs. Responses to D1 and D2 receptor agonists has been showed to be strictly segregated in dorsal
striatum [Yapo et al. (2017)]. All experiments in this study were performed in the presence
of TTX, which inhibits spontaneous activity of cholinergic interneurons, to eliminate the
interference of endogenous acetylcholine.
Out of more than 200 neurons, all the D1 MSNs showed muscarinic effect on cAMP
whereas none of the D2 MSNs showed any significant effect to muscarinic receptor activation.
This result indicates that, in dorsal striatum, cholinergic effect on the cAMP signaling in
MSNs is inhibitory and is restricted to D1 type neurons MSNs.
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Figure 6.1: Muscarinic receptor activation selectively inhibits cAMP production in D1
MSNs. (A) Traces showing donor/acceptor ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual
cell bodies in a representative experiment done with two photon imaging. Traces were
grouped according to their response patterns. The black trace is the average of all the
individual traces in a given group. Cells corresponding to green traces are D1 MSNs as
they respond to bath application of D1 -agonist, SKF-81297 (SKF, 100 nM). Low dose of
forskolin (FSK, 500 nM) increases the emission ratio in both groups. Bath application of
nonspecific muscarinic agonist, oxotremorine (Oxo, 1 µM) reduced the emission ratio only
in D1 MSNs. On the other hand, neurons only in the second group responded to D2 -agonist,
quinpirole (Quinpirole, 1 µM). These were classified as D2 MSNs. High concentration of
forskolin (FSK, 13 µM) was applied to maximally activate adenylyl cyclase in presence of
nonspecific phosphodiesterase inhibition by IBMX (IBMX, 200 µM) to see maximal ratio
change.
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Figure 6.2: Oxotremorine inhibits cAMP signaling with high efficacy. (A) Traces showing
donor/acceptor ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual cell bodies in a representative
experiment done using wide field imaging. Steady state of cAMP is produced by low dose of
forskolin (FSK) on top of which oxotremorine (Oxo), atropine and quinpirole are applied. D1
MSNs (green traces) respond to D1 -agonist, SKF-81297 (SKF, 100 nM) whereas D2 MSNs
(blue traces) respond to quinpirole. (B) Oxotremorine-induced reduction in Epac-SH150
response (y-axis) in D1 MSNs as a function of oxotremorine concentration. Epac-SH150
response is normalized between low dose forskolin steady state level (denoted as 0.0) before
oxotremorine application and initial baseline level (denoted as -1.0) before low dose forskolin
application. Error-bars represent standard deviation and the text marker shows number of
experiments done. Red cross represents the mean response of individual experiments.

In order to measure the efficacy of muscarinic receptor to reduce steady state cAMP
level, varying concentrations of oxotremorine (Oxo) were applied on top of the steady state
cAMP level (Figure 6.2A). First, the cAMP level is increased by the application of forskolin
(FSK, 250 nM) and then oxotremorine (Oxo), at a given concentration, was applied. The
effect of oxotremorine is quickly reversed by the application of general muscarinic antagonist,
atropine (2 µM). Subsequent application of quinpirole (1 µM) followed by SKF-81297 (SKF,
0.1 µM) was used to differentiate between MSN types. Since forskolin affects cAMP in both
D1 and D2 MSNs, quinpirole application also serves as an indicator of the extent of optical
contamination in the signal recorded from D1 MSNs due to any out-of-focus or nearby D2
MSNs and vice versa [Yapo et al. (2017)].
Consistent with above two-photon imaging results, measurements using widefield imag-
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ing showed an oxotremorine-dependent cAMP reduction only in D1 MSNs. There was no
observable effect in D2 MSNs. Epac-SH150 measurements show that the effect of muscarinic
receptors is quite powerful, as the forskolin induced cAMP level is reduced by up to 87%
± 6% upon oxotremorine application (Figure 6.2B). This oxotremorine-induced reduction
of cAMP in intact neurons is much stronger than the previously reported effect in striatal membrane preparations [Olianas and Onali (1999)]. Oxotremorine had an EC50 of
around 53 nM ± 12 nM for cAMP reduction (Figure 6.2B). This is much lower than other
oxotremorine-dependent effects observed in dorsal striatum, such as regulation of presynpatic release and channel modulations [Mamaligas and Ford (2016); Threlfell et al. (2010)].
Thus, current results indicate that muscarinic receptors could exert strong inhibition on the
cAMP signaling of D1 MSNs.

6.3.2

Muscarinic inhibition of cAMP is mediated by M4 receptors

D1 MSN expresses both M1 and M4 type muscarinic receptors, and they affect cAMP signaling in different ways [Bernard et al. (1992); Sánchez-Lemus and Arias-Montaño (2006)].
In order to ascertain the contribution of these receptor-types in the oxotremorine-induced
cAMP inhibition, the previously described protocol with oxotremorine (500 nM) and forskolin
(fsk, 250 nM) was repeated in presence of either M4 -selective antagonist, tropicamide (1
µM), or M1 -selective antagonist, VU0255035 (500 nM) (Figure 6.3A, B). Oxotremorineinduced cAMP inhibition was completely abolished in presence of tropicamide (oxo: 91% ±
8% reduction vs oxo + tropicamide: 2% ± 3%; p-value < 0.0001 from unpaired t test) (Figure 6.3C). On the other hand, incubation with VU0255035 had no significant effect on the
oxotremorine-induced cAMP inhibition (oxo: 91% ± 8% reduction vs oxo + VU0255035:
85% ± 9%; p-value = 0.29 from unpaired t test) (Figure 6.3C). Thus, the oxotremorineinduced inhibition of steady state cAMP observed here is completely mediated by M4 receptors. This is consistent with observations from striatal membrane preparations [Sánchez
et al. (2009)] but the effect of M4 is much stronger in current measurements from intact
MSNs.

6.3.3

M4 receptors have strong functional coupling to D1 -dependent
cAMP signaling

M4 has been observed to inhibit D1 -dependent cAMP signaling on striatal membranes
[Olianas et al. (1996)]. Golf , which mediates D1 -receptor signaling, is shown to precouple
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Figure 6.3: Muscarinic inhibition of cAMP levels is mediated by M4 receptors. (A) Traces
showing donor/acceptor ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual D1 MSN cell bodies in
a representative experiment done using wide field imaging. Oxotremorine (Oxo) is applied
in presence of M4 -selective antagonist, tropicamide. (B) Traces showing donor/acceptor
ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual D1 MSN cell bodies in a representative experiment done using wide field imaging. Oxotremorine (Oxo) is applied in presence of
M1 -selective antagonist, VU0255035. (C) Comparison of oxotremorine-induced reduction
in Epac-SH150 signal (y-axis) with oxotremorine alone and in presence of tropicamide and
VU0255035. Epac-SH150 response is normalized between low dose forskolin steady state
level (denoted as 0.0) before oxotremorine application and initial baseline level (denoted
as -1.0) before forskolin application. Error-bars represent standard deviation and the text
marker shows number of experiments done. Red cross represents the mean response of
individual experiments.
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with AC5 within the signaling context [Xie et al. (2015)], and this could influence the
strength of M4 -dependent cAMP inhibition. Thus, the extent to which M4 receptor could
exert its inhibitory effect on D1 -dependent cAMP signaling is measured here.
In order to measure the effect of M4 activation on D1 -dependent signaling, cAMP was
elevated by applying low dose of SKF-81297 (SKF, 50 nM). This dose was chosen to produce near-maximum D1 -dependent cAMP level without agonist-induced D1 desensitization.
Oxotremorine (Oxo) was applied on top of the steady state Epac-SH150 signal produced by
SKF-81297 (Figure 6.4A). Oxotremorine was able to fully reverse the SKF-81297-dependent
Epac-SH150 signal to the baseline level indicating that inhibitory signaling by muscarinic receptor is sufficiently strong to overpower D1 -dependent cAMP production (Figure 6.4A,B).
Oxotremorine reduced D1 -dependent steady state cAMP with an EC50 of 53 nM ± 14 nM
(Figure 6.4B), which is quite similar to the value obtained in the above forskolin experiments. This indicates that M4 has a strong functional coupling to D1 -dependent cAMP
signaling.
D1 receptors are activated by transient dopamine inputs resulting in transient cAMP
signaling [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. It has been hypothesized by computational modeling that background muscarinic receptor activity could blunt this transient cAMP [Nair
et al. (2015)]. Thus, the effect of muscarinic receptor activation on dopamine-dependent
transient cAMP has been tested here. Transient dopamine elevation was achieved using
uncaging of caged-dopamine compound (NPEC-DA: (N)-1-(2-Nitrophenyl)ethylcarboxy3,4-dihydroxyphenethylamine) with high power UV illumination. This results in an instantaneous photorelease of dopamine to a given concentration in the focal volume followed
by an exponential decay dictated by diffusion rate of dopamine out of the brain slice [Yapo
et al. (2017)]. First, dopamine (NPEC-DA, 1 µM) uncaging ("test uncaging") is done in
the presence of oxotremorine (Oxo) creating a background muscarinic receptor activity. After the Epac-SH150 signal from the first uncaging recovers to baseline, a second round of
dopamine uncaging ("control uncaging") was done in the presence of atropine (2 µM) to
measure the signal sans muscarinic activity (Figure 6.4C). This was followed by the application of A2 a agonist, CGS-21680 (CGS, 1 µM), and and D1 agonist, SKF-81297 (SKF,
100 nM), to differentiate between D1 and D2 MSN sub-types. CGS-21680 increases cAMP
exclusively in D2 MSNs [Yapo et al. (2017)]. Since dopamine affects cAMP in both D1
and D2 MSNs, CGS-21680 application also serves as an indicator of the extent of optical
contamination in the signal recorded from D1 MSNs due to any out-of-focus or nearby D2
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Figure 6.4: M4 receptor inhibits D1 -dependent cAMP signaling with high efficacy. (A)
Traces showing donor/acceptor ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual D1 MSN cell
bodies in a representative experiment done using wide field imaging. Steady state of cAMP
is produced by low dose of SKF-81297 (SKF, 50 nM) on top of which oxotremorine (Oxo)
was applied. (B) Oxotremorine-induced reduction in Epac-SH150 response (y-axis) in D1
MSNs as a function of oxotremorine concentration. Epac-SH150 response is normalized between low dose SKF steady state level (denoted as 0.0) before oxotremorine application and
initial baseline level (denoted as -1.0) before low dose SKF application. Error-bars represent
standard deviation and the text marker shows number of experiments done. Red cross represents the mean response of individual experiments. (C) Traces showing donor/acceptor
ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual D1 MSN cell bodies in a representative experiment done using wide field imaging. Dopamine is released from NPEC-DA (1 µM) by UV
uncaging which results in a transient positive response in the D1 MSNs. The first dopamine
uncaging is done in presence of oxotremorine (Oxo) whereas the second uncaging is done
in presence of atropine (2 µM). (D) Transient dopamine-dependent Epac-SH150 response
(y-axis) in D1 MSNs as a function of oxotremorine concentration. Epac-SH150 response is
normalized between baseline signal (denoted as 0.0) and amplitude of uncaging response
in presence of atropine (denoted as 1.0). Error-bars represent standard deviation and the
text marker shows number of experiments done. Red cross represents the mean response of
individual experiments.
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MSNs [Yapo et al. (2017)].
The measurements show that the Epac-SH150 signal amplitude for "test uncaging" is
significantly lower than "control uncaging". Figure 6.4D shows the Epac-SH150 amplitude
measured in "test uncaging" (with oxotremorine), represented as fraction of the amplitude
in "control uncaging" (with atropine), for varying concentrations of oxotremorine. Strong
muscarinic receptor stimulation could reduce the response amplitude upto around 60% ±
7% (Figure 6.4D) indicating that muscarinic receptor activation could, indeed, blunt the
cAMP response produced by transient dopamine. The efficacy of muscarinic receptor to
affect transient dopamine-dependent cAMP signal (oxotremorine EC50 = 65 nM ± 32 nM)
is quite similar to its efficacy on the steady state cAMP level, measured above (Figure 6.4D).
However, there appears to be an important difference between the effect of oxotremorine
on steady state and transient cAMP signals. Unlike the M4 effect on steady state cAMP
level, Epac-SH150 response to dopamine uncaging was not completely abolished even at high
concentrations of oxotremorine (Figure 6.4D).

6.3.4

High efficacy of acetylcholine for cAMP inhibition

Above experiments with oxotremorine show that the M4 receptor could exert strong inhibition on cAMP signaling. If the endogenous ligand, acetylcholine, could activate M4
receptors with high potency then the tonic firing of TANs may result in M4 -dependent
suppression of cAMP under basal condition. Thus, the question which has been asked in
this section is to what extent acetylcholine, at moderate concentration, could affect cAMP
levels both in steady state and transient condition.
In order to test the effect of acetylcholine on steady state cAMP levels, the experimental
protocol with forskolin described in previous sections was used, except that acetylcholine
was used instead of oxotromorine (Figure 6.5A). First a steady state Epac-SH150 signal is
achieved by elevating cAMP level with low dose of forskolin (FSK, 250 nM). Acetylcholine
(ACh, 100 nM) was applied on this steady state forskolin response. Striatum contains
high concentration of acetylcholinesterase which efficiently degrade acetylcholine [Hoover
et al. (1978); Taylor and Radic (1994)]. Thus, in order to be sure about the final concentration of acetylcholine on the slice, acetylcholine was applied together with a reversible
acetylcholinesterase inhibitor, neostigmine (1 µM). 100 nM of acetylcholine, in presence of
neostigmine, strongly reduced the forskolin-induced cAMP level (Figure 6.5B). There is no
difference between the extent of cAMP reduction produced by acetylcholine and high con-
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Figure 6.5: Acetylcholine strongly affects both steady state and transient cAMP levels.
(A)Traces showing donor/acceptor ratio of Epac-SH150 biosensors for individual D1 MSN
cell bodies in a representative experiment done using wide field imaging. Steady state of
cAMP is produced by low dose of forskolin (FSK, 250 nM) on top of which acetylcholine
(ACh, 100 nM) was applied together with neostigmine (1 µM). (B) Reduction of forskolininduced Epac-SH150 signal by 100 nM of acetylcholine in presence of neostigmine from five
experiments. Epac-SH150 response is normalized between low dose forskolin steady state
level (denoted as 0.0) before acetylcholine application and initial baseline level (denoted as
-1.0) before low dose forskolin application. The trace represents mean response and errorbars represent standard deviation. (C) Traces showing donor/acceptor ratio of Epac-SH150
biosensors for individual D1 MSN cell bodies in a representative experiment done using
wide field imaging. Dopamine is released from NPEC-DA (1 µM) by UV uncaging which
results in a transient positive response in the D1 MSNs. The first dopamine uncaging is
done in presence of acetylcholine (ACh, 100 nM) and neostigmine (1 µM) whereas the second uncaging is done in presence of atropine (2 µM). (D) Transient Epac-SH150 response
produced by dopamine uncaging in presence of acetylcholine + neostigmine (black) and
atropine (grey; control) from five different experiments in each condition. Epac-SH150 response is normalized between baseline signal (denoted as 0.0) and amplitude of uncaging
response in presence of atropine (denoted as 1.0). The traces represents mean response and
error-bars represent standard deviation.
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centrations of oxotremorine (ACh + neostigmine: 95% ±5% reduction vs oxo 10 µM: 84%
± 13% reduction; p-value > 0.1 from unpaired t test).
The strength of acetylcholine on M4 -dependent suppression of transient dopaminedependent cAMP was tested using the dopamine uncaging protocol similar to the one mentioned in the previous section. Two consecutive dopamine uncagings were performed; the
first in the presence of acetylcholine (ACh, 100 nM) and neostigmine (1 µM) whereas the
second one in the presence of atropine (2 µM) (Figure 6.5C). The amplitude of Epac-SH150
signal produced by dopamine uncaging in presence of acetylcholine and neostigmine was
38% ± 6% of the uncaging signal amplitude in presence of atropine (Figure 6.5D). Similar
to the steady state cAMP scenario, the effect of 100 nM of acetylcholine was the same as
the maximal effect of muscarinic receptor stimulation at high concentration of oxotremorine
(amplitude of uncaging response: ACh + neostigmine: 38% ± 6% vs oxo 10 µM: 37% ±
9%; p-value > 0.8 from unpaired t test).
These results show that acetylcholine could strongly inhibit both steady state and transient cAMP signaling. 100 nM of acetylcholine, in presence of neostigmine, is strong enough
to produce maximal M4 -dependent cAMP response. On the other hand, this maximal inhibition is produced by oxotremorine at a concentration around 500 nM (Figure 6.2, 6.3),
indicating that acetylcholine is much more potent than oxotremorine with regard to striatal
cAMP inhibition. This could also mean that the EC50 value of acetylcholine for cAMP
inhibition in D1 MSNs may lie in the range of few tens of nanomolars. Taken together,
the measurements presented in this chapter support the two crucial assumptions regarding
the strength and EC50 of acetylcholine for cAMP inhibition, mentioned in the Introduction
section, to achieve basal inhibition of cAMP signaling due to tonic firing of TANs.

Chapter 7

Discussion

Striatal dopamine plays a central role in reward learning and affects various aspects of
striatal physiology including corticostriatal plasticity, mostly by regulating cAMP/PKA
signaling-dependent intracellular processes [Schultz (2015); Shen et al. (2008); Centonze
et al. (2001b); Reynolds et al. (2001)]. In this study, I investigated the effect of transient
dopamine signals on the cAMP/PKA signaling in MSNs. Computational modeling, in this
context, indicated that the effect of transient changes in dopamine may have differential
effects on the two MSN-types. Transient elevation (peak) in dopamine resulted in robust
PKA activation in D1 MSN (illustrated in chapter 2), whereas D2 MSN responded towards a
transient depression (dip) in dopamine level (illustrated in chapter 3). Dopamine peaks and
dips are often associated with an unexpected reward and omission of an expected reward,
respectively [Schultz (1998); Hart et al. (2014)]. Since PKA-dependent activation is involved
in the potentiation of corticostriatal synapses [Smith-Roe and Kelley (2000); Calabresi
et al. (2007)], these results highlight the possibility that unexpected rewards strengthen
direct-pathway responses whereas lack of an expected reward strengthens indirect-pathway
response. This is largely consistent with one of the existing hypotheses in the field on basal
ganglia-dependent mechanism of reward learning [Maia and Frank (2011)].
These results are in accordance with previously predicted effects of different dopaminergic activity on the D1 and D2 receptors in respective MSNs [Dreyer et al. (2010)]. The
notion that D1 and D2 receptors are mostly affected by dopaminergic bursts and pauses,
respectively, assumes that these two receptors are differently affected by the basal level
of dopamine. [Maia and Frank (2011)]. Specifically, high-affinity (Kd in few tens of nM)
D2 receptors are assumed to be active under basal conditions, whereas low-affinity (Kd in
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µM) D1 receptors are not [Richfield et al. (1986); Dreyer et al. (2010); Cumming (2011)].
However, such biochemical affinity estimates for GPCRs could have a strong dependence
on the experimental preparations [Skinbjerg et al. (2012)], and recently it was highlighted
that the efficacy of dopamine in living neurons could be significantly different from these
biochemical estimates [Marcott et al. (2014)]. Furthermore, the receptor affinity, which
could be significantly different from overall EC50 (or input-output efficacy) for downstream
signaling pathway, alone may not provide a clear picture regarding the state of downstream
signaling [Schoffelmeer et al. (1994)]. Thus, the efficacy of dopamine-dependent cAMP
and PKA signaling were characterized in live MSNs using FRET-based cAMP and PKA
biosensors (Epac-SH150 and AKAR3), as briefly presented in chapter 5. These measurements showed that indeed the efficacy of dopamine on D2 -dependent signaling in higher
than that of on D1 . The efficacy value for dopamine on D1 -dependent cAMP levels was
in higher-submicromolar to micromolar range. Except for hyperdopaminergic conditions,
this will mean that the D1 -dependent signaling has a low basal activity, and mainly responds to dopamine peaks. This is consistent with the commonly accepted basal state of
D1 -dependent signaling inferred from the estimates on receptor affinity. On the other hand,
the EC50 for dopamine on D2 -dependent cAMP level was in lower submicromolar range,
and it challenges the commonly accepted notion that dopamine could activate D2 -dependent
signaling even at low nanomolar levels.
Simulations in chapter 5 suggested that the behavior of D2 MSNs could be different
depending on the level of basal dopamine. Since the EC50 of D2 -dependent cAMP signaling is in the lower submicromolar range, basal dopamine in a few tens of nanomolar does
not produce any downstream signaling. In this configuration, D2 MSNs could respond to
dopamine peaks by inhibiting cAMP. On the other hand, if basal dopamine is high enough
to keep cAMP under tonic suppression then a dopamine peak may not have any further
effect because most of the cAMP is already under basal inhibition. In this case, D2 MSNs
could respond to a dopamine dip. Due to the lack of suitable data, simulations in chapter 3
was only able to capture the dip-detection mode of D2 MSNs, and model update in chapter
5 with measurement from live MSN presented a more complete picture. Thus, the overall
system could switch D2 MSNs from a peak-detection to a dip-detection mode by regulating
the level of basal dopamine. It is not inconceivable that D2 MSNs resides close to such
bifurcation boundary in physiology and even small changes in neuromodulation could have
significant impact on its response. This seems even more plausible considering the fact
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that the basal level of striatal dopamine could range from nanomolar to submicromolar
level [Kulagina et al. (2001); Chen and Budygin (2007); Atcherley et al. (2015)], precisely
within the detection-mode transition window. There is an additional requirement for the
transient dopamine-dependent cAMP response in D2 MSN. Since D2 is a Gi/o -coupled receptor, an underlying tonic activity of a Golf is crucial for it to produce any effect. For
example, if there is no underlying tonic Golf activity, then a dopamine dip will certainly
reduce the occupancy of D2 receptor but this reduction will not have any significant impact
on the downstream cAMP/PKA level, as illustrated in chapters 3. In chapters 3 and 5,
this underlying tonic Golf activity is represented with the basal activation of adenosine A2 a
receptors. A2 a receptors are involved in the potentiation of corticostriatal synapses in D2
MSNs [D’Alcantara et al. (2001); Shen et al. (2008)]. However, it is not clear how their basal
activity is controlled. There appears to be several players, such as network activity, that
are involved in regulating the level of striatal adenosine which could affect the A2 a activity [Pajski and Venton (2010); Cechova and Venton (2008); Sims and Dale (2014); Nguyen
et al. (2014)]. This could provide an additional variable to regulate the responsiveness
of D2 neurons. Moreover, the measurements in chapter 5 using Epac-SH150 and AKAR3
highlighted further complexities in the D2 -dependent response. While a dopamine peak
decreased cAMP levels in D2 MSNs, this effect was not propagated downstream. There
was no significant effect on PKA/PP1-dependent substrates, such as AKAR3. Simulations
highlighted a possible role of DARPP-32 in this. This could mean that dopamine peak
could regulate only those aspects of D2 MSN physiology which are directed affected by
Gi/o or cAMP, whereas the PKA/PP1-dependent processes are affected by a dopamine dip.
Looking at some examples of the direct Gi/o or cAMP-dependent (such as G-protein or
cAMP regulated channels) and PKA/PP1-dependent (such as AMPA and NMDA receptor
membrane localization) processes, a highly simplistic possibility could be that dopamine
peak and dip may be relevant for membrane properties and corticostriatal synaptic plasticity, respectively, in relation to D2 MSNs. Taken together, the dependence of D2 MSNs
response on the basal level of dopamine and adenosine, type of dopamine signal and the
effector-type highlighted an unanticipated diversity.
The striatal dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA activation could further functionally interact with other signaling pathways, such as glutamate-dependent and NMDAR-mediated
calcium signaling, which is considered to be important for corticostriatal synaptic plasticity [Centonze et al. (2001a); Smith-Roe and Kelley (2000)]. The corticostriatal synapses
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are, mostly, formed by the connection of presynaptic cortical glutamatergic afferent onto
the postsynaptic dendritic spines of MSNs. It has been observed that an appropriately
paired pre- and postsynaptic stimuli result in a robust calcium elevation in the dendritic
spines of D1 MSNs, and in presence of dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling this also
leads to an increase in the dendritc spine volume and long term potentiation of corticostriatal synaptic strength in a CaMKII and DARPP-32-dependent manner [Shen et al. (2008);
Yagishita et al. (2014); Wieland et al. (2015)]. On the other hand, dopamine alone or
paired pre- and postsynaptic stimuli alone are not sufficient to induce LTP [Yagishita et al.
(2014)]. The modeling exercise in chapter 4 of the thesis dealt with integration between
glutamate-dependent calcium and dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling in D1 MSNs.
The results indicated that there is a synergistic effect of the interaction between calcium and dopamine inputs on a generic CaMKII substrate that is dephosphorylated by
PP1. A generic CaMKII/PP1 substrate is a suitable target to investigate the integration
of calcium and dopamine because several synaptic plasticity-related proteins are known to
be phosphorylated by CaMKII and dephosphorylated by PP1 [Lee et al. (2000a); Atkins
et al. (2004)]. The simulations in chapter 4 indicated that a calcium signal resulted in a
minor phosphorylation of the CaMKII/PP1 substrate but this was much stronger when the
calcium was paired with a dopamine input. On the other hand, the dopamine input alone
did not have much effect on the substrate. This indicated that a dopamine input acts as a
gate for calcium-dependent signaling. This gating was achieved by the dopamine-dependent
phosphorylation of DARPP-32 by PKA that in turn inhibited PP1. In the simulations, PP1
exerted a strong dephosphorylation pressure on the substrate under basal condition, and
the dopamine-dependent PP1 inhibition via DARPP-32 relieved that dephosphorylation
pressure. Involvement of DARPP-32 in the dopamine-dependent gating of calcium signaling is consistent with previous striatal measurements [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Similar
cAMP/PKA-dependent gating of CaMKII signaling has also been observed in hippocampus
[Blitzer et al. (1998)]. Since dopamine is a reward-dependent signal, the dual requirement
of synaptic activity and dopamine to activate downstream signaling involved in LTP could
be interpreted as a mechanism to selectively strengthen only those synapses which were
active during the organism received a reward [Wickens (2009)]. The assumption is that the
collective activity of these synapses represented an input to the basal ganglia that produced
an output appropriate for the organism to acquire the reward, and the probability of this
rewarding input-output transformation of the basal ganglia is increased by potentiating the
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involved synapses [Gurney et al. (2015); Berthet et al. (2016); Wieland et al. (2015)]. This
is viewed as an increase in the probability of a specific behavior/action in response to a
specific environmental stimulus, if this behavior/action in presence of the same stimulus
has elicited a reward in the past. This increased probability of a reward-eliciting stimulusbehavior pair is interpreted as the mechanism for causal association of the stimulus, action
and reward [Schultz (2015)].
Published measurements from in vivo and brain slice experiments show that mere coincidence detection of glutamatergic and dopaminergic inputs is not sufficient for an effective
signal integration [Fisher et al. (2017); Yagishita et al. (2014); Wieland et al. (2015)]. The
temporal relation between the two inputs is crucial. In order to induce LTP or activate
downstream CaMKII signaling, the glutamate-dependent calcium elevation and dopamine
should have temporal proximity (input-interval constraint), and at the same time dopamine
should follow, but not precede, calcium (input-order constraint) [Yagishita et al. (2014);
Fisher et al. (2017)]. Results in chapter 4 proposed a novel molecular mechanism that
could explain the emergence of both input-interval and input-order constraint in the striatal signaling network. This mechanism relies on the coordinated activity of DARPP-32
and ARPP-21, both striatally enriched PKA-targeted phosphoproteins. As aforementioned,
dopamine-dependent DARPP-32 phosphorylation results in PP1 inhibition, thereby disinhibiting CaMKII signaling. The transient nature of the CaMKII activation and PP1 inhibition necessitate that the two inputs be in temporal proximity for a strong effect on the
CaMKII/PP1 substrate, thus enforcing the input-interval constraint. On the other hand,
ARPP-21 has the potential to impose input-order constraint. Unlike DARPP-32, the exact
physiological role of striatal ARPP-21 is not clear except for its involvement in addiction
and motivational behavior [Caporaso et al. (2000); Davis et al. (2012)]. Results in chapter
4 propose an important role of ARPP-21 in striatal physiology because of its potential to
imposing the input-order constraint. However, this needs to be experimentally validated.
The existence of input-interval and input-order constraints on glutamate and dopamine
integration was predicted to explain the observed temporal relationship between a stimulus
(or stimulus-response pair) and a reward that is required for their causal association in behaving animals [Izhikevich (2007); Gallistel and Gibbon (2000); Schultz (1998)]. The idea of
an "eligibility trace", which phenomenologically incorporated both the constraints, was put
forth and it was able to explain several behavioral observations [Izhikevich (2007); Gurney
et al. (2015); Berthet et al. (2016)]. Often, eligibility trace is implemented as a postsynap-
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tic state-signal that is set up by appropriately paired pre- and postsynaptic stimuli, and
this signal decays as a function of time. An underlying assumptions is that the effect of
dopamine in strengthening a synapse is proportional to the amplitude of the eligibility trace
at the arrival time of dopamine. This idea of eligibility trace is consistent with recent experimental observations [Yagishita et al. (2014); Fisher et al. (2017); Brzosko et al. (2015)].
However, the molecular nature of this eligibility trace and its interaction with dopamine is
still not quite clear though there have been suggestions that CaMKII could be a candidate
[Wanjerkhede and Bapi (2011)]. By illustrating the ability of a specific signaling network
to impose input-interval and input-order constraints on striatal integration of calcium and
dopamine, results in chapter 4 put forth a plausible molecular implementation of corticostriatal synaptic eligibility trace. Even though I focused on D1 neurons in chapter 4, similar
scenario may also exist for the integration of glutamate and dopamine dip in D2 MSNs.
Striatal dopamine-dependent signaling could be further influenced by other neuromodulators. Acetylcholine is considered to be important in this regard [Aosaki et al. (2010);
Cragg (2006)]. Simulations from chapter 2 highlighted the ability of acetylcholine to regulate dopamine-dependent cAMP/PKA signaling in D1 MSNs. This in turn could affect
the ability of a dopamine peak to potentiate corticostriatal synapses of these neurons. Simulations indicated a possibility that the cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs is suppressed under
basal conditions by muscarinic M4 receptors due to the acetylcholine produced by tonic
TAN activity. In such a scenario, a dopamine peak may not activate cAMP signaling unless
the M4 -dependent tonic suppression is relieved by an acetylcholine dip produced by a TAN
pause, as illustrated in chapter 2. In reward learning, pause in TAN activity often accompanies dopaminergic bursts in response to a conditioning stimulus or reward [Aosaki et al.
(1994); Morris et al. (2004)]. This pause in TAN activity could be seen as setting-up of a
time window within which a dopamine peak is allowed to strengthen an active synapse. The
cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs has a high sensitivity towards dopamine peaks [Castro et al.
(2013)] that could be viewed as useful for efficient dopamine-dependent synaptic plasticity.
But such a high sensitivity could also mean a higher chance of unintended synaptic changes
due to a random dopamine peak, possibly, arising from noisy network dynamics. In this
scenario, the requirement of concomitant acetylcholine dip and dopamine peak could drastically reduce the chance of such unintended synaptic changes. A crude and highly simplistic
reasoning for this robustness argument is as follows: Let’s assume that 1% of any given
observed neuronal activity-pattern in a given population is spurious. Given this rate of
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spurious neuronal activity, if LTP were only dependent on dopamine burst then the chances
are that 1% of synaptic updates are erroneous. However, if LTP requires dopamine burst
as well as TAN pause then the chance of erroneous synaptic updates is reduced from 1% to
0.01%, assuming that the two activity-pattern are independent of each other. However, it
is clear that dopaminergic bursts and TAN pauses are not completely independent of each
other. A dopamine peak itself could influence the activity pattern of TANs [Chuhma et al.
(2014); Straub et al. (2014); Wieland et al. (2014)]. TAN activity is further controlled by
diverse factors [Ding et al. (2010); Brown et al. (2012); Doig et al. (2014)]. It has been
hypothesized that dopamine peak and acetylcholine dip may encode distinct information
but the exact nature of information coded by acetylcholine is not clear, though there have
been several suggestions [Morris et al. (2004); Joshua et al. (2008); Apicella et al. (2011);
Apicella (2002)]. Additionally, there could be various ways, both pre- and postsynaptic, in
which striatum may respond to TAN pauses [Cragg (2006); Ding et al. (2010)], with the
currently described M4 -dependent mechanism merely being one of them.
There are few conditions that should exist if the TAN pause were to act as a gating
mechanism for relieving the tonic M4 -dependent inhibition of the D1 -dependent cAMP signaling. First, there should be a functional convergence between M4 and D1 receptors onto
the same pool of downstream cAMP machinery. Electron microscopy studies have shown
that both of these receptors are localized in similar neuronal compartments [Hersch et al.
(1994, 1995)]. Furthermore, M4 activation has an effect on presumably dopamine-dependent
animal behaviors [Gomeza et al. (1999); Brady et al. (2008); Jeon et al. (2010); Shen et al.
(2015)]. cAMP assays using striatal membrane preparations have also demonstrated that
these receptors could interaction [Onali and Olianas (2002); Jeon et al. (2010)]. Even
though these results did not demonstrate a direct interaction between M4 and D1 at the
level of cAMP within intact MSNs, they indicated towards a strong possibility of such an
interaction. This was confirmed by the experiments in chapter 6 using striatally expressed
Epac-SH150 cAMP sensor. The second condition that needs to be satisfied for the existence of signal integration scenario proposed in chapter 2 is that the basal M4 -dependent
inhibition on cAMP should be strong enough to render a dopamine signal ineffective in
absence of a TAN pause. The measurements presented in chapter 6 shown that M4 activation in intact MSN indeed strongly inhibits D1 -dependent cAMP. However, the ability
of M4 to affect D1 -dependent signaling is not merely enough to establish a tonic inhibition
under basal conditions. It will require that M4 receptors are sufficiently activated by the
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basal level of striatal acetylcholine. Since the basal level of striatal acetylcholine is not
precisely known, a moderate concentration of 100 nM acetylcholine was used to test the efficacy of M4 -dependent cAMP inhibition in chapter 6. The results indicated that this level
of acetylcholine was sufficient to produce maximal M4 effect. The basal level of striatal
acetylcholine has mostly been estimated using microdialysis, which is suggested to involve
significant underestimation [Rada et al. (2010); Farrar et al. (2011); Mattinson et al. (2011)].
Furthermore, such estimates are most likely to represent global concentration and do not
resolve concentrations in local domains. It is conceivable that the tonic activity of densely
arborised TANs and enrichment of acetylcholinesterase in striatum may result in numerous
local domains of moderately higher acetylcholine level that are more relevant for receptor
activation on MSNs. Therefore, 100 nM appears to be a reasonable basal concentration of
striatal acetylcholine. Thus, the results in chapter 6 indicate towards the possibility that
cAMP signaling in D1 MSNs is under tonic inhibition, thus supporting the role of TAN
pause as gating mechanism for dopamine signaling as put forth in chapter 2. In addition,
it might also be possible that acetylcholine act as a regulator to fine-tune responsiveness
of the signaling system towards dopamine, or other Golf -activating neuromodulator. For
example, animals in a behavioral state that is correlated with reduced striatal acetylcholine
may experience a low M4 tone, thereby showing higher sensitivity to dopamine signal even
in the absence of TAN pauses. Such reduction of M4 activity may only be relevant for
shorter timescales because in chronic conditions, as observed in D1 MSN-specific M4 knock
out mice, this results in hyper-locomotion and aberrant motor learning [Jeon et al. (2010)].
The aforementioned signal integration scenarios highlighted a few possible ways in which
different neuromodulator signals are translated into functionally relevant intracellular processes and phenomena. Given the transient nature of extracellular signal, all of the integration scenarios require rapid kinetics for the involved signaling steps. A step with a higher
time constant (or slower kinetics) will be insensitive to brief upstream signals, analogous to
an RC electrical circuit where the time constant determines the cut-off frequency. Thus, in
order to elicit a robust downstream activation in response to a transient input, the kinetic
parameters of the models developed in this study are calibrated to achieve significantly
faster response compared to previously published models [Gutierrez-Arenas et al. (2014);
Oliveira et al. (2012); Lindskog et al. (2006); Bhalla and Iyengar (1999)]. The rapid kinetics
for different steps that were arrived at during this study were founded in recent neuronal
measurements. For example, it has been observed that the receptor/G-protein activation
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could be significantly faster in neurons compared to other cell types [Chuhma et al. (2014);
Nikolaev et al. (2004); Gervasi et al. (2007); Marcott et al. (2014)]. Furthermore, it has also
been observed that the receptors, G-proteins and AC5 could form a pre-bound complex in
striatal neurons, thereby providing a rapid functional coupling [Xie et al. (2015)]. These
measurements are also consistent with the observed high sensitivity of striatal cAMP machinery towards dopamine [Castro et al. (2013)]. Speeding-up of the upstream activation
parameters in the models were particularly important to obtain robust cAMP production in
response to a brief dopamine peak in D1 MSNs. Similarly, a fast deactivation rate for Gi/o
proteins was crucial for acetylcholine or dopamine dip-dependent disinhibition of cAMP
signaling in the D1 or the D2 MSN models, respectively (as illustrated in Figures 2.8 and
3.6). The fast Gi/o deactivation rate used in the current models is motivated by the high
striatal expression of RGS proteins that increase the intrinsic GTPase activity of Gi/o by
several order of magnitude [Gold et al. (1997); Xie et al. (2012); Kimple et al. (2011)]. Even
the downstream kinase activation have been observed to have fast kinetics in neurons [Lee
et al. (2009); Yagishita et al. (2014); Castro et al. (2013)]. These observations were used to
increase the kinetics of PKA and CaMKII activation, and were also used to interpolate the
kinetics for signaling processes that were upstream to them. Furthermore, cAMP and PKA
activation in D1 and D2 MSNs that were measured in relation to chapter 5 also pointed
towards a fast signaling kinetics that were accounted for in model updates. Measurements
from Yagishita et al. (2014) further indicated that downstream events such as DARPP32 phosphorylation, which were believed to be a relatively slower process previously, are
significantly faster in MSNs and has a time constant of few seconds.
The major part of this thesis involved building computational models for intracellular
signaling with a focus on understanding the translation of transient extracellular signals
into intracellular signaling processes. Since the overall characteristics of signal transduction
are strongly influenced by the temporal response-profiles of individual steps, this study took
a modeling approach in which the dynamics of individual steps in the signaling cascade has
been taken into consideration. In this approach, individual steps in the network were represented as chemical reactions. Every chemical reaction was mathematically modeled using
ordinary differential equations corresponding to the mass-action kinetics. For enzymatic
reactions, it is possible to use special enzyme-kinetics, such as Michaelis-Menten kinetics,
but they were also modeled using mass-action in this study. One of the main reasons for
using this formalism was that it involves fewer assumptions about the underlying reactions.
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However, there are two main assumptions of mass action kinetics. Firstly, the concentration
of chemical species is large enough so that its temporal evolution is a continuous function
which could be captured with ordinary differential equations. This means that there are no
stochastic fluctuations arising from low copy numbers in the system due to small reaction
volumes [Bhalla (2004)]. Modeling exercises performed in the current study is largely consistent with this assumption because the involved chemical species are known to be enriched
in the neuron of interest, the striatal MSNs [Heiman et al. (2008)], and their concentrations
used in the models are high enough to ignore stochastic fluctuations, even in a volume as
small as an average dendritic spine. The second assumption of mass action kinetics is that
it assumes a well-mixed approximation of the chemical species implying the absence of any
spatial heterogeneity in the reaction volume. This is of particular concern when a signaling
network is present in a large reaction volume with anisotropic diffusion due to molecular
crowding [Andrews et al. (2010)]. Such spatial heterogeneity could be ignored for models
developed in this thesis because the signaling is largely dictated by chemical species, such as
cAMP, PKA and CaMKII, that are observed to spread throughout a given reaction volume
in a relatively uniform fashion, especially in neurons [Lee et al. (2009); Castro et al. (2014);
Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Taken together, the choice of using mass action kinetics formalism
for modeling was suitable for the current study.
Dynamics of a signaling network modeled using mass action kinetics is dictated by the
reaction rate parameters of individual chemical reaction. Therefore, it is important to
attach meaningful rate parameters to individual steps to delineate the different operating
regimes of the modeled system. However, assigning the reaction parameters is considered
to be most difficult part in the process of building dynamic signaling models. A question
which often arises in this process is, "how valid or realistic are the reaction rates?". The
reaction rates, throughout this thesis, are viewed as mere mathematical parameters and
do not maintain any significance outside the context of the underlying reaction. The only
requirement is that they should enable an underlying chemical reaction to capture some
qualitative or quantitative attribute of the signaling system. Therefore, modeling the same
signaling process using two different reaction scheme may result in two distinct sets of
parameters. An example in this regard could be modeling a multi-step signaling process,
such as G-protein activation that involves at least three distinct steps [Vilardaga (2012)]).
This could be modeled either as a sequence of three individual chemical reactions or as a
single step reaction, and the two reaction structure may require two distinct numbers and
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values of parameters to capture the overall G-protein activation dynamics. I am of the
view that none of the two sets of parameters is more meaningful or realistic than the other.
Rather, these are mere numbers enabling the underlying equation to reproduce the data.
Taking this view, parameters have always been re-calibrated after the reaction scheme for
any signaling step has been simplified/modified during the model building exercise in this
study. Furthermore, reaction-rate values in a simplified model could also be used to account
for additional context information. Specifically, a reaction could implicitly take into account
the contribution of accessory molecules and functional coupling etc. by selecting appropriate
parameter values. In the thesis, reaction rates have been used to this end. For examples,
faster G-protein deactivation were used to capture the influence of RGS. The notion that
rate parameters could be different depending on context information is particularly useful
when one is modeling a signaling reaction for a specific cell type. For example, cAMPdependent PKA activation could exist in different cell types, or even in cell-free extracts,
and depending on the cell type it could exhibit significantly different dynamics [Saucerman
et al. (2006); Castro et al. (2013); Di Benedetto et al. (2008)]. Since the way in which PKA
is activated by cAMP is more or less the same in different cells, these cell-specific differences
in dynamics could arise from cellular geometry or differential localization etc [Wong and
Scott (2004)]. A pertinent question is then, "how to capture these cell-specific dynamics in
a model that is devoid of geometry?". A simple approach would be to use different sets of
reaction rates for different cell-types, which are estimated from respective cell-specific data.
This means that parameters of a signaling model that is expected to answer neuron-related
question should be estimated using predominantly neuron-specific data. A corollary is that
any part of the models developed here may not be suitable to address questions related to
other cell types without a cell-specific recalibration, unless there exist compelling reasons
to do so.
The reaction rate parameters that were used in this study were estimated mostly using
MSN or neuron-specific data. As the study progressed, newer measurements with better
resolution became available and the cAMP/PKA signaling modules were updated accordingly multiple times. However, while trying to account for these newer measurements in
every model update cycle, it was made sure that the updated version was also consistent
with the parameters requirements for predictions that were already made before the update.
For example, parameter set for the final model version in chapter 5 qualitatively fulfills the
requirements for all the prediction made in previous chapters. Given the usually large size
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of signaling network and scarcity of neuronal measurements, it is possible that those parameters that are responsible for an interesting prediction are not well constrained, and this
increases the uncertainty of the prediction. In this study, such possibilities were addressed
by identifying the sensitive parameters for a given prediction and checking whether the data
used for model fitting covered those sensitive parameters. Even though the main purpose of
model building in this study was to propose novel possibilities based on synthesis from existing data, the utility of model building is not limited to this purpose only. Modeling could
also highlight the shortcomings in a given experimental setup. For example, modeling the
experimental data for the D1 -dependent cAMP activation in chapter 5 highlighted the slow
clearance of uncaged dopamine in out experimental setup (Figure 5.5), and thereby explaining the discrepancy in response kinetics between our measurements and previously reported
observation [Yagishita et al. (2014)]. Thus, modeling was used for better interpretation of
the experimental results. Furthermore, the models were also used to explore those scenarios
which were not amenable to experimental dissection. For example, the characterization of
efficacy of brief dopamine inputs in chapter 5 (Figure 5.9).
In summary, this study investigated different aspects of striatal neuromodulator-triggered
cAMP/PKA signaling. The modeling and simulations done in this context put forth novel
signal integration scenarios that are relevant to striatal physiology in the context of reward
learning, and proposes several hypotheses that could guide future experiments. These models could be directly used for further investigation into striatal signaling, such integrating
them into multi-scale models to understand how intracellular signaling affects the electrical
properties of the neurons in presence of neuromodulation. Furthermore, the results could
be abstracted as learning rules in neural network simulations to better understand the
temporal evolution of the network activity. This study also experimentally characterized
MSN responses towards dopamine and acetylcholine using FRET-based biosensor imaging,
which will be valuable for future modeling studies related to striatal physiology, and also
pathologies. Extending and integrating all these results with additional neuromodulators
(such as serotonin), receptors (such as mGluR) and downstream elements, (such as ERK
and endocannabinoid signaling) will be a natural future course.
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